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GEN ERRL STEEL INDUSTRIES, INC.

CASTINGS DIVISION

1417 State Street

Granite City, Illinois 62040

618 - GL 2-2120

February 17., 1969

Mr. James Milaro
Senior Reviewer
Division of Licensing and Regulation
United States Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Milaro:

Enclosed is our application for renewal of the United States
Atomic Energy Commission Byproduct Material License #12-8271-1.
The only physical changes made to our facilities are in the location of
the crankout device for the 80 curie cobalt 60 source and some additional
safety devices for the same source. These are described in Section 6.

The application has also been updated to reflect changes in
corporate and departmental personnel.

Your review of this application will be appreciated.

Sincerely,

H. B. Norris
Manager of Quality Control

HBN:lw

Enc.

DIVISIONS: Castings-St Louis Car-National Roll SUBSIDIARIES: Ludlow-Saylor-Flex.O-Lite-Standard Pipeprotection
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Form AEC-313R
(9-62)

UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

APPLICATION FOR BYPRODUCT MATERIAL LICENSE-

USE OF SEALED SOURCES IN RADIOGRAPHY

Form approved.
Budget Bureau No. 38-R137

SEE ATTACHED FORM AEC-313R INSTRUCTIONS--USE SUPPLEMENTAL SHEET WHERE NECESSARY
BE SURE ALL ITEMS ARE COMPLETED AND THAT ALL NECESSARY ATTACHMENTS ARE FURNISHED. IF ANY PORTION
OF THE APPLICATION IS NOT APPLICABLE SPECIFICALLY SO STATE. DEFICIENT OR INCOMPLETE APPLICATIONS
MAY BE RETURNED WITHOUT CONSIDERATION.

I(a) NAME AND ADDRESS OF APPLICANT 2. PREVIOUS LICENSE NUMBER(S) (Indicate if application is for renewal or amendment

General Steel Industries, Inc. of an existing byproduct material license.)

1417 State Street Renewal of License #12-8271-1
Granite City, Illinois 62040

s[]A C rpio 3. LOCATIONIS) WHERE SEALED SOURCES WILL BE USED AND/OR STORED. (If use
(b) APPLICANT IS: An individual El. A partnership Elj A Corporation [N An will be made in states other than named in 7(a), they should be listed here.)

Unincorporated Association 1l Other F1 If applicant is other than on individ- General Steel Industries, Inc.
ual, the applicable section an the reverse side must be completed. 14 17 State- Street

I Granite City. Illinnis 0?040Budd Assembly INo. 300-04170Y6 (B)
'4. SEALED SOURCES TO BE USED IN RADIOGRAPHY RBdd Assembly No. P 00-(

______________Radionics~ Inc, P60-1 00-2 ______ ______

BYPRODUCT MATERIAL SOURCE MODEL NUMBER NAME OF MANUFACTURER MAXIMUM ACTIVITY NUMBER OF SOURCES
(Element and Mass No.) PER SOURCE

A. 0660 A. C-374 A. Nuclear Con- A. 280 rnc A. one
sultants Corp.

B. Co60 B. C-375 B. B. Z60 mc B. one
alibrated 7-22-6

c. Co60 c. P60-100 c Radionics Inc. c. 80 curie c. one

5. RADIOGRAPHIC EXPOSURE DEVICES AND/OR STORAGE CONTAINERS TO BE USED WITH SOURCES LISTED ABOVE

MODEL NUMBER NAME OF MANUFACTURER (if custom made, attach complete design specification.)

A. Unitron 110A Serial #1116 A. Budd Company Instruments Division

B. Unitron 11OA Serial #1117 B. Budd Company Instruments Division

c. 1 Model P60-100-2 c. Radionics Inc.
6. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS ATTACHED AS A PART OF THIS APPLICATION: (Check appropriate blocks and attach information called for in the instructions with this farm.)

Not Applicable Attached Previously Submitted

(a) Description of radiographic foci,,tias (instruction 6-a) ......................... Li Li an ,an. 1 5 . 1968•~ATE)

(bI Description of radiation detection instruments to be. used (Instruction 6-b) ... .L. . 5 N on. - a n • 12 -.A
(c) Instrument calibration procedures .(nstruction 6-c) .L.i.............. ... L i on, DA 10

(d) Personnel monitoring equipment (Instruction 6-d() ........................ Li an

(e) Operating and emergency procedures (instruction 6-e) .L............ ion [ . , ] 5 1 968
(f) Training program (Instruction 6-f).................................... as JD 5. 15. !968

(g) Internal inspection system or other management control (Instruction 6-g) ......... n &a. L 5 1 9 6
(h) Overall organizational structure (instruction 6-h) ........................ Li Li on °• . 15, 1968
(i) Leak testing procedures (instruction 6-i) ... .. .......................... El I on M . 5. 1 968

(DATE)

CERTIFICATE (This item must be completed by applicant)
7. THE APPLICANT AND ANY OFFICIAL EXECUTING THIS CERTIFICATE ON BEHALF OF THE APPLICANT NAMED IN ITEM 1, CERTIFY THAT THIS APPLICATION IS PREPARED IN CON-

FORMITY WITH TITLE 10, CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS, PART 30, AND THAT ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN, INCLUDING ANY SUPPLEMENTS ATTACHED HERETO,
IS TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE B EDGE AND BELIEF.

General Steel Industries. Inc.

,Z._'Apphccmt 
Named," tem I

Vice Presidi/et - Ma;niif;c-i-iin-in-rc
Title of Certifying Official

at. 749; makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any department or

04 ̂ F "Itr*
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FORM AEC-313R (9-62) 1
LEGAL STRUCTURE OF APPLICANT

If applicant is a corporation, complete Items 8 through 1 1 ; if applicant is a partnership, complete Items 1 2 through 14; if applicant is an unincorporated

association or a legal entity other than a partnership or corporation, complete Items 15 and 16. Attach separate sheets where space provided proves in-

adequate.

CORPORATION

8. STOCK OF APPLICANT CORPORATION

NO. OF SHARES NO. OF SHARES NO. OF SHARES TOTAL NUMBER OF:
AUTHORIZED ISSUED SUBSCRIBED

(a) Stockholders (b) Subscribers

6, 000, 000 2, 266, 148 .7850

9. Is applicant corporation directly or indirectly controlled by another corporation or other legal entity? .................. YES .. NO

If answer is "YES" give name and address of other corporation or other legal entity and describe how such control exists and the extent thereof.

10. (a) Identify by name and address any individual, corporation, or other legal entity (1) owning 10 percent or more of the stock of applicant corporation issued and
outstanding or (2) subscribing to 10 percent or more of the authorized but unissued stock of the corporation.

(b) Identify by name and address all officers and directors of the corporation.

(a) None

(b) See Attached
1 1. Identify the State, District, Territory, or possession under the laws of which the applicant is incorporated.

PARTNERSHIP
12. Name and address of each individual or legal entity owning a partnership interest in the applicant.

13. State the percent of ownership of the applicant partnership held by each of the individuals or legal entities listed in Item 12.

14. Identify the State, District, Territory, or possession under the laws of which the applicant partnership is organized.

OTHER
15. Describe the nature of the applicant and identify the State, District, Territory, or possession under the laws of which it is organized.

16. State the total number of members or persons holding an ownership in the applicant, identify each by name and address, and indicate the ownership interest thereof.

I

-U.S. GOVERNMENT PRIN4TING OFFICEc 1962 OF-659351
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January 28, 1966

Memorandum to Mr. T. Ditchfield

To conform with A. E. C. regulations for the use of the two Co 60
isotopes in our plant, the following must be carried out at all times:

1. Before anyone is allowed on the roof of #6 building over the
#6 building x-ray cage, Mr. H. B. Norris, Radiation Safety
Officer, must be notified and his permission obtained.

2. Before anyone is allowed to work on the #6 building overhead
cranes, when and if this work is done over the #6 building
x-ray cage, Mr. Norris again must be notified and his

permission granted.

These instructions were originally sent to Messrs. Roddy and
McMillin. Due to the changes in personnel and the continued use of
Co 60, I thought it wise to reissue these instructions.

This letter will become a part of our A..E. C. licensing application,
replacing the original addressed to Mr. Barclay, dated January 29, 1963,
and the first revision addressed to Mr. McMillin, dated January 3, 1964,
and the second revision addressed to Mr. Ditchfield, dated November 27,
1964.

H. B. Norris

Radiation Safety Officer

HBN:ten

cc: WED LFB(6) MWL ROC
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6. (a) DESCRIPTION OF RADIOGRAPHIC FACILITIES6. (a) DESCRIPTION OF RADIOGRAPHIC FACILITIES 



January 25, 1963

Mr. William E. Davis
PlIanL Metallur•ist

General Steel Industries
1417 State Street
Granite City, Illinois

Dear Vr. Davis:

Enclosed you will find a cross sectional drawing of your
foYndr? b!o.til.ling - i7 the arca of yo0,r radiograPhic
room.

As you will recall., last Saturday (January 19, 1963)
during my visit to y(-zr ,.tnr T !n ade a c.cyple,.e rad-Ition
sul-rey of the area peatc]t aboie the .1iographic roc•n

to detertIne, by ,,rtuct, the -.ctu;l radl.,Aton flelds
present when yoir ro-60 raliographic sources are in use.

I had previously made calculations of these fields for you,
however, urn your tint A.E.I. inspection the qp.est-;~
was raised as to the lctiau te rementts of these ields.
Since it was a bad, ano"y lay I declined the in•_ttation to
crawl around on top of the roof to make actual measurements:
I did, however, personally climb into the crane cab and on
top of this cab where there iS a catwalk which spans the
co•'p lete building !u-mnc.Il ately above the radiographic room.

These measurements were male with an NRD Model CS-4) fonlza-
tion type survey meter. This meter had been calibrated in
our laboratories using a 'Bureau of Standarls calibrated
Co-60 standard.

Two measurements .were made - one with both sources placed
inside of large casting as you would normally use them anr
the second sot of readings were made witb both sources
laying unshielded on the floor of the radiographic rom.

Table one shows the measurements actually taken. From this
it can be seen that the crane operator is quite safe even
when both sources are completely exposed.- The field
immediately above the sources on the catwalk reaches a maximum
of 7 ar./hr. when both sources are completely exposed. This
does not present a problem since you already have a company

Section 6 (a) Page I

January 25, 1963 

Hr. YUllam E. Dl!I'1iR 
l? lantP,et.allurgiBt 
General Steel Indu8tries 
1417 State Street 
Granite City, U linoh 
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inside of large casting .u you would normally use them ani 
the 8ecoad SGt of reading. were made with both aoureea 
laying unshi4!llrled on the floor of tlla radiographic roan. 

Table one ahows the measurements actnally taken. From thh 
it can be Been that the crane operator i8 quite aafe even 
when both sources are completely expo •• d.: The field 
itmlediately above the. sources on the catwalk 'l'eache. a maximum 
of 7 1I.r./hr. when both sources are completely exposed, This 
does not present I'l prohlem .inee you ~lre~dy' have a compal1Y 
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policy established that no-one is allowed on the catwalk
without first checking with your office. No-one should,
of covrse, be allowed on this catwalk When the sources are
in use.

The other question posed by the inspector was the possible
radiation fields on the roof. As I stated earlier, I did
not physically go to the roof for measurements, however, I'm
sure we have ample data to calculate the fields in the
positions indicated on the roof. I have selected all points
where it would be possible for m~aintenance man to be required
to wmrK. Table II gives the calcjlated values for these
various positions.

As can be seen frov this table, the highest field is that in
the ridge area immediately above the exposed sources at
position I. This represents a field of 0.85 mr./hr - well
below the 2 mr./hr for unrestricted areas and would mean
a person would have to remain at this position about 120 hours
per week in order to exceed the 100 mr. per week limit. A
most unlikely situation.

I would, however, recommend you extend your company policy
of requiring all maintenance men to clear through yotur office
before going onto the caitwalk of the crane to include going
onto the roof also. In this rvmnerr you can be certain no
workmen will be in these areas when the sources are exposed.

I further reconmend you make this report a part of your
permanent records ani sabrmit a copy to both the state and
fedier1l A.r.C. insper>tior aogennlee in answ#er to any questions
they may have concerning the radiation fields and control of
areas above your radio•-raphic facilities.

Should you have any further questions, please call on me at
your cotnvenience.

Sincerely,

NUCLEAP CONSULTANTS COR1MORATION

W. R. T<onneker, Ph.D.
Certified Health ,ysiciat WRI: im

cc: o •RK

enclosures
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TABLE I

A. Seat of the crane operator

B. Catwalk on top of crane

C. Catwalk immediately above wall

D. Catwalk immediately above sources

9. Catwalk about half-way between
sources and operator's position

F. Catwalk irmediately above
operator's position

C. Catwalk tInediately above
end wall of room

sources in

0.5 mr./hr.

I mr./hr.

I mr./hr.

3 1/2 mrd/hr.

1 1/2 mr./br.

1 mr. /hr.

0,5 mr. lhr.

sources ou

fioor

'1 •rr./hr.

1 1/2 mr./hr.

3 mr.!hr.

7 mr./hr.

2 1/2 mr./hr.

1 1/2 mr./hr.

l mr,/hr.
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TABLE II

All. based cm both almrcses conieltely exposed tasin&
.l.osest men-amred point and the inverse square l~aw.

NO mdditional shielding assumed.

L. Aream hetwpfrn t.vo tN 1dI.nj-,, 63' from
Soturces (iisr, measured field at Ir
for calculation).

'.Pl~atform Inside Vi iingue4 to
ýYorkl on wlnvioi 4!rmt~rn4s eO from
SIOurves (uqed tieanvred field at
C for cale~Iation) .

I. IA-c area on top of roof 52'
from sonrces (,dr~easured fiel.d
at n for calc.J~ation) .

J. A second platform inside building
use!i to work on, winxdow controls

K. ?rd-,,ý of hliildiw- 62 Feet frnri
sources (used m-asured field at
V~ for eelci.-at ion).

0.4 mr. /hr.

0. 52 Tor.f/hr.

0.4 mr.!1hr.
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TABLE II 
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C for calculation). 

I. R.i.d~~e area on top of roof 52' 
fr.om t3(\'lr~~s (11111ed reasured field 
at ry foOr. calcdation) . 

J. A :!Jeecnd platform insi.de building 
11.1121 to ~'J'Ork r.>Tl ~~tndO'l>1 'controls 
~f, I F-rnrn !!In:.l!,,~e!'l (us~rl 111I;H ... n',..e~ 

:Held "it r f~r c<'!1 cula.t:1.on) • 

K. P'd:s.~ ('If bui Idtnr 62 feet front 
sources (used tl'easured field at 
f' for celculat:!.on). 

0.4 mr./hr. 

0.52 tnr. !hr. 

0.85 nxr./hr. 

0.4'5 

O.l~ mr../hr. 



General Steel Industries in its normal operation produces a wide

range of very large steel castings for the military and for industry.

Extensive testing, including radiographic inspection is required for most

of these castings. To date, we have used quite satisfactorily two 500 mg.

radium sources. These have been used with a fish pole technique with

little radiation exposure to our personnel. To more easily comply with

state regulations and to reduce our cost by purchasing rather than leasing

material, we have decided to obtain two 300 mc Cobalt 60 sources from

the Budd Company which will be mounted in two of their Unitron Model 11 0A

roll-out cameras. These sources and cameras will be used only in the

specially constructed room inside the plant in Granite City. Although the

cameras are of the portable type, they will not be used in other parts of

the plant nor in the field.

See attached drawing for the radiographic room. This room is

22 feet wide by 60 feet long and the walls are constructed of 24 inches of

sand filled concrete block. The room is located inside our foundry and

hence does not have a roof. There is no basement nor open area under

the room. The walls are approximately 10 feet high with three strands

of barbed wire atop the wall to make certain unauthorized personnel do

not enter. Red warning lights are installed on each wall and over the

doorway. There is only one door into the room which is located on the

north wall. This door is posted and always kept locked. Only Mr. Norris

and the radiographers working under his supervision have access to the

keys. The building superintendent never goes into the room without first

contacting Mr. Norris. He does not have keys for the source storage
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containers. Inside the room, in the northeast corner, is a small viewing

room of about six by six feet square. The walls of this room are 20 inches

thick made from cement blocks. Between the radiographic area and the

control area are several large pieces of armor plate steel as shields.

These armor plates are 4 inches thick and measure six by six feet square.

All area immediately surrounding this room are either storage

areas or run ways for the movement of material and castings. Except for

the door area, the area for approximately 20 feet adjacent to the north

wall is storage and not used as a work area. The area adjacent to the

east wall is likewise primarily used for storage and although personnel

can approach to within 4 or 5 feet of the wall, there is no working area

closer than 15 feet away. The area behind the south wall is pretty much

inaccessible to personnel being used to store drums of oil. The west wall

faces a run way through which small trucks or tractors move castings, molds

and other material. The closest work area is some 15 to 20 feet away.

All castings are placed in this room through the open ceiling by

the use of overhead cranes. The large overhead cranes span the whole

width of the large building (approximately 100 feet wide). The control

cabin is located at the far south side of the large building and some 25 feet

in the air. The distance from the wall of the radiographic room to a

point directly under the control cabin is approximately 40 feet. Hence,

the closest distance from the wall to the cabin is on the order of 50 feet.

Since the crane operator is working from a point so far behind the south
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wall of the room (although some Z5 feet up) he is unable to see or place

castings closer than 3 or 4 feet from this wall. If there is a single casting,

it is placed nearly in the center of the room. If there are two (the maximum

handled at any one time) they cannot both be centered of course which results

in each being slightly closer to the side walls. Most work is done with the

capsule inside the casting with the film placed on the outside. For this

reason very small source to film distances (3 to 6 inches) are used and

hence the reason for the small sources (300 mc each). This technique,

with the source inside the casting results in considerable absorption of

the radiation in the casting and hence results in much reduced radiation

fields.

The large overhead crane is never operated over the areas where the

radiographers' room is located except to place the castings to be radio-

graphed into the room. It can be shown however that the maximum radiation

field which could exist at the cabin of this crane is between 2 and Z.5 mr per

hour, Since the occupancy factor in this position is virtually zero, we

consider this to be an unrestricted area.

The operator of the radiographic units will be some 25 to 35 feet

away from the exposed sources and will operate behind 4 inches of armor

plate steel.

The only door to the room is locked and posted on the outside and

is likewise locked from the inside when a radiographer is inside working.

Because of the noise level in the plant, it would be possible for unauthorized

personnel to enter the room unnoticed even with the operator in the room
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if he did not lock the door after him. There is a buzzer on the door to

signal the operator from the outside.

A large red light is mounted on the top of each wall. One is mounted

on the north wall immediately above the door. These lights are turned on

whenever an operator enters the source room or whenever sources are

exposed. The light can easily be seen not only by someone attempting

to enter the door, but also by the crane operator and anyone in this whole

area of the plant.

Radiation area and radiation storage signs are posted on the entrance

doorway. Additional radiation signs are posted within the radiographic

enclosure in conformance with A. E. C. regulations.

In addition, due to the work load of large industrial castings,

General Steel Industries has decided to obtain one 80 curie cobalt 60 source

from Radionics Inc. , which will be mounted in a radiographic camera

model P60-100-2. This source and camera will be used only in the specially

constructed Betatron room inside the plant in Granite City. Although the

camera is of the portable type, it will not be used in other parts of the

plant nor in the field. See attached drawing for the radiographic room

construction,

The camera is constructed similarly to the present cameras in its

mechanical operation.
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On August 1, 1962, Nuclear Consultants conducted a radiation

survey of our radiographic facility. A copy is attached under 313R-6A.

In the interim period no changes have been made in building

construction, radiographic procedure, equipment source type or size.

The work load will be approximately the same in 1969 as it was

in 1968.
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On August 1, ,9)2 a radiation survey was performed of the

radiographic Rtpoaure -£Xcuity at the Granite City" I1linois

Plant of General Steel Industries. This survey was perfo•m•d during

exposure of 2 Co-60 sources from 2 Budd Company Unitron Model'.

IiOAB units, which vere arranged in several different typical

operating posit ions.

The results of this survey shcw a high reading on the ex-

ternal walls of 1.2 mr/hr at I mwter above the floor at the wall

nearest the exposurs location. The average reading, including

background, was 0,15 mr/hr. Most readings did not exceed the

backgromnd level of 0.05 mr/hr.

The survey of tite 'operations'" room inside the radiographic

exposure facility was 1.35 =r/hr at flloor level directly at the

door. The average reading. including background, was 0.30 mr/hr.

Background levels of 0.05 mr/hr were found in this room. This

room is entirely contained in the restricted area and is used

by monitored personnel only.

In compliance with the State of Illinois aid Federal regulations,

an area radiation survey was requested on the Radiographic Exposure

Facility of General Steel Industries of Gramite City, I'llici8s. On

June 24 and August 1, 1962, a physicist from Nuclear Consultants

Corporation performed surveys, the results of which follow:

I. Instrumentation. A Precision Radiation Instruments,

Inc., Model 107c, Serial No. 60711 geiger counter was

used for the radiation survey. The ranges for this

instrurent are 0.04, 0.2, 2.0 and 20 mr/hr. This
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Instrument has been calibrated with Co-60. Also, a

NUCOR CS-40A "Cut.e,-Pia•' survey meter was used to

crose-check vhen po8sible, but no levels wre found

which exceoded the range of the geiger counter.

I1. Facility and Source Description. This facility is

located on the ground level of the plant. It is com-

posed of concrete block walls 24 inches thick (mini-

vmuv) and pro•mately 10 feet high with 3 strands of

barbed wire at the top. These walls form an enclosure

which is posted and alvays kept locked. Only qualified

personnel, as na md in the ALC license, are permitted

access to this area. Such personnel are routinely

r~onitored for ex•poure to external ionizing radiation.

Additional shielding is afforded Individuals inside

the exposure area in the form of 4' x 4' x 6" steel

armour plates, located strategically inside the facil-

ity. A sketch of this facility is attached.

The radiographic sources used in this area are 2

Budd Co. Unitron Model IIOAB rollout cameras. These

cameras, though portable, are ueed only inside the expo-

sure facility described above. Each camra contains a

nominal 300 millicuries of Co-6O. They are designed'end

approved by the A.E.C. to handle up to 10 curies of Co-GO.

We will be using a maximum of 300-1000 me Co-60. Each

camera has approved locking devices.

I11. Operation. The Unite•n 110AD rollout cmef 'ae are oper-

ated remotely by means of a 25 foot extension control

from behind the armour plate shielding. The source

positioning tubes are located in proper exposure position
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prior to unlocking the Unitron cameras. Such cameras

are then uuloc!-ed, after whichl thc radlograp!6r retires

toa location behind the armour plate shielding from

which location the sources are "run-out" into exposure

position. ne then retired to the operations room where

he waits until toe exposure is eopleted. At this time,

still behind the armour plate, he proceeds to retract

the sources into the cameras. The cameras are then

locked until the next use.

Prior to any entry into the exposure area, the in-

dividual entering must monitor the area, and the cameras,

with a survey meter to assure that all sources are con-

tained within their shields. Additionally, no exposure

is made without turning on the red warning lights loca-

ted on each corner of the facility. For use in emer-

gency, a phone is located inside the operations room.

Since the outer door is locked from the Inside during

exposures, no inadvertent entry to the area is possible.

Vt. Radiation Survey. Following are the resutts of the radi-

ation survey performed on this facility.

A. Exterior Surfaces, Unrestricted Area.

1. Exterior readings in storage• areas and

passageway.

1.1 On the surface of the floor at the out-

side walls the average level was 0.08

mr/hr. A maximum level of 0.12 mr/hr

was found ieediately outside the

entrance door.
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1.2 At 1 meter from the floor at thi. out.

• side walls the average level vai 0. i.1

/r/hr. The mum level of 1.2 mr/hr

ws found lumadiately adjacent to the

source location inside the facility.

1.3 At 2 meters fran the floor at the out-

side wall the average level was 0.23

mr/hr. The mautmum level of 1.2 mrhr

Was again immediately adjacent to the

source location Inside the facility.

1.4 ;Background in this area us an average

of 0.05 or/hr.

The aýove reported levels could be reduced to 1/4

If the Partial Occupancy factor were applied to this un-

restricts- area.

B. Operations Room, Restricted Area.

2. Readings Insids enclosure in Operations

Room.

2.1 At the surface of the floor the average

level wva 0.31 mr/hr. A maximm level

of 1.35 mr/hr wea found at the door

leading into the exposure area.

2.2 At 1 meter fiom the floor the average

level wa 0.26 mr/hr. The maximum

lvlof I'~ uzz/hi wan~ fem t

doe•r leoading into the exposure area.

2.3 At 2 meters from the floor the average

level was 0.33 mr/hr. The maximimu

.lovel of 0.85 mr/hr was found at the
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This art w" peetfuily submitted.
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6. (b) DESCRIPTION OF RADIATION DETECTION

INSTRUMENTS TO BE USED
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6. (b) DESCRIPTION OF RADIATION DETECTION 

INSTR UMENTS TO BE USED 



We have two model CS-40A Nucor Survey Meters, serial numbers

1207 and 1193 manufactured by the Nuclear Corporation of America, and

one survey meter Model 592B serial number 3432 manufactured by the

Victoreen Instrument Company.

A general description of the instruments and their operation follows;

A more specific method of operation is described in the operating procedure.

The Nucor Model CS-40A Survey Meter is a portable, transistorized

ionization chamber type instrument for the detection and measurement

of nuclear radiation caused by the presence of beta and gamma type

radioactivity. It consists of an air ionization chamber, a high-

grain transistorized DC amplifier, a. transistorized power supply

and a large 4-1/2 inch indicating meter. The instrument is contained

in an aluminum instrument case measuring 10" x 4-1/2" x 4-3/4".

The instrument ranges are 0-5, 50, 500, 5,000, and 50,000 mr/hr.

The instrument is powered by a single Mercury battery (Mallery type

RM-42R or equivalent) providing an operating life in excess of 500

hours. For ease of maintanenace and fabrication the instrument has

been constructed in three sub-assemblies namely: (a) Probe Assembly,

(b) Amplifier, (c) Power Supply Assembly.

Operation of the CS-40A is extremely simple. The instrument has

been calibrated and fully testedbefore shipment and the operator need

only adjust the motor ZERO ADJUST on the top of the instrument case
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and. select the desired meter range to obtain accurate radiation

measurement. In addition to the OFF and ZERO positions, five

ranges on which the meter reading is multiplied; by 10,000, 1,000,

100, 10 and 1 are provided giving the instrument the ability to

measure fields ranging from 1 mr/hr to 50 mr/hr. To set the

CS-40A into operation, simply turn.the selector switch into the

ZERO position. This applies filament voltage to the electrometer

tube and power to the time delay circuit. Approximately 1.5 seconds

after this voltage has been applied, the power oscillator is energized

and all required voltages are applied to the instrument. In this

position, the ZERO ADJUST control should be adjusted for a zero

meter reading. It is to be noted that in this position the instrument

may be zeroed in a radioactive field of any intensity without effecting

the calibration of any of the five ranges. When meter zeroing has been

accomplished, turn the selector switch to the X10,000 position. In

taking measurements, it is always desirable to have the selector switch

set on the position which gives a near mid-scale deflection. This switch

has been designed so that the first position encountered provides the

highest sealing factor. This prevents the possibility of meter damage

which could result from an excessive amount of radiation sending the

meter pointer rapidly off scale. After it has been determined that

the amount of radioactivity is not sufficient to reflect the needle near

mid-scale, turn the selector switch to lower ranges until the deflection

is such that the most accurate reading is obtained. The reading times

the scaling factor is the amount of radioactivity present in milliroentgens
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per hour. A meter sensitivity control is provided at the bottom of

the instrument for calibration of the CS-40A. However, this control

has been preset and normally will not require readjustment unless

components, other than the battery are replaced. Re-calibration

should not be attempted. unless a known source is available and the

proper method known. The screw-driver adjustment on the top of

the meter is also preset and should, not be moved unless the meter

needle indicates something, o~ther than zero, with the selector switch

in the OFF position.

The Victoreen Model 592B Survey Meter is a battery operated. ion

chamber instrument for the measurement of X and gamma radiation

over the range of 1 to 1000 mr/hr. Three linear ranges with full

scale sensitivities of 1000, 100 and. 10 mr/br are provided. A rugged

fiberglass reinforced case house- the component and ion chamber

assembly. The case has a. top and bottom section held together by two

dzus fasteners. The meter, two controls and a carrying handle are on

the top surface of the instrument.

The meter is graduated. from 0 to 10 mr/hr. The OFF-ON range

selection switch knob and zeroing control knob are located to the left

and right of the carry'ing handle at finger tip reach. Three range

positions, X100, XlO and Xl, are marked on the case top. A guard

ring protects the zeroing knob against accidental displacement.
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Reference data:

a. Range 0-10, 0-100, 0-r000 mr/hr.

b. Energy range is 50 key to 1.3 mev.

c. Accuracy is 107o at full scale (0.50 to 1. 3 mev)

d. Battery complement. Three RM-4 mercury cells 1. 3

volts each. Six number 412 Eveready 22.5 volt batterie.s.

e. Battery life 300 hours.

f. Weight 4-3/4 pounds.

g. Dimensions: 9-7/8 inches by 4-11/16 inches by 4-1/4 inches.

h. Tube complement: One 5886A, one CK5470X and. one VS10.

Operating Steps of the Model 592B

a. Turn the range to zero position.

b. Adjust the zero control so that the meter reads exactly zero.

In the zero position, the input has been switched to a reference

potential and the instrument has been switched to maximum

sensitivity X1, which allows accurate zeroing in a radiation

field.

c. Turn the range switch to the X1,00, X10 or XI range as required

and the instrument will measure gamma radiation in mr/hr.

Each time .the instrument is turned, off it is advisable to zero the

switches again when a new measurement is made using the X100, X10

ranges. This applies to situations when. frequent measurements are

made as in surveys.
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Reference data: 
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6. (c) INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION PROCEDURES6. (c) INSTR UMENT CALIBRATION PROCEDURES 



The two Nucor CS-40A and the Victoreen Model 592B survey

instruments are calibrated by St. Louis Testing Laboratories, Inc.,

2810 Clark, St. Louis, Missouri 63103. The President of this corporation

is Mr. C. D. Trowbridge.

St. Louis Testing Laboratories, Inc. uses a Co 60 isotope of 15 to

25 mc. A minimum of two checks are made on each scale of the survey

meter in the range of 1.0 to 4000 mr/hr. A statement of calibration is

affixed to the meter at the time of the check. In addition, a formal

certification of calibration is submitted to GSI. If the instrument is out

of calibration, it is repaired and recalibrated.
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6. (d) PERSONNEL MONITORING EQUIPMENT6. (d) PERSONNEL MONITORING EqUIPMENT 



We have two Victoreen Minorneters, serial nuinbers 387-2.40 and

901 (model No. 687C), used in conjunction with 13 pocket chambers model

3A. The pocket chambers are also manufactured by Victoreen and cover

the range of 0-200 mr. In addition, we have two Bendix dosimeter charges

Model 906, serial numbers 01012 and 00533 used in conjunction with

24 pocket chambers modelNo. 638. The pocket chambers are also

manufactured by Bendix Corp. and cover the range of 0-200 Roentgens.

In addition, we have 4 personnel radiation monitors Model RT-1 manufactured

by the Eberline Instrument Corp.

Film badges are supplied by the R. S. Landauer, Jr. & Co.

3920 - Z16th Street, Matteson, Illinois, area code 312. Each individual

has his own film badge and the film badge report becomes the permanent

record of the individual's exposure. Forms AEC 4 & 5 are maintained for

each individual.

Blood counts under the supervision of GSI's physician, Dr. J. F. Brennan,

are taken at time of employment and separation.
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We have two Victoreen Minom.eters, serial numbers 387-2)40 and 

901 (model No. 687C), used in conjunction with 13 pocket chambers model 

3A. The pocket chambers are also manufactured by Victoreen and cover 

the range of 0-200 mr. In addition, we have two Bendix dosimeter charges 

Model 906, serial numbers 01012 and 00533 used in conjunction with 

24 pocket chambers model No. 638. The pocket chambers are also 

manufactured by Bendix Corp. and cover the range of 0-200 Roentgens. 

In addition, we ha ve 4 per sonnel radiation monitor s Model R T -1 manufactured 

by the Eberline Instrument Corp. 

Film badges are supplied by the R. S. Landauer, Jr. & Co. , 

3920 - 2l6th Street, Matteson, Illinois, area code 312. Each individual 

has his own film badge and the film badge report bec:omes the permanent 

record of the individual's exposure. Forms AEC 4 & 5 are maintained for 

each indi vidual. 

Blood counts under the supervision of GSI's physician, Dr. J. F. Brennan, 

are taken at time of employment and separation. 
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General Steel Industries, Inc.
Operation Procedure for Use of Cobalt 60 Radiographic Sources

All "Radiographers" (as defined in Title 10, Part 31), 24-MEV Betatron,
shall:

i. Read and understand Parts 20 and 31 of Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations.

2. Read and become well acquainted with the Instruction Manual

for the Budd roll-out camera device and the Radionic Panoramic

camera.

3. Read and retain a copy of these Operating Procedures and the
attached Emergency Operating Procedures.

4. Receive instructions in the operation of the exposure device
and receive actual experience in its operation,

5. Receive instructions and procedures from Mr. H. B. Norris.

6. Receive instructions in health physics, monitoring and personnel
monitoring and dosimetry from a physicist from Nuclear Con-
sultants Corporation, or other source including GSI personnel.

Above instructions will include lectures, actual use of exposure devices and
survey instruments, and practical problems, utilizing Appendix A, Part 31,
Title 10, CFR,.as an outline. A copy of this training program is attached
as 6(f).

There will be no transportation of sources or exposure devices to any field
location, nor in fact, shall they be moved from the special radiographic
room within the plant. All records will be maintained by Mr. H. B. Norris
or by the di vision accountant (inventory) in the division accounting department
at the same address.

Only 'Radiographers' licensed by the AEC and assigned to this department
shall have keys to the radiographic room and to the exposure device. Under
NO conditions are you to loan or give your key to anyone, regardless of his
position within the company without the direct approval of Mr. Norris. If
your keys are lost or misplaced, notify Mr. Norris of this at once.

All 'Radiographers" must wear film badges whenever working around radiation
whether it be x-ray, betatron or the Co 60 sources.
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General Steel Industries, Inc. 
Operation Procedure for Use of Cobalt 60 Radiographic Sources 

All "Radiographers II (as defined In Title 10, Part 31), 24-MEV Betatron, 
shall: 

1. Read and under stand Parts 20 and 31 of Title 10 of the 
Code of Federal Regulations. 

2. Read and becom.e well acquainted with the Instruction Manual 
for the Budd roll-out cam.e ra device and the Radionic Panoram.ic 
cam.era. 

3. Read and retain a copy of these Operating Procedures and the 
attached Em.ergency Ope rating Procedure s. 

4. Receive instructions in the operation of the exposure device 
and receive actual experience in its operation. 

5. Receive instructions and procedures from. Mr. H. B. Norris. 

6. Receive instructions in health physics, m.onitoring and personnel 
m.onitoring and dosim.etry from. a physicist from. Nuclear Con
sultants Corporation, or other source including GSI personnel. 

Above instructions will include lectures, actual use of exposure devices and 
survey instrum.e nts, and practical problem.s, utilizing Appendix A, Part 31, 

Title 10, CFR, _ as an outline. A copy of this training program. is attached 
as 6(f). 

There will be no transportation of sources or exposure devices to any field 
location, nor in fact, shall they be m.oved from. the special radiographic 
room. within the plant. All records will be m.aintained by Mr. H. B. Norris 
or by the di vision accountant (inventory) in the division accounting departm.ent 
at the sam.e address. 

Only "Radiographers" licensed by the AEC and assigned to this departm.ent 
shall have keys to the radiQgraphic room. and to the exposure device. Under 
NO conditions are you to loan or give your key to anyone, regardless of his 
position within the com.pany without the direct approval of Mr. Norris. If 
your keys are lost or m.isp1aced, notify Mr. Norris of this at once. 

All "Radiographers" m.ust wear film. badges whenever working around radiation 
whether it be x-ray, betatron or the Co 60 sources. 
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Operating Procedure for Use of Cobalt-60 Radiographic Sources (Continued)

They must also wear the pocket chambers provided when working with the

Co 60.

A step-by-step procedure which is to be followed by each shift and each man
is tabulated below:

I. Unlock the door to the radiographic room from the outside,
enter and immediately lock the door from the inside. This
is necessary due to the higher than normal noise level in the
plant. A loud siren is located over the door with a push button
activator on the outside for use in the event another radiographer
must enter the room while it is locked from the inside.

2. Place film holder and any other equipment taken into the room
in the small viewing room outside the radiation area (but within
the radiographic room). Using the NRD Model CS-40A survey
meter, make an entrance survey of each exposure device
(Budd Company's Model I1OA Unitron Radiographic Camera),
making certain no sources are exposed.

3. Make the necessary entries in the Utilization and Survey Log.
(See attached sample of log.

4. Set up exposure film and fix position of source tube. Always
place source as near center of room and as far from the walls
as is practical. Never place source closer than four feet from
the wall unless it is inside the casting. Make certain source
tube is firmly fixed in position required, and that any angle in
tube is not too sharp to prevent easy operation of source within
the tube.

5. Turn on red warning lights. These lights are strategically
located on the top of the exposure room walls, and over the
outside entrance, so that they may easily be observed by any

personnel passing by the area adjacent to the exposure room.

6. Unlock Budd Camera devices.

7. Have castings and camera located so that the control cable may
be operated from behind one of the 4 inch thick armor plate steel

shields separating the radiographic area from the control area.
The control cable shall be maintained behind this shielding at
all times. The source may now be exposed utilizing the control

cable from behind the armor plate shields. Observe the source
position indicator.
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Operating Procedure for Use of Cobalt-60 Radiographic Sources (Continued) 

They IT1ust also wear the pocket chaIT1bers provided when working with the 
CobO. 

A step-by-step procedure which is to be followed by each shift and each IT1an 
is tabulated below: 

1. Unlock the door to the radiographic rOOIT1 froIT1 the outside, 
enter and iIT1IT1ediately lock the door froIT1 the inside. This 
is necessary due to the higher than norIT1al noise level in the 
plant. A loud siren is located over the door with a push button 
activator on the outside for use in the event another radiographer 
IT1ust enter the rOOIT1 while it is locked froIT1 the inside. 

2. Place filIT1 holder and any other equipIT1ent taken into the rOOIT1 
in the sIT1all viewing rOOIT1 outside the radiation area (but within 
the radiographic rooIT1). Using the NRD Model CS-40A survey 
IT1eter, IT1ake an entrance survey of each exposure device 
(Budd C0IT1pany 1 s Model 110A Unitron Radiographic CaIT1era), 
IT1aking certain no source s are exposed. 

3. Make the necessary entries in the Utilization and Survey Log. 
(See attached saIT1ple of log. ) 

4. Set up exposure filIT1 and fix position of source tube. Always 
place source as near center of rOOIT1 and as far froIT1 the walls 
as is practical. Never place source closer than four feet froIT1 
the wall unless it is inside the casting. Make certain source 
tube is firIT1ly fixed in position required, and that any angle in 
tube is not too sharp to prevent easy operation of source within 
the tube. 

5. Turn on red warning lights. These lights are strategically 
located on the top of the exposure rOOIT1 walls, and over the 
outside entrance, so that they IT1ay easily be observed by any 
personnel passing by the area adjacent to the exposure rOOIT1. 

6. Unlock Budd CaIT1era devices. 

7. Have castings and caIT1era located so that the control cable IT1ay 
be operated froIT1 behind one of the 4 inch thick arIT10r plate steel 
shields separating the radiographic area froIT1 the control area. 
The control cable shall be IT1aintained behind this shielding at 
all tiIT1es. The source IT1ay now be exposed utilizing the control 
cable froIT1 behind the arIT10r plate shields. Observe the source 
position indicator. 
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Operating Procedure for Use of Cobalt 60 Radiographic Sources (Continued)

8. Make necessary entries in Utilization and Survey Log.

9. 'Radiographer" retires to small room outside of radiation

area to time and wait for exposure to be completed. At no
time should he enter the exposure area (forward of the steel
shields) when sources are exposed.

10. After exposure is completed, retract source into source holder
with control cable from behind armor plate shielding.

11. Make an operational survey of the entire area, taking special
note of source tube and camera device.

12. Lock camera device. This should be done even though a second
exposure is to be performed within the next few minutes.

13. Make necessary entries into Utilization and Survey Log. (See
attached)

14. Turn off warning light.

15. Steps No. 3 to No. 14, inclusive, may be repeated from two to
five times before going to lunch, or between trips to the darkroom
and film storage area, or the end of the shift. Darkroom and
office are over 500 yards from exposure room.

16. Before leaving the room, whether to go to lunch or darkroom
or at the end of the shift, a final survey of source holder and
source tube will be made and noted in the log. Be sure to sign
the log.

17. Leave exposure room and lock door from the outside. Never
leave room, even for a few minutes, without locking from the
outside.

18. A final dosimeter reading will be made and recorded at the end
of each shift. Film badges as noted above will be worn throughout
the eight hour shift, regardless of work being performed.

19. See Emergency Procedure for proper action in case of an emergency.
In case of emergency follow those procedures and call Mr. Norris
at once. His telephone number shall be known to all radiographers
and is always on file in the company guard house which is open
24 hours -a day, 7 days a week.
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Operating Procedure for Use of Cobalt 60 Radiographic Sources (Continued) 

8. Make necessary entries in Utilization and Survey Log. 

9. "Radiographer" retires to small room outside of radiation 
area to time and wait for exposure to be completed. At no 
time should he enter the exposure area (forward of the steel 
shields) when sources are exposed. 

10. After exposure is completed, retract source into source holder 
with control cable from behind armor plate shielding. 

11. Make an operational survey of the entire area, taking special 
note of source tube and camera device. 

12. Lock camera device. This should be done even though a second 
exposure is to be performed within the next few minutes. 

13. Make necessary entries into Utilization and Survey Log. (See 
attached) 

14. Turn off warning light. 

15. Steps No.3 to No. 14, inclusive, may be repeated from two to 
five times before going to lunch, or between trips to the darkroom 
and film storage area, or the end of the shift. Darkroom and 
office are over 500 yards from exposure room. 

16. Before leaving the room, whether to go to lunch or darkroom 
or at the end of the shift, a final survey of source holder and 
source tube will be made and noted in the log. Be sure to sign 
the log. 

17. Leave exposure room and lock door from the outside. Never 
leave room, even for a few minutes, without locking from the 
outside. 

18. A final dosimeter reading will be made and recorded at the end 
of each shift. Film badges as noted above will be worn throughout 
the eight hour shift, regardless of work being performed. 

19. See Emergency Procedure for proper action in case of an emergency. 
In case of emergency follow those procedures and call Mr. Norris 
at once. His telephone number shall be known to all radiographers 
and is always on file in the company guard house which is open 
24 hours ,a day, 7 days a week. 
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Operating Procedure for Use Of Cobalt 60 Radiographic Source In The
Betatron Room

All radiographers must wear film badges and pocket chambers provided
whenever working around penetrating radiation, whether it be from the
Betatrons or the Co 60 sources.

1. Unlock the door to the Control Room from the outside, enter
and immediately lock the door. In the event another radiographer
must enter the Control Room while it is locked, he will have to
knock on the door.

2. Using the NRD Model CS 40A or the Victoreen Model 592B survey
meter, make an entrance survey of exposure device (Radionic
Panoramic Camera Model P60-100-A) making certain no source

is exposed.

3. Make the necessary entries in the utilization and survey log.

4. Always place the casting as far south as the handling crane will
permit, approximately 54' from the north wall. The casting will
be as close as is practicable to the east wall. Set up the exposure

film and fix the position of the source tube. Make certain the
source tube is firmly fixed in the position required and that any
angle in the tube is not too sharp to prevent movement of the

source within the tube, The Co 60 camera will be set approxi-
mately 3' from the east wall and 32' from the north wall. The
control crank unit will be inside the control room.

5. Turn on red warning lights. These lights are strategically located
at the entrance door to work area and at the double leaf door. Lights

may easily be observed by any personnel passing by the area adjacent
to the exposure room.

6. Unlock the Radionic's camera device.

7. Have casting and camera located so that control cable may be
operated from inside the control room. Observe the source position
indicator.

8. Make the necessary entries in utilization and survey log.

9. Radiographer returns to the Control Room outside the radiation
area to time and wait for the exposure to be completed. At no time

should he enter the exposure area (forward of the 1 0'0" thick sand
filled wall) when the source is exposed.
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Operating Procedure for Use Of Cobalt 60 Radiographic Source In The 
Beta troD. Room 

All radiographers must wear film badges and pocket chambers provided 
whenever working around penetrating radiation, whether it be from the 
Betatrons or the Co 60 sources. 

1. Unlock the door to the Control Room from the outside, enter 
and immediately lock the door. In the event another radiographer 
must enter the Control Room while it is locked, he will have to 
knock on the door. 

2. Using the NRD Model CS 40A or the Victoreen Model 592B survey 
meter, make an entrance survey of exposure device (Radionic 
Panoramic Camera Model P60-100-A) making certain no source 
is exposed. 

3. Make the necessary entries in the utilization and survey log. 

4. Always place the casting as far south as the handling crane will 
permit, approximately 54' from the north wall. The casting will 
be as close as is practicable to the east wall. Set up the exposure 
film and fix the position of the source tube. Make certain the 
source tube is firmly fixed in the position required and that any 
angle in the tube is not too sharp to prevent movement of the 
source within the tube. The Co 60 camera will be set approxi-
rna tely 3' from the east wall and 32' from the north wall. The 
control crank unit will be inside the control room. 

5. Turn on red warning lights. These lights are strategically located 
at the entrance door to work area and at the double leaf door. Lights 
may easily be observed by any personnel passing by the area adjacent 
to the exposure room. 

6. Unlock the Radionic's camera device. 

7. Have casting and camera located so that control cable may be 
operated from inside the control room. Observe the source position 
indicator. 

8. Make the necessary entries in utilization and survey log. 

9. Radiographer returns to the Control Room outside the radiation 
area to time and wait for the exposure to be completed. At no time 
should he enter the exposure area (forward of the 10'0" thick sand 
filled wall) when the source is exposed. 
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Operating Procedure for Use of Cobalt 60 Radiographic Source in
the Betatron Room (Continued)

10. After the exposure is completed, retract the source into the
camera by means of the control cable from inside the control
room.

11. Make an operational survey of the entire area, taking special
note of source tube and camera device.

12. Lock camera device. This should be done even though a second
exposure, is to be performed within the next few minutes.

13. Make necessary entries in the utilization and survey log. (See
attached)

14. Turn off warning lights.

15. Steps No. 3 to No. 14 inclusive may be repeated several times
before going to lunch or the end of the shift. Darkroom and
offices are located in the processing area behind the 10' 0"
thick sand filled wall.

16. Before leaving the room, whether to go to lunch or darkroom or
at the end of the shift, a final survey of source holder and source
tube will be made and noted in the log. Be sure to sign the log.

17. Leave exposure room and lock door from'the outside. Never
leave room, even for a few minutes, without locking from the
outside.

18. A final dosimeter reading will be made and recorded at the end
of each shift. Film badges as noted above will be worn throughout
the eight hour shift, regardless of work being performed.

19. See Emergency Procedure for proper action in case of an
emergency. In case of emergency, follow those procedures
and call Mr. H. B. Norris at once. His telephone number

shall be known.to all radiographers, and is always on file in
the company guard house, which is open 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week.
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Operating Procedure for Use of Cobalt 60 Radiographic Source in 
the Betatron ROOTIl (Continued) 

10. After the exposure is completed, retract the source into the 
caTIlel"a by TIleans of the control cable froTIl inside the control 
rOOTIl. 

11. Make an operational survey of the entire area, taking spe cial 
note of source tube and caTIlera device. 

12. Lock caTIlera device. This should be done even though a second 
exposure is to be pe rformed within the next few TIlinute s. 

13. Make necessary entries in the utilization and survey log. (See 
attached) 

14. Turn off warning lights. 

15. Steps No.3 to No. 14 inclusive TIlay be repeated severai tiTIles 
before going to lunch or the end of the shift. DarkrooTIl and 
offices are located in the processing area behind the 10' 0" 
thick sand fil1ed wal1. 

16. Before leaving the room, whether to go to lunch or darkroom or 
at the end of the shift, a final survey of source holder and source 
tube wil1 be TIlade and noted in the log. Be sure to sign the log. 

17. Leave exposure rOOTIl and lock door froTIl the outside. Never 
leave rOOTIl, even for a few minutes, without locking from the 
outside. 

18. A final dosiTIleter reading will be TIlade and recorded at the end 
of each shift. FilTIl badges as noted above will be worn tbroughout 
the eight hour shift, regardless of work being perforTIled. 

19. See ETIlergency Procedure for proper action in case of an 
eTIlergency. In case of emergency, follow those procedures 
and cal1 Mr. H. B. Norris at once. His telephone nUTIlber 
shall be known. to al1 radiographers, and is always on file in 
the cOTIlpany guard house, which is open 24 hours a day, 7 days 
a week. 
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EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

A telephone is located in the small room protected from the radiation
area but within the locked exposure room. Any deviation from normal

operating procedure may be reported to the supervisor in charge of

radiography without the necessity of the radiographer leaving the locked
exposure room. All men handling the source will be radiographers within
the definition of Part 31, Paragraph 31.3.

EMERGENCY NO. I SOURCE CANNOT BE RETRACTED INTO THE SOURCE
HOLDER OR THE SURVEY INDICATES THAT IT IS NOT WITHIN THE HOLDER

WHEN IT SHOULD BE. THE RADIOGRAPHER ON DUTY SHALL:

1. The warning lights will be on in conformance with operating
procedure. If the emergency happens at any other time,

turn on warning lights.

2. Call H. B. Norris, by auto call or telephone.

3. Unlock door, leave radiation room, and lock door from the
outside.

4. Using NRD Model CS 40A survey meter, survey area immediately
surrounding radiographic area, and post any area of greater than
5 mr/hr.

5. Maintain vigilance at doorway until Mr. Norris arrives.

THE RADIATION SAFETY OFFICER SHALL

1. Obtain full story, evaluate, rectify if possible.

2. If necessary, call Nuclear Consultants Corporation or the Budd

Company. Exposure room will remain locked and all warning
lights will remain on until area is safe. Radiographer will
maintain personnel vigilance at exposure room door if gravity

of situation warrants.

3. Record will be made of the incident.

4. AEC will be notified, if necessary, in compliance with Title 10,
Part 20, Paragraph 20.403.
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EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

A telephone is located in the small room protected from the radiation 
area but within the locked exposure room. Any deviation from normal 
operating procedure may be reported to the supervisor in charge of 
radiography without the necessity of the radiographer leaving the locked 
exposure rOOrrl. All men handling the source will be radiographers within 
the definition of Part 31, Paragraph 31.3. 

EMERGENCY NO.1 SOURCE CANNOT BE RETRACTED INTO THE SOURCE 
HOLDER OR THE SURVEY INDICATES THAT IT IS NOT WITHIN THE HOLDER 
WHEN IT SHOULD BE. THE RADIOGRAPHER ON DUTY SHALL: 

1. The warning lights will be on in conformance with operating 
procedure. If the emergency happens at any other time, 
turn on warning lights. 

2. Call H. B. Norris, by auto call or telephone. 

3. Unlock door, leave radiation room, and lock door from the 
outside. 

4. Using NRD Model CS 40A survey meter, survey area immediately 
surrounding radiographic area, and post any area of greater than 
5 mr /hr. 

5. Maintain vigilance at doorway until Mr. Norris arrives. 

THE RADIATION SAFETY OFFICER SHALL 

1. Obtain full story, evaluate, rectify if possible. 

2. If necessary, call Nuclear Consultants Corporation or the Budd 
Company. Exposure room will remain locked and all warning 
lights will remain on until area is safe. Radiographer will 
maintain personnel vigilance at exposure room door if gravity 
of situation warrants. 

3. Record will be made of the incident. 

4. AEC will be notified, if necessary, in compliance with Title 10, 
Part 20, Paragraph 20.403. 
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EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURE (Continued)

EMERGENCY NO. 2 POCKET DOSIMETER READS OFF SCALE

1. Do not extrapolate.

2. Recharge dosimeter, check it after 15 minutes, repeat this
step. If it reads off scale both times, it is probably faulty.

3. Develop casting exposure films, see if they have the correct
density with no distortion. Any misalignment of source or
source tube that could result in overexposure would not give
a satisfactory radiograph.

4. Check survey instrument. If survey instrument and radiographs
prove to be all right and dosimeter indicates a faulty discharge,
assume dosimeter to be faulty. Use spare dosimeter.

5. Call H. B. Norris and notify him of these results for his
evaluation before making any other exposures.

6. If above indicates that the apparent overexposure may have
actually occurred, send film badge in for processing with
request for an immediate reply by telephone.

7. If film badge report substantiates dosimeter reading, the
radiographer will be sent to the corporation doctor with a
full report.

8. AEC will be notified in conformance with Title 10, Part 30,
Paragraph 20.403.
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EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURE (Continued) 

EMERGENCY NO.2 POCKET DOSIMETER READS OFF SCALE 

1. Do not extra pola te. 

2. Recharge dosimeter, check it after 15 minutes, repeat this 
step. If it reads off scale both times, it is probably faulty. 

3. Develop casting exposure films, see if they have the correct 
density with no distortion. Any misalignment of source or 
source tube that could result in overexposure would not give 
a satisfactory radiograph. 

4. Check survey instrument. If survey instrument and radiographs 
prove to be all right and dosimeter indicates a faulty discharge, 
assume dosimeter to be faulty. Use spare dosimeter. 

5. Call H. B. Norris and notify him of these results for his 
evaluation before making any other exposure s. 

6. If above indicates that the apparent overexposure may have 
actually occurred, send film badge in for processing with 
request for an immediate reply by telephone. 

7. If film badge report substantiates dosimeter reading, the 
radiographer will be sent to the corporation doctor with a 
full re port. 

8. AEC will be notified in conformance with Title 10, Part 30, 
Paragraph 20.403. 
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Radiation Safety Training Program for Industrial Radiographers at
General Steel Industries - Granite City Plant

Conducted by: Messrs. William E. Davis - Plant Metallurgist
Robert W. Ripley - Asst. Plant Metallurgist
H. B. Norris - Manager of Quality Control

J. T. McCrone - Gen'l Foreman Nondestructive Testing

P. Lewis Frazar - Plant Safety Director

I. Fundamentals of Radiation Safety

A. Radiation - 4 hours

1. atomic structure
Z. isotope and radiation
3. alpha, beta and gamma
4. interaction with matter
5. x-radiation and gamma radiation

B. Glossary - 2 hours

1. terms - learn them first
2. significance and explanation of

C. Radiation Levels - 2 hours

1. unrestricted area, define, explain dangers in
2. radiation area, define, explain dangers in
3. high radiation area, define, explain dangers in

D. Health Hazards from Radiation - 2 hours

1. whole body effects
2. reversibility and irreversibility

3. skin effect
4. reproductive organs - genetics and future generations
5. effect on blood

E. Betatron - 2 hours

1. theory
2. operation of

3. hazards of
4. radiation from
5. comparison with gamma from Co 60
6. safety devices, procedure and explanation of
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Radiation Safety Training Program. for Industrial Radiographers at 
General Steel Industries - Granite City Plant 

Conducted by: Messrs. William E. Davis - Plant Metallurgist 
Robert W. Ripley - Asst. Plant Metallurgist 
H. B. Norris - Manager of Quality Control 
J. T. McCrone - GeniI Foreman Nondestructive Testing 
P. Lewis Frazar - Plant Safety Director 

I. Fundamentals of Radiation Safety 

A. Radiation - 4 hour s 

1. atomic structure 
2. isotope and radiation 
3. alpha, beta and gamma 
4. interaction with matter 
5. x-radiation and gamma radiation 

B. Glossary - 2 hours 

1. terms - learn them first 
2. significance and explanation of 

C. Radiation Levels - 2 hours 

1. unrestricted area, define, explain dangers in 
2. radiation area, define, explain dangers in 
3. high radiation area, define, explain dangers in 

D. Health Hazards from Radiation - 2 hours 

1. whole bod y effects 
2. reversibility and irreversibility 
3. skin effect 
4. reproductive organs - 'genetics and future generations 
5. effect on blood 

. E. Betatron - 2 hours 

1. 
2. 
3 . 
4. 
5. 
6. 

theory 
operation of 
hazards of 
radia tion from 
comparison with gamma from Co 60 
safety devices, procedure and explanation of 
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F. Methods of Controlling Radiation Dosage - 3 hours

1. time
a. equations
b. explanation

Z. distance
a. equations

b. explanation

3. shielding
a. equations, charts and graphs
b. absorption factors
c. half value layers

II. Radiation Detection Instruments - 3 hours

A. Radiation Detection Instruments

1. Nucor CS 40A survey meter
a. principle of operation

b. operation technique

c. limitations
d. calibration

2. Film Badge
a. principle of
b. use of
c. limitations

3. Victoreen Minometer and Pocket Chambers
a. principle of
b. use of

c. limitations

B. Survey Techniques - 3 hours

I. General
a. background and its significance

b. equations

Z. Our Operation at GSI
a. technique
b. documentation and records
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III. Radiographic Equipment - 1 hour

A. Budd Company Exposure Device

1. Diagrams
a. explanation
b. limitations
c. advantages

2. Operation of
a. theory
b. our procedure

3. Storage Container
a. requirements
b. qualifications of Budd Co. Device
c. A.E.C. requirements

IV. Procedure - 3 hours

A. Regular Operation Procedure

1. review step by step
2. explanation of

B. Emergency Operating Procedures

1. review step by step
2. explanation of

V. A.E.C. Regulations - 2 hours

A. Title 10,Part 30

1. review
2. explain

B. Title 10, Part 31

1. review
2. explain

C. Title 10, Part 30

1. review
2. explain
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VI. Review - 3 hours

VII. Examination - 2 hours

VIII. Equipment and Operation Of in the Radiographic Installation Itself

A. Budd Co. Exposure Device

1. Actual operation of, by each individual until he becomes
proficient in its operation.

2. Actual recording of any and all records required by
A.E.C. and GSI.

B. CS 40A Survey Meter

1. Actual operation of, by each individual until he becomes
proficient in its operation.

2. Actual recording of any and all records required by
A. E.C. and GSI.

C. Pocket Chamber and Minometer

1. Actual operation of, by each individual until he becomes
proficient in its operation.

2. Actual recording of any and all records required by
A. E. C. and GSI.

D. Film Badge

1. Actual practice and full explanation of procedure of receival,
use and mailing to Badge Service Company.

2. Explanation of records required by A.E.C. and GSI.

IX. Four weeks on the job training as an assistant radiographer.

X. Evaluation utilizing attached "Radiographers Training Evaluation Form".
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PERIODIC TRAINING

Periodic training falls into two categories. The first involves possible
changes in equipment, technique, procedure, and AEC regulations, which,
by their very nature makes it mandatory that the radiographer be fully
informed, trained, and competent. The occurrence of these changes is
completely unpredictable. When and if they occur, each radiographer will

receive all necessary training.

REFRESHER INSTRUCTION

The second category consists of refresher instruction in radiation
protection. The radiographer will be given a test, similar to the sample
previously submitted, once each year. If an individual's grade drops below
20% of his previous test grade, be- will receive 8 hours of refresher instructions.
covering the area of weakness exposed by his test grade. He will be given a
retest. All test results will be filed for AEC inspection.
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I. Ra~diation Rseath Physic. Program outline
Instruments Division Budd CO.

2. Jastructies Namal Moedl 110A Umitro.
lastmoas Division! Budd Co.

3. Instrcion, lea Maal Nuca CS-40A survey Meotor
Nuclear Corp. of America

4. Meaeuuseats of Radioactivity
National Bureau of Standards
V. 8. oenUPrnigOfc

5. Lee Alms

6. Protectien

Randookof Radiation. woniteotag
LoG Alms Scientific Laboratoey
U. a. Gvermnat Priuntig Offiee

Agaimt Radiation frM Rladi Cobalt 60 & Ceosim 137
Nati•nal uweem of Standards
U. S. Go.ermset Prizning Office

7. Radiololgical Monitoring Hethods & nlasttsts
Netiomal Bureas of standards
U. S, t Printis Offiee

a. Protection Against Radiation fron Sealed GMM Sbumes
National Bureau of Stau ards
U. S. "ever t Printing Office

9. The Tolerance Dose
S. T. Cantrils M.D.
H. W. Parker
UAesoe National Laboratory

10. The Iffects of Irradiation on the Bleod & Blood Forming Tisses
S. T. Cestril
Lo Jacobson
J. J. Nickso.
Arsonne Natitonal Laboratory

11. Radioactive Isotoepe as Surce Len lndustrial Radiography
Gerald R. Tenney
Lee Alma~ Scientific Laboratory

12. The Lethal Effecte, of Radiation
Edward Spasml, Ph.D.
Scientific American

13, General College Chemistry
L. B. Richardson
A. J. Seanlett
Huery Melt & Co.
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1. Wla~iea Bu1&h Iby.tee Pnar- OUtl_ 
IaetftlDlllU. D1"'..... .... Co. 

2. lMtzactlea --.at Me4el llOA Daltna 
b8t'lnlM1l&8 IU ... '.I_! .... Co. 

3. lUtwetleall-.aal I_or CI-4OA aunIJY MeteI' 
_ Jtlu lear Cftp. of Aaawic& 

4. Me ..... l'U8at..f 1ladlMCe:t"tty 
•• 1 ... 1 Bunau of It ..... 
11. 8. ~I hlt1tt.aa Oelke 

s. Lee AI .. _ ....... f WtatieaMftittnrtaa 
Loa Al .. _ k'eattfiO LaboI'dW1 
U. I. OWer_at Priat1111 Offla. 

6. hotecttea AaalDlSt laIilatua fnm aacttua Coalt 60 " C ..... 137 
•• loul 18ft .. of 8t ....... 
U. 8. Cft'ei L nat Prf.at:iaa Offle. 

7. "'tolopea1 Moait_taa Method. & IMtt.nta 
•• i .... l hnau of .t ..... 
u,; I. o.. ...... t hlat .... Offte. 

8. fntectiea q,d.ut .... lati_ f1fOm Seated C ... _nae 
lIati .... l Bun_ of StB4iaria 
U. s. Ift6iU .. t hlati .. Off to • 

t. ft. totaw .. _ DON 

s. T. C~rtl. M.D. 
B. M. PU'ker 
_ ..... lCdi.oaa1 l.dIItftat....., 

10. Yhe Iffecte of In_latloa _ t:he Bleed .. I'''' , ...... TU __ 
lIS. 'f .. Caunl 
'L. J88M_ 
-J. J. lUck .. 
-ana lIacioaal ~atOl"y 

11. Radioacti". I .. tepe ... 8fAU.'ee till ID4utl'ui iadlolTapby 
Cerald I. T __ , 
tee Alam.o k:i.entifteL4&botratKy 

12. The Lethal Iffects of aa4UtI_ 
Bdward SP ..... Ph.D. 
Iciest!fi .... ~lc .. 

13. ae..-a1 C.,11 ... Cheaietwy 
L. B. Ilt.cha-deoa 
A. J. Ie_lett 
Beary .elt & Ce. 
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14. ekgreud iuforwati on the 25 willie Betatron Volt
Allis Chalmers Hfg. Co.

13. 25 Millieo Volt Betatres
Allis Chalmee Mfg. Co.

16. The Us ef Cobalt 60 for Kdentrial Radiography
A. Morrison
Physics DIvisiL.
Natiol Reserh Coeel of Casad"

17. Radiation Physics & Bomb uelesy
V. 8. owe-mt Printin Office

18. Concrete. o a Protective ar for cms, R3AY from Cobalt 0.
R. J. K•em•dy

a. 0. Wyckoff
I.H.aydu'r

National BureaM Of S9taMdads
U. 8. Gerut Paistlug Office

19. Title 10 Atomic Emergy Part 20 Staad for Protctiom agaiset RadiattoR
Code of Federal Regulatims

20. Title 10 Atomc Suerg Part 30 Licesatagfi of Bypr•deut Material
Code of Federal Repulatioes

21. Title 10 Atomic ISergy Part 31 Radiatio Safety. Rmeiemets for
Radiographic Operatio.

Cede of Federal Regulations

22. Electreo & Nuclear Physies
J. B. voege Ph.D.

D. Van leotraud CaVMY,, vne.
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1. A10 rie cobalt soure toto be ueed Is the emter of a 20 ft. square
r cs coustructed with 24 Lack somarete mallss. What is the radiation
intenmity at:•

1. the imaU. Surface of the "a l.

2. the outside surface of the vall.

a. use 3" as R.V.L. fLe comerte
b. output of 14,400 mr/hr/eurie at 1 foot

2. If a mvey moteor show a 2 atr/w gama radiatio•s level from C*o.0 and
a rn to is this o.e for 2 hoursm %bat radiatiom .deaSe will he receive?

3. If tho Nucor eurvey aoter roads 3 and the rane scale pointer io on i10x
vbat Is the radiation level? IX? 100001?

4. lRdiation Uxpesure Dosage may be reduced by three methods. What are they?

5. &Wplaln the term 3 (3-18)

6. What are the 3 primary parts of an stem

7. List eerything ymu can from the exprossiom 27 Co-59.

B. Describe ad discuss alpha, beta and gamme radiation.

9. Granite City, Illinois is in regio•al office area ember
with operatiou offices in __ ___________

10. Defies to the beet of your ability-

a. RVL
b. inverse square Is
go. isotope
d. half life
e. gamm radiatlem
f. iou
S. backgrosud radiation
he curie
I. millisurie
J. ioe•iradm
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" .. 1. b thia eM 1ft 2 .. _, "at radiatf.ea ...... wtl1he ... 0.1ft1 

If au ".1' 1IlU."., _tel' nHe J .. the 1' .... lIGal. polater 1 ... lCOX 
__ b the If_taU .• 1...,.U !Xl l0000x? ' 

... tatt_ Jape_tt. D ...... '1I&y ... n-4ueecl by thne _thode. VIae' an they? 

5. Ixpleta the tent 5 (11-18) 

6. Vlaat an tlao 3 ,1l'iIataI'y pan. of .atea? 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Lt..t .eqrthl1q )'ft, •• boll eM ap" •• t._ Z1 Co-59. 

D.-riM .. dUe" •• alpha. be,. ad ..... ~"'wioa. 
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f. 1_ 
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h. curl. 
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RADIOGRAPHERS TRAINING EVALUATION FORM

NAME AGE DATE.

1.

2.

3.

Lecture Test Grade

Text Book Test Grade__

Participation during lecture course.

Comments

* , As observed by:__

4. Proficiency at the end 4 weeks in operation of:

A. Budd Co. Unitrons

B. Radionic Camera Model P60-100-2

C. CS-40 A survey Meter

D. Victoreen Minometer & pocket chamber

E. GSI Operating Procedure

F. Simulated Emergency Procedure
Number 1
Number 2

G. Utilization log

H. Personnel Monitoring Records

Comments

Good Adequate 'Poor

5.

6. Recommendations:

A. Additional 2 weeks "on-the-job training"

B. Additional academic knowledge

C. Qualifies as Radiographer

SIGNED
TRAINEE RADIATION PROTECTION OFFICER
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---------------------------~---
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6. (g) INTERNAL INSPECTION SYSTEM OR OTHER

MANAGEMENT CONTROL

(h) OVERALL ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
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The Granite City Plant Management Control System was set up

to assure management as well as the A.E.C. that all A. E. C. and Manage-

ment regulations, provisions, and operating procedures are fulfilled by all

personnel concerned.

The control group is headed by Mr. R. L. Lich, President and

General Manager of the Granite City Plant. Mr. Thomas Ditchfield is

the Vice President-Manufacturing reporting to Mr. Lich. Mr. H. B. Norris,

Manager of Quality Control, is the radiation protection officer in direct

supervision of all radiographic procedure and safety. He reports to

Mr. Ditchfield, who is responsible to Mr. Lich.

Mr. Paul Wertley, Plant Accountant, is responsible to the Vice

President-Manufacturing. His department operates independently of the

nondestructive testing group. Mr. Wertley supervises the actions of

Mr. Howard Wigger who conducts quarterly inventories, maintains records,

and operates a pull-out file to insure compliance with Title 10, Part 31,

concerning calibration of survey instruments and leak tests. He maintains

the following records:
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1. Radiation survey instrument calibration records 31.104

2. Leak tests certificate 31.105

3. Quarterly inventory records 31.106

4. Utilization log 31.107

5. Film badge reports 31.203

6. Pocket dosimeter reports 31.203

7. Radiation survey records 31.303

8. Blood count records

In addition, the Plant Safety Director, Mr. P. Lewis Frazar, who

is responsible to Mr. Russell Crecelius, Plant Personnel Director, works

in close association with Mr. Norris. Through Mr. Crecelius, the Illinois

State Board of Health is advised of radiation safety and operating procedures.

Correspondence is maintained with State Board of Health in matters relating

to A. E. C. license applications, and radiation instrumentation, as well as

their own requirements.

In the routine of a day's operation, Mr. Norris has direct contact

with the radiographers on duty. Mr. Norris is a nondestructive testing

engineer, having graduated from the University of Wisconsin at Madison,

Wisconsin. His background included consulting work for the A.E.C. He

has spent over twenty years in nondestructive testing including time in charge

of all nondestructive testing at Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company and

also time at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories in the nondestructive
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testing group. He has also been active in the National Society for Non-

destructive Testing. He is at present directly responsible for all phases

of radiography at the Granite City Plant. This includes two 24-mev betatron

installations, three Co 60 isotopes and two low voltage x-ray machines.

The pocket dosimeters are read and recorded atleast once each day,

and the radiation survey record is maintained in compliance with Part

31.303a, b and c. Film badge reports are studied, recorded and filed each

week. Operating and Emergency procedures are known by each radiographer.

Copies of these procedures are maintained in the gamma ray enclosure

office and in the radiographer's office.

Mr. P. Lewis Frazar, Plant Safety Director, arranges individual

blood counts. These tests are performed by the Clinical Laboratories,

St. Loiis, Mo. , and their report is received and evaluated by Dr. J. F. Brennan,

Granite City Plant Physician, at the plant dispensary. Those reports are also

recorded and a file maintained.

In summary, three separate departments report on different, but well

defined, aspects of radiation safety to the Vice -President-Manufacturing,

thus, acting as checks on each other.

Mr. H. B. Norris - Operating procedure and radiation protection.

Mr. Russell Crecelius - Medical and liaison with the State Borad of
Health of Illinois

Mr. Paul Wertley - Facility inventory and records
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6. (i) LEAK TESTING PROCEDURES 



Leak tests are performed in accordance with Part 34, Section

34.Z5 by St. Louis Testing Laboratories, Inc., 2810 Clark, St. Louis,

Missouri 63103. St. Louis Testing Laboratories conduct these tests

under license #24-00188-03.
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Leak tests are perfonned in accordance with Part 34, Section 

34.25 by St. Louis Te sting Laboratories, Inc., 2810 Clark, St. Louis, 

Missouri 63103. St. Louis Testing Laboratories conduct these tests 

under license #24-00188-03. 
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'ýoA& ±t of nuclei zurrcOunded by one or o.eWcra.7:'zlsrcsat

otncalled jplr. aeary electrons b-acatue CL(oýy area asiawed to ov vcarn

L 1zý nuclei in naorczaat the came rc-anrr aj La,,- act in ou .. ot.yatem

vlýN around the outn. Uhaether orz %'t they7 60 "Ilwll in thiAs m~

* &Virb important, hut by aasurin they do we can emnlain many thlnga.

The concept that matter is csconcinuous that ± it 's Made up of

? . articles, can be traced back as far as 1000 B.C. Some of the ancient Greet

philosophers favored this view and one of them Dem=ocritus is usually given

credit for the fist atomic, theory. It i- th'arisins that many oi his ideas

be fairly, czý_dica Ale t-oiay if the0y te ~ze4Ltyat~c leas-

eu~that thu~ra azec 'al) Many kinds of ato..a, (uici_-Caaearcc z a. th~ere are

vz V-i;c•iz of mate, he made no diatinction v"rween at••a of alcoCa;; and loasomW .

oi c a..,?ouudso Other Grezoka notezj rictotla, did not find the ntwiic concept
-. .... value in their philozophy of the a 2uxel World end because o2 his gruat

6... th cic heory w"- ,bandoned oro the next 1500 years or so'. Duri-z

tace, '1" be:t DOYLan loaac Žhv.oa r.evived the thoc thoory and

N hI:ohr the -Z who ocrue t,... U, azuanmcwzn zteacu c nuae u

So! - yd we fow ua ia 4,0 Picture ofha aoom dieoo.....yt• 4.

tLh- atom!c nuclaus rapresentia• thi Pnn I• "Q.;aC vL. 4

t co-=Vi•t•,fu.:Cu L.ay:e
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C-
of • a %, is about 100,000,OOth of a centi'mtcr, (which ia about .4 of an

inch).

170w the ;nuclcus iS3 so sul hat it would take lOO,OC 0 &' ajC Ieai , Z).dt

by side, to s'pain t atomic dtieter. Again cozpared with cur -olar G'tIazt•,

only 7300 ;unJ niucýC ýsxide by side would span 4 ha t 60 ol ay dian=,cer.

the solaZr t'z3t•,. h sun is far heavler than all of the pIL.,:r Logctmr.

so in the atcW.L zyCL&M Uhe nucleus is heavier by far than all oC orbital
Jaectrons toz ~C*•. It al~l t£he atoms, entep hydrogen, Uhe nucai u autweih

by '-Osre t.n 3"AQ týa all ita orbital electrons together. The atoza, thk.e-

toro, consisat UCs~ti• i of space, a tiny incomprehensibly dnmae nucleus our-

zounded y eLctrona at relatively great distances from il.

Z;Ž Inta &f the uckouf in4 Lnotazer figure th at We cai comprchena'

only by c car:p rn 1i-. a izore LAitar object. IathCmatica1lyy we can _yprasa
she density of tlle nucleus as follows: 2.4 ' 0 grams per cx'. Ts has

l s.g~ifi......uuLifas we picture a single cubic centimeter, (1/16 cubic

in&Q of a ,a'.. . .f this density, place it on a scale, through our popewr

,Z £,ination, n~t d4icover that it weighs 240,000,000 tons. This will fatigue

Ztsr ..,i=aUz nu- c•parilon of an atom and solrr "yetem, We will neut
ttz L0-C;r .""e..th planets

L ued t tCUA Z Z:e force fof zrviU ;trca ~.th L the ccrre-

' 4 ~~z~n frce ~i &Lczic. h~te~ecrowsall pozssszjcvcczres

.zclcuz.oZ z t.tL4 U a ul 44vayz; po J1t.iva4 aLa Sinceoppiooe electrical

kept i hr orbizx Ly dhe attracctiv alec-

-c.....>x force bca:Z;L the nuclee andZCe .... czrona.

. . " tzy t 
1e osh t Giat. ,iLczc y is "a,... niis ;, ,
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aeOftea Cý-,zbl orca i-Z-~~ ~v-
U .. 

...

isactually Quclozr enn:r y Y . ,. ..... •... en'r y ht• ".......i . .... :,

tjacp howave~r, that it has Z;Cirld 4 d2 z; nc;ý ev-~ iia2 a c i2c-aand o w have the Uiaited Stacta A, tc - co.d•,ic on, •hich is rzaaly coa-

cerned w:lth the dovelopmen- of .

Untilt recently t:h U o .... 0 t r, a a . ..... i: L.......

92g, with hyd-o en (n () the z ................
Nei:

100 clcmemat have been identif.ied

All atoma c.cept ordinary hydrogen contain primarily threo elezoatary
particles; the neutron and proton which are in the nucleui3, and the electron

revolving in orbit around the nucle.u. ordinary hydrogen. doean*t conwa i a

neutron* See Table I for characteri.tics of these particlevi

During the• oat o decadea the idea of an atom consisting of thr'e
P. iay'partiCIG8 eXPl1ded along With thO atom it3elf, dozen• Of new PartiCles

have been discovered, and particles Duch as the, neutron are now thought to be

much morn complicated .and complex ,than the old (20 years ago) theory of a. nega-

t39610 and vositive -charge. Howavar, for our purpose wev will continue to uset
the.old theory.

TABLE I'

Mama o 1 Electrical Chmrge

Electron 6 NegStive -6 0.000548 mu *Proton p positive J1 1,007575 mu.......uo n None 0 .1.00893 mu

An atomic ssunit (mu).is 1.6 - oox gaaw or0000 000,000,000,000,000i00 00, i 6 grm
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DUl'illli the pa.st t~t:)dec;.1de.Hl tblU :S.d~a of an .mtom consieting of th:cce 

.. primary<parUclG6 e::tploded alongwit.h .thC! Lalt~ itself 0 dozena of new p&rticlea .... 

h£ve been dbcoV0lt'ed. ,and p&rtic1<i!!1l filuchQs'tho:neutron Are now thought to be 

.. I:luch mora.cOt:lplicQ.ted.tlnd coml?14~x th41l til", old (20. yesrlll Ii1g0) theory of .4 n"g." 
, .". . . . . . 

'. '.-

Chi.iU:~\lle BCi\liever. • for our pun"po6e~ wi 11 ClQntinlMll to ,u~a. 

,TABLE I" 

.E lec 6cicnlChnrsa 

Blectron·' e ~l'eg;at1v8 -1... 0.0{)0548 
Protonp,J.'ositive -/1 10007575 
~Glutron Ii . None 0 .. 1.00893 
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zbout the n~Tuzlu tl~re Cx r~
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orbith or •rlY A.'s r.. • " .... at!

Y .

le.a it be :.ý z11 u 
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"c4ak4-eat the nucleus the lowest.

The chemical reactions of elements a t o2 ah r.l kUron con-
figuration. For all exrcept the light eleents, hyesrSen Y'A heIi , the ou~er-
mout group of electronD require eight electrons. If this contains Ay.

S one, two or three electrons, the atom is more likely to lor.u these!- to .omt "

u.. atom acts them more strongly. fthe oute gro
six or seven Oklectrons the tendency is to acquire one or tuo clect;oina. if
like argon the outermost level contains 8 electrons it is chemically inert.

-This is the basis for the formation of "ionic compounds, cox:'n table salt

being a good e:.ample.

fRather than give up or attraclt electrons scme a lo'mnta '4ith one or
two electrons will combine with an element wi sin or a, 'd hy will .. h...

one or -two eloctrons, this is a covalent commiound6  Wa1tr i3 an cxtpie. So
us we can see orbital electrons 11gse around,'

A, noh nuclai, by com-Parison, a're dull and sluggiah, but when aroused.-I 
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mo~t group of, (Qlectrotlo requil:eeigbt' electrons. If tM .• ,> Z:ii:',iUP (;orated.neon17 

" one. two or three ~lectron8. theatoaais more Hlt@ly to liCJGtl .tbCB~ to some" 
. ..' . , . . '. . 

othra'r atomth~t i'lt::ractathemmo~el;!tro~gly.lf the oute .... ;;;,;:)c!: ,group cont,a:a.'na 

, Gi~torsevcn olcctl"onsthe tendency is to ucquirc one or U;o el(!c<:ro;.:ls. If' 

"lUtelJlr~cntheoutermoet level contains 8el~ctrons it :La chemically inert. 
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'Tliisis the b.noiG for ~he fo:rmat~on of "ionic <compounde , co;;:;:::n.l' ta'bl~ salt 

b,lllil!ig c, good e:tap le • 

Rllthll:llt" tl1an give upoi" attract e!ectt'onG Gomo ~l~~~;cutg ':vith oueOI( 
, , 

two electrona Will co~1ne '11th .!ll.rl el~ment 'l:J:H:11 si:t o:c ,:H;!V(~:;)' :;.~.cl thcywill' eha';:e 

:.owo· cau __ oeo orbitQlelectrono ,o6e~ arouilid~Q. 

,ne ntu::lai. bycomparisoll~ are ,dun and sluSS1Gh. but 'When aroused 
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;~~) Tho::;L=nationo an~d nu='bor of Gelct~onz vary with theel;t

..each 0lczant Lou Ito own cC~b1=tiOq. In ordar to bo 0lectrically neutrcal,

an ctirz ruzt contain the sea r.ber of. pooltivc1y charc~ed Particles (protonao)

in the mclauz o mas ativa Particlos (elec 0oo i-ioobt.Te r~v.

o:7 an Goketr'ea i4lrcc the orbit Lproducew Cz i±o, PQir. Th f: Cekctrou. is. the

nej7'tlva Lon and the r~Q=Lnirg portion. of the atoc th pocitiv.a ion. Drawing

rldczý is 16ot only tho liUshtcut alcl~ent, but It. atoz i8 'Also the

am~plest. A'Iz Oohen LIM DratrinkT N~o. 1,. it consis3ts of A nucleus with ai Dingle,

ecton ravoiin around it,* The muckoua of the hydri.Cn atoza is one of the.

fundamontal pazcloa of the atom, it is the proton we have already mentioned.

A Ltudy of Drawing 11o. 1.rev'aalv that wo have two m~ore hydrogen atoms

called doutorizz and tritluz, '%hOne nuclei do contain neutrons. The nucleus of

deuteriu=, called heavy hydro~Can (douterium'and tritium In higher than natural

-Lcnta ion in wzatr (U,20), Inarts the nmo heavy water, primarily because

it maues the wnltez hoaaiez thana natural Watar) has the* 0an chsrge as the nucleusI

of the hyrý''' Qtc&Q but, twice ito =Gs. Thia is axplainod on the &bs umption

that tharo Qzlstz c'" tho dte=1"'nuclcuQ anothor prtiLcle havins the maza of

the Protbm, Lu" ... chcx. Xhiz particle Lo called tlhe neutron. The douteriuP

aZtcz is chC.4c~l1Y etlc __az am, CtýO h cd.3en atan sinae ~hý-as the Saz-,, -nCc

*000-4tiva Cla'e on tae nulouz; aeýl a C' e f Ln lectro a (in

~asof :v=-l aud arQ t~orforc eo ."P LOth aCre hydro en isotopea;

we 01. ze riy oaa 1w a zoral yroucn a"aai tho other, is a hydroS(;% ,

rae a Utc U ý;ta tho acz Lt."ic z (=,br of orbital aelctronz),but.

t c lz'a 4L1:0 CGG I

% .ýcz xotvý iteuý Sz uz ~ i -1 qatity W~l
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~ 

n,dlCvC~ ie !!'Wit only thcU,ShtClOt @l~i1lllllt,l but ita I:tOQ is 'allJo the 
'. . 

dtlpl@llJt. fi.Q Oll~OV.m in Dlt'''':T.l.~ t~o. 1, itcclmGlli'ilta of 6\ nuclQlul1J with D. Dingle 

Ati:t\:ldy of Drawing l~o. 1. re"ieab thlltwa have .two llWi"e hydrogen atoms 

c~UQd doutlZlritiC Ulld tritiUlQ. wo@e nuclei cio cOllltAin u~utronG. ~e nucleus of 

deuteriu:Jl, called hGavy hydl:o~f3n(dcuterl=' illnd td.ti\£il in h1.~her than xuatural 

cormccctrClltiO!{ilw ita Il.;'stet' (1l20) i~~rt8 tb~ ~ heavy w4tClr II pdlC'.l:1r:Uy becAuse 

l1.t~GthlU wut.;arL" bO<ilv1e~ th~~ utur&l 'OJater) Mill the' G~ Cn31r3e as the Ducle",,, 

of the hydr:.oC~·J1 1.il\tG';;:a. but tmcm1u e.."ai:l~. 1'llA1o 1&:1 (ilti?lQ1Dc~ Oil the a'Hn~mpt:Lon 

thl.l1t tMr~ ~i@ti.'J OiW thQ ItolQut,~i(11ll:'j nuCll.c'IJlli:I ll1.~ot~"'llr 1tl~;rUclQ'l h.::lvins the iIl3lH'l of 



and onc'-ýotouil tL' MUIU withcu noi Obita alar 1ct-ic~m 0 'A.-; of t"

±is thuo ihwco tL==c t'ht~ of thc Lyrza tu: al'ý 'LYcc~.i

tho uroinul ata c ;"I. of' a. ccaz,12x rpzckc.w c~imi~g 91, '~ Lo. LID.

g.roal cd WWI 9)2 cictrcno. in 0cvcM 0i o~±ir L iond ~.zi>

T o~f. ouzý dizuvi-- i c . =ccizc wi I be aimpli-

fiod by QU IL On 62 th Z;4L1 4L ~~ L z

Z t - A. UUic O T11 r1L1Q Oý prtozz In t 0 in1uzcof 9.n

1W a, r 0 Ili~D 1ýw othe Qizc=ha. s 11potn ~LjiO ~ito rCl2c r4 ZO±U.hiv

LAL or. TLC z oajf i2'; prtoa uzit~on in the -'~c u

an atcz. Q11~1 of thei. 1uo~ 01 4n Qt;" co-atoiad in t - ~u c15 u.

N ili~u~u N~zQ 0! ricowno In th.o Quecluo of an atcMa.

z"':.uc-oa 14 z0 =&L ~ V is bolt120to ±on t of a proton of ycharO 0 and

~2 ~ ~ -ch"'xoe t~h QVc4i tog~ thus 0.

-x; z '-InL, k : ~ i o t h a a n e in w h i i

C'l uj .- of-27 a

I

cil-, zn4 ev wltaz czta~i, toal

- Is-

, '" 

~nd orm~ ('?xotoa iD tful,;;) il'.l.UllclQum -wU:h @Ula c::cbital al"-lct::C@ill. '';ft.:) c::::,:':,?loJEtki,;.; ;.::.!;;.:.;:.:;~ 

Md co ~;':.;: CiGi'-'it:l~qnc.llll!:acl Qt~.:dc :.iJ(t;:v.r.ct~ .. ·o 1l;le';:ra~.;; ~':CIW::';; c,,;,::}l~'¥ ;Zi:d 2;!i:::ly, 
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• 7C591 60o ..of the 2o 14 2 7Co5 9  w7 now have an iztot of Cob.lc

that is unartbla ad4 thuz radioactive. •,hen an atom of 2 7Co dozayu it be.-

comcs 28M in the follow-ils fashion. The 2 yCo~ Lin now in a hiabily stc;ý3

and agitated atate, in its eoffort to becc=o satble it emits a Beta particle

(electron frQ2 tbe aucleuz). Electrons eOrt ia the nuclou as part of the

neutrons, tacrafora when onz is expalled the .nutron then becz:o a one

charged particle or a proton. Thib Atom mow has one new proton p1.uG its normal

-:27, a total of 2A'. The only element with 28 protonalin its nucleue is nickel,

the atom is now a nickel ion, it soon picks up an electron in its outer ahell

a-d beccwea a stable isotope of Ni. G' -=a rays are also emitted during

this tranufozzz ion, but they have no mass or atomic number. They are a re-

zult of the reorganization of the newly formed Ni nucleus. Thus it may not be

incorroct to say that the cobalt decays to nickel through the medium of beta

emiasion and the resultant nickel atom emit the gcsaz radiation during its

first few zccýn"s of life. Drawing No. 2.

This appparent mobility of the electrons may seem difficult to under-

a adn,) o lento "e3 if we can't explain it by an analogy.

Uc'21.C,_.J Can bo r:=OVCd from at6ma by Uevarkal We~n,' auch as heatin-

orz;'Lýl by..2 rubn a0.Ciýrl- 0' al±ns waxsw-;t

f n -, clccnsoý- :rcýui thcz ýi:c in the f Lre rubbed Of.4

" Z".z- -ý 'a, vl tile th L cnei with a

, .l poit!iviy uextxfid. Undor thece conditions an

Z~tv c orciz: QcLZt beG ' th(ý flraril amd. Chc vz& and -if per-

to ~ ~ ~ ~ vl CO.'taz ZLar Viii o. O lectrono bctuaen

L,,... AQ

~CX2X3 d~ ¶ ~ua~c~ ThC ~J*.M~
4

'*,.

" 

! 

, , 
--1 , 

,j 

j 

that is unat.:lblo .:lUG thullI radioactive. 'Wl"tenilln £tOt'l of :nco60 cl~c5yoit b,;:

COli:08 28tH. ~ . in thla followina fl:>oM.o\l\.' '!he, 2r:060 16 nov in '" bigtlly st:l:e;:"'.:lIcd 

~nd ~8itatcd Gt~te, in its effort to bec~Q at&bla it ~~ta ~ ~etw particle 

, . 

clu::re;ed y?1:lt'ticl~ or ~ proton. 'ltllh ~t~ru now h(At.lon~ new proton pl.UG itG nOIWiill 

,27, &l tot,&ll olE 26. The onlyelo::m;~nt with 28 protoria in i.t0 nucleull. i8ilickl.';;l, 

the atom ianov ~ nickel ion, it aoon picita up Quelectron in itG outer shell 
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ato:2 in this fachion does not fundrcz.sntally, alter the nature of the ato=;.

Of the total nuuer of atoma, in any subatance, the ni ber.that can be removed

in this way or in any other-way, is extro~ily 6=11.ll

'If a very large number of electrons were so removed, the electron

potential betwoan the two subutances tiould-ba so Great that an electrical

discharge (apark) would take place to bring about neutralization. This is what

takes place in a thunderstorm. ýt La thus an electrical force of attraction

that moves the electrons. 'Thia imaze of a. Miniature solar system composed

mostly of empty space,.with.electronj and other particles bhooting hither and

yon like comeat through the sky will be very helpful in underatanding radiation

and its interaction with matter. And now before our new potential is sparked

we chall proceed to the three forms of radiation emitted fromadioactive iso-

topes. Via shall explore Alpha and Beta briefly and because we Will use gamma

radiation we will cover it more extensively.

Re!ad•tion =Incting from .oither naur aly occurring or artifically

produced radioactive isotopes fail into two categoriess, particle, and electro-

mgnatic. Allpha and Data are particulate, Sean is electromagnetic.
Alphia particles are poitively charged and consist of two protons

a:d two neutrona. It is the holium nucleus, relatively heavy, about 7000

tL• the macc of a beta particle, and travels with an average opeed 1/10 that

,- sighty de lectedby a ctnegic field aad tn a directior

'W-hen a •-adioactiva nuclei cmitQ an alpha particle *ts nuclear chargc,

• Q;Ac . is duccdb two unitz aad tho ma by four units. Alpha

-1- c04nection with radioactivo trangfor-"tiun is .limitcJ

aL::t e.xclusivý4y to eola•ato of high aQtcIc nuxa cr. Alpha particles are

c-,4ýta4d in c-Tup' vith all pc•rticlaa haviL•' t4o Iniclz cw'rgy. Therefore,

e;La pawticlaw lu a patcul~cr group trzvoýl Uco:Uo losing,
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sufficient kinetic energy that they no longer produce ionization is approi:Z-

mately the same. They are monoenergetic. As they move through a medium rho

loss of energy due to ionization occurs in small steps, each step representing

the result of interaction with atoms of the medium.

If tha alpha particle should happen to make a direct hit with the

nucleus of one of the atoms, the nucleus may be disrupted producing artificial

disintegration. Only a very few of such collisions actually occur.

The alpha particle may also be thought of as a double positive charged

ion. When their velocities have been reduced greatly, they recapture their two

orbital electroua and are converted to helium atoms.

The term "specific ionization" is applied to the number of ion pairs

per centimeter produced by an alpha particle. Measurements reveal that this

value varies with the velocity of the alpha particle and is in general higher

for the lower velocities.

"opping power" is defined as the reduction in the emergent range

produced when a bez of alpha particles traverses a layer of material,. A
2sheet of mica. thickness I mg./cm will reduce the emergent range of alpha

particles incidciat on it by approximately 1 cm in air and, therefore, has a

zprng power for alpha particles of I cm. This power varies somewhat with

zha valoclity o0 that alpha particle, the actual variation being of a greater

a±.... tude fo- 4 >bLtakces of high atomic weight.

Thý Wth Whilca a pl.I artclL may be soedC=. actually be

te-Lnd a dra-.;eck. If an alpha emitter is un"=nowingly zpilled on a table top,

d, a o oc p_- i nt is applied, the paint will not allow the radiation to be

dtccted. Later as the paint fW.s and fallo off, it may have the alpha emit-

tc 114bedev il Lt• undarride, It could thuL be dangeroua and exist for an

rio.d of ti:.a before detection.
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The most serious hazard in connection with substances zmitting alpha

radiation arises when these substances are taken into the body. When the-se

substances are ingested or are otherwise assimilated into the body and are then

localized by biological actions into particular tissues, these tissues are ex-

posed at close range to the powerful boubardodnt of this densely.. ionizing

radiation. If the alpha emitter does not also emit gama.*radiation, there is

no method of detecting its presence until its too late, unleso ita: a material

that is rapLdly eliminated from the body by natural action.

Beta particles are negative charged electrons emitted by the nucleus

of an atom and resulting in a nucleus with an increase of one unit of charge;

the atomic number is increased one unit, and the mass number of the atom remains

unchanged.. In a magnetic field they are deflected to a greater degree than

alpha particles. Beta radiation is not as easily stopped as alpha, are not

.monoenergetic, and at high energy, levels travel with the speed of light. At

lower energy levels the velocity is only about 20% that of light. At the same

energy level the will do less damage than alpha. Xhese beta particles form a

continuous spectra of energy levels, and their quoted energy in MV's is usually

the maximuM of. this spectrum; the average is usually about 1/3 of the'maximum.

An electron and a beta particle are identical except by definition.

The term 11betQ iayl or "'beta particle' refers only to the electrons ejected

froia the nuclCUO of ca atom. Although those electrons are not considered at

prcsent to be c.ný'tituents of. the nucleus as separate entities, they are formed

wihen the nucleut undergoes radioactive disintegration. Therefoeý, they are to

be di3tinrui1,;ci fl•om "Convaraion ,electrons" which are also emitted by various

rzdioactive Gub.;&aCCG but which 4ze orbital electrons of the outer atomic

•ituaturchre that v beon ejected by nuclear gaxta rays. Tho properties'of these

two foms of radiation are identical for he 34"a Velocities of the particles.

HoWever, sincz ý rays are the reault Cf 'UclQar transitions from one
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to another, they are emitted with sharply defined energies, and his accoun.tc

for the conversion electrons emitted in sharply define groups rcsulting I. a•

beta ray line spectra rather than a continuous spectra..

Grazaa radiation is of the type called electromagnetic radiation and

covers a range of phcnomena from radio waves through lighi rayz 1W x and -aza

rays. This radiation is not associated with matter but represents the propa-

gation of energy through space at tha rate of 186,000 miles per second. In

contrast to zechanical waves such as sound waves which travel through a material

medium such as air or water, electromagneatic waves travel through empty apace.

Since it is difficult to visualize a wave as traveling without a medium, a

hlyothetical medium called the ether has been assumed. Regardless of the

validity of this assurnption, the "Wave" explanation f electromagneticradiation

is useful in explaining known phenomena and in predicting others.

in com.on with all wave propagation there is a "wave length" which

is the distance from crest to crest or trough to trough, or to be more exact,

the distance between two points in the medium which are under similar distor-

tion by the wave. There is also a "velociLty" of propagation through the medium

and a "frequency' with which the waves pass any point in the wedium. These

quantities are related .thus: velocity W frequency x wave length.

Electromagnetic radiation way also be e;-plained as the ran smi zii

of bundlen of eneray called phot~ona. This w...d iG not to be conflsed wih t1he

wo:rd proton, they arc not the same creature. Certain phenomena conrnected with

electromagnetic radiation can be. explained aore readily on the basis of bundles

of energy or photons. Yhe two viewpoints have been wellý correl"ted and each

"ado to serve ita Specific purpose.

The electromagnetic* spectrum referas *o a li-ina of the various vave

.zths of elecro:agetic radiation. Dra•NL No. 3.
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It can be acparated into general divisions depending ow the wave
length and on the way the radiation interacts with matter.. These divisions
overlap to a certain extent and the boundaries of the diviciona are not sharp.
The wave lengths on the chart are expressed in angstrom units, each angasrom
unit is equal to 10-8 centimeters or .000,000,01 centiUmtera (ca).

Gamma rays are identical in nature with x-rAya of the same wave
length. They differ in the manner in which they are produced. Gamma radiation
originates in the nucleus of an atom, it doesn't significantly change the mass
of the atom, or its nuimber. It is usually thought of as the result of the re-
organization of the newly formed nucleus, or at the instant of fiasion of a
nucleus. The caerzy of the ga=4a radiation from an isotope is characteristic
of that element wnd doesn't change. In Co6 0 for instance there are two gamma
rays, 1.17 and 1.33 I.E.V. This is always the energy of gamma radiation from
Cobalt 60.

X-ray• are produced whenever fast. moving electrons are stopped by
matter. iliey are produced by "brembstrahlung"' effect on the transition ofelectrons fro -o'e orbital energy state to one of a lower energy state..

By now we should know about the origin of the three forms of radia-
cion and some of their properties. The question arises, "Uhat happens when.
trLa radiation paees t•hrough matter?" We know that a heavy sheet of paper
stop 4pha par~ciles completely, a couple hundred sheets will stop beta, but

cgca radiation -'a evar completely absorbed.

Very briefly alpha. radiation ionizes matter giving up energy in small
t tcps, lo00s *smcd, finally picks up two electrons, and is thu's converted in~to
th;iele1ment heli"i.

Leta radiation also interacts by ionization but at a lower rate, and
.by .obrcmsrhu~Z efiect. Absorption is alhost expononti~al but at very ilow
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speeds the absorption curve drops to zero. Interactionis much more complicated

than alpha due in part to the greater range of energy levels. In any event,

both alpha and beta radiation are thus completely absorbed and fully stopped

by matter.

Gama radiation behaves in a different manner. A single photon passes

unaltered by numerous atoms until by chance it interacts with an atom and trans-

fers part or all of its energy to a part of it, usually an electron. The

primary beam or ray of radiation is, therefore, not gradually absorbed as

charged particles are, but rather it is gradually attenuated or decreased in

intensity as photons disappear from it. Complete attenuation is never attained

for.gamma radiation.

Because gaama radiation is the type we are most concerned with, we

shall investigate it a little more extensively.

When low frequency gzma rays pass through. the heavier elements the.

predominate process is the ejection of photo electrons (similar to alpha and

betaionization). For the higher frequenciesand. lighter elements the Compton.

Effect occurs.

For the exceedingly high frequencies (very short wave length) electron

pait production results.

In the photo electron or ionization effect, a photon of gama radia-

tLon ejects an electron from an atom. The photon is absorbed, and ceases to

exi't, part of ito energy is consoued in the ejection process, the remainder

imparts kinetic energy to the photo electron (negative ion). The remainder

oi the atom (minus one electron) is no longer electrically neutral, it carries

a positive charge and is thus a positive ion. The two, positive and negative

io;a., may bo called an-ion pair, but do not confuse them with pair production

which is another quitea different result of &maa radiation interraction with
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The Compton Effect was discovered by Arthur H. Compton of Washln~toa

University in St. Louis. It is the principle means by which x-ry (that is

high frequency light waves on the order of 1 1.E.V.) lose their enrcgy. :In

:this interaction garima or x radiation approaches a free electron (one that i1

not bound to an atGom) or an electron that is loosely held by its atom. As the

photon approacheL the electron it imparts somn of its energy to the electron

and deflects it. This electron is called a 'Trecoil electron',. the photon of

gamma or x radiation then proceeds in a changed direction with reduced energy,

and increased wave length. It may suffer several collisions of this kind be-

fore it finally escapes from the matter it is passing through, or suffer a

collision of the photo electric type and disappear.

Because the photon changes direction with each Compton type colli-

sion, it may eventually reach the surface of the matter and be traveling in

the opposite direction to that when it entered and thus be scattered backwards.

The recoil electron may collide with atoms ejecting other electrons.

If the. electrons happen to be reproved froaia the inner orbits of the atoms,

upon returning to normal, the energy is radelated as characteristic x-rays.

The third type of interaction bezween. electromagnetic radiation -nd
matter is cailed pair productio"o Pair proguction and uits ce.iance an-

nihilation radiation is the moat recently d-iscovered and most coazpiex of all.

It cannot occur iL e-npty space, but requires -atter• it usually occurs in

* h<ae igahborhood -o z nucleuto. 1? C heviergy Photons for i-a cosmic

Sajv lose their energy .almoot completely by this process. As the high energy

phcn approaches the uucleus ir imparta enough energy (it ceasez to exist

Sin.a he process) to a 'negative *ncrgy statý." electron and to raise it to a

poýitive en;ergy ;zatc (but ztili a negative 4•arge) in ýrhc process a positiWc

S;irged elcctro• oitron) is forwed.. Thi, iL called pair 'ov-ction, positron

- 14- -
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and electron. The poaition caninot exist for mor~e than a~ilo~or so of

a second, it meeto an electron almost instantly and the two are annihilatcd.

In axinihi I t! on an =ziount equal to two electron mabuza dizppeaza

and whan mass dizappezaz s~ome form ofienergy must cappear. This energy appears

.-A
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P~OT~cTlBY-TOPT,' DATA\

~:3T~A~(SO6 (,. a11i c )

?~nergy:.ra r "-

4- a 1

o'ange in Steel:
Source .Size :

1..7, 1.33 mev
:.4,400 mr/hr/curie at I foot
5.2 years
3/4" - 1.2"
1 LN xI I .mm- 0.8 acuries.
2/16" :. 1/6" - 2.5 curies
1/3" x 1/3" .- 15 curies
.. 2" x .2" - 60 duries
1 cmx 2.5 cm.- 1800 curies

",LD3TiD 1'•..9 2

Energy

(,Ile --a I Ii C)

Output:
HaIf Life:
Range in Steel:
Source Size:

300 Kev - 62%; 479 12V 29%
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'd.
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tJ
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_]
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-'a CC 'no w ig zbouf th ,iý b&aic nature of .. ,, radia-

tion, we will 3;` LL; 'Cy are utilizezd iL iaduatrial diogriy.

The encay of' gazima rajy ewitted by an isotope 16 an :indicatioa o f

ita penetrating powe' and is raeasured in x.E.V. Penetratm.ng, lpower is important

to the radiographer because it establishes, limitations governin&g Che thickness

of metal which can be successfully radiog,'aphed. As the cner:'y or " level

of radiation inc-caaacs so does the penetrating power. C', wit•w a high energy
_T~r192

can penetrate m-:uch gr:eater steel thickness than the lower energy oi IT for

instance. Th. Co60 with the higher energy will also give a shori.-r exposure

Lima than Ir192 on the &aMe thickness of steel.

The - ray energy also effects* the quality of radiographs in that

it influences the overall contrast. An increase in the energy of radiation

Causes an associat:-cu -decrease in radiographic contrast. -If two exposures are

192 60madesof the s&mu objct one with low energy (Ir ., and high energy (Co),

there would be an app•rent and relative lack of contrast in the film exposed

60.with Co

Since the gar.ma:na ray energiesof radioisotoes differ from one another

and since energy directly influences both exposure time and overall contrast,

no one Isotoueaa be used univer1allj to cop1 with all. radiograhi"c situations.

it Should be wall und, rstood ha a this varia.ion of c0ntrast is a matter cf t1

interaction bet.-;en Lhe radition and the material beingr. dio ed. Th

a bsorfpCion of 'acn, iad thu. the abilicy to distinguith denfkty Or. thiC'-

. eas differences.gradually decreases for all materiala as Ghe er..ýrZy of 'aa.-.o'

Lion increase6. Contraat i, ai4o a .roperty of a film :einulzioin. it doesn'.t

vaZ'y f;'om one film to another, ýbut iro' one type to another. U'haally as the

apaz:d of a film creases the co irao will increase. Thus iH w1tich is slower

_Uh* 12.1 will also have t ore Contzast inherCent inr the e4Zulsýon fo'r ary siven
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, ',60 "_ 
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,energy level. Contrast is defined as the di'fference in density produced or. a

radiographic film by a given charge in specimen thickness. It will be obvious

that the greater the difference in density between the image of the flaw and

the sound material in a radiograph the easier it will be to detect the flaw.

In other words overall contrast is the product of film contrast which remains

essentially the tame for a given emulsion at all radiation energies, and sub-

ject contrast which decreases as radiation energies increase.

As we have seen, radiation is measured in R.H.M., Roentgens per hour

at one meter. It is a measure of the amount of radiation emitted and not of

the kind of radiation. For example, at the time a new one curie source of

00Co is first put into use it emits approximately 1.3 roentgens per hour at

one meter. This radiation has an energy of 1.2 M.E.V. At the end of one half

life period-(5.3 year) the energy will remain at 1.2 M.E.V. but the R.H.M.

value would have decreased to .675 or one half of the initial intensit.y At.

the end of another half life the energy would.still be 1.2, but the R.H.M.

value would have decreased to .3375, which is approximately the same as the

R.H.H. value for 1 curie of cesium 137. Consequently, it is possible to have

two isotopes yielding the same amount of radiation but not of the same energy,! .

The energy of cesium is .66 M.E.V. To draw an analogy:,. if the radiation from

an isotope is-likened to sound, the-M.E.V. value corresponds to pitch or tone

while the R.H.H. vdlue corresponds to loudne~a, Intensities can be changed,

while einergies remain the same. To the radio grapher -this means that even though

an isotope has reached the end of its half life, it can be expected to produce

zatisfactory radiogr.phs if exposure time is increased to compensate for the

1o35 in intensity. Ohis is true until exposure time becomes so long that defi-

ritiot and contrant ia lowered through back scatzer.

A competrison of two .radiographs, ona expoozd by ga rzdiation X'rm ,.
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-energy level. Contrast is defined as the difference in density produced on a 

radiographic film by Do given charge in specimen thicltnesG. It will beO"bvioua 
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Cobalt 60 aad Uhc §!-Z by X radiation in the range rom 100 to 400 1(.Vi 7ould

reveal the most obvious difference to be in overall contrast for reaons prcz-

viour•y e~ pi-.d. This effect can be termed a lack of overall ccncrast and

can be considered highly detrimental by the radiographer interp'reting films ex-

pozed through castings of uniform thickness throughout. On the other hand,.

this same effect can be termed a gain in latitude and consequently anladvantage

to be exploited by the radiographer when figuring exposures of multi-thickness

castings. Latitude is similar to contrast in that itis also a characteristic

of a film- emul.iion. The latitude of a fil• is closely allied with contrast.

It is the dencity rznge of a particular film tha t is useful in making a radio-

graph. It is not important when. radiographing specimens of uniform thickness,

but it is a very ±important consideration in multi-thickness specimens.

Common definition of various words are not accepted by the A. E. C.

They are modified or elaborated upon to conform to-the more specific requirements

of the A. E. C. Therefore, they were not included in the glossary of terms, and

require more consideration than a mere definition.

A "Radiographer" is any individual. who performs or who, in attendance

at the site where th.e sealed source or sources are being used, personally super-

vises radiographic operations and who is responsible to the licensee for as-

suring, compliancepwtin the requirements of the regulations of. this part (Title

10 Part 30) and the conditions of the license.

A "Radiographers Assistant" is any individual who, under the personal

supervision of a radiographer uses radiographic exposure devices, sealed sources

or related handling tools, or survey instruments in radiography. "

"Occupational dose" inl%,Lides exposure of an individual to radiation

i.L. a restricted area or in the course of eraployment in Vwhich the individuals

duties involve expo0ure to radiations; provided, that "occupational dose" hihail

/
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UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
COMPLIANCE OFFICES

REGION ADDRESS
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Region I, Division of Compliance, USAEC
376 Hudson Street
New York, New York 10014

Region 1I, Division of Compliance, USAEC
50 Seventh Street,.Northeast
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

Region 1Ii, Division of Compliance, USAEC

212-989-1000
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Se-te 44"0- Tfl-i WA&

404-526-5791

312-654-68f
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415-841-5620
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415-841-5620

IV Region IV, Division of Compliance, USAEC
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Denver, Colorado 80215

V Region V, Division of Compliance, USAEC
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not be deemed to include any exposure of an individual to radiation for th-.

purpose of medical diagnosis or medical therapy of such individual. Therefoce,

remove your film badge for any medical x-rays you may have during the course

of your work day.

"Radiation" itself means any or all of the following: alpha, beta,

gama, xc neutrona, high speed electrons, high speed protons and oaher atomic

particles; but not sound, or radio waves or visible, infrared or ultraviolet

light.

"Restricted area" is an area within which,, if an individual were con-

tinuously present in the area, he could receive a dose in excess-of two millinema

in any one hour or an area within which, if continuously present the individual

could receive a dose in excess .of 100 millineems in any seven consecutive days.

A "Radiation area" means any area accessible to personnel, in which

there exists radiation originating in whole or in part within licensed material

at such levels that a major portion of the body could receive in any one hour,

a dose in e:,ceso of 5 millinems or in any 5 consecutive days a dose in excess

of 100 millines.

A -"io Radiaion Area" means any area accessible to personnel in

which ýthere ex:sto rcdiation originating in.whoie or in part within licensed

material at such l10'.Vl1 that a major portion of Uhe body could receive in any

one hour a dorc in cxceos of i00 mil Inems.

W t i a the radiation and high radiation area, A. E. C. .ipproved aiVni

.uzt be posted. Anyone working in these areas and or in a rest'-icted area Mult

have acceus to A. E. G.-3 which is posted in the betatron building and Co

radiography enclosure, and laboratory office.. They must alao have access to,

a co y of . . C. License, regulations and opcrating procedures, all of

vtzch are n ithe oratory office, or in bc betatro'a z nd Co60 raZ-7L.
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LIOLOOICAL RE.SP0NSE 'CC RADIAtTIONN
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Before we discuss the hazards to health from ionizing radiation it

must be noted that for all our scientific advances there is some divergence of

opinions regarding tolerance levels and biological effects. Due to the diffi-

culties of extrapolating radiation effect data from flies and zmali. animals to

effect on man and to mants longevity some of the information we have is based

on theory and opinions. Therefore, there will be some basis for argument. When

better biological data are available it is to be anticipated that the question

of tolerances will be answered morre authoritatively. In the meantime all of

us should exerci~o all reasonable care to maintain exposure as far below the

currently acceptable levels as possible.

It is well known that whole body radiation absorbed in the body pro-

duces undesirable effects whenever the absorbed energy exceeds certain amounts

to which the body has become accustomed in its natural environment, due to

background radiation. Investigation has shown that injuriep to living cells

are in general proportional to the ionization produced in their structure.

However, injuries vary for different types of ionization, the intense local

ionization produced by alpha particles and protons being more damaging than

the less densely localized ions produced by gz=ma rays.

It is the lethal effect of ionization on individual cells that plays

-1c dominant role in the radiation injuries in the body. If oae 'plots a dose

effect graph for various tissues subjected to radiation, there are, in ... •4....

two forms which thegraph may take.

Curve A illuotrates the nonthreahold case where, as the dose is in-

creased therc 1i a linear increase in the effect. There is no initial threshold

of dose which "u~t be exceeded before an effect is obtained. To recognize a

no.Jresholdd eaect, it must be readily obae~rable or measurable after e:posure

to •Lia•al LU~t• of 0 adiationo An cxapio would be whole )ody exposure aad
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Curve B illustrates a threshold effect. UHre the eiffet is noz meas-

urable, at lect by ersent methods, until a certain threashold of dose is

exceeded. Threshold effects are not linear with doue but aside come form of

S curve. The effect of radiation upon the shin and the blood for•aing organs

are examples. Until the dose reaches or surpasses the threshold, the first

sign of skin effect# (erythema or abnormal redness of the skin due to capillary

congestion) are not seen. The effect upon the blood forzain$ organs is also an

example of the threGLhold effect.

A B

I (..

DOSE

IZe reversibility of radiation effects is also an important aspect

in octupational eXpoCure. By reversibbility is Meant the return of a tissue to

its previoualy normal state after exposure is discontinued. The reversibility.

of any specific effect is dependent upon the reparative or regenerative proper-

ties of the tissue. Some tissues such as skin, the bone marrow (which contains

the blood forming elements), membranous lning of the body cavities or glands.

and pozipheral nerves are endowed with a special type of repair mechanism.

Other ticauej such as the brain and le~s of the eyes have no repair mechanism.
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In them, repair is by the formation of a scar, which does not take over the

function of the original tissue which it replaces. The effects in such cases

are said to be irreversible. In order for an effect to be reversible it must

not, of course, produce injury beyond the limits of the normal capacity for

regeneration. if it does the effect is permanent and may lead to complete

destruction of the tissue.

Both ahe total dose, and the total time over which it is given, may

effect the ability of the regenerative processes to function. If the total

dose is exces~iva, irrespective of the time over which it is administered, re-

generation and repair may be impossible. On the other hand, a total dose which

will produce reversible effects if given at a rate slow enough to permit regen-

eration may inatead result in irreversible damage to the tissue if given over

a shorter period.

The effects of Yadiation on the human skin gave the first indication..

of any biologic effect of x-rays and gamma rays. Becquerel, who carried a tube

of radium in his ve3-t pocket for demonstration purposes developed a reaction

of the underlying skin. X-ray dermatitis was in evidence within a few months

after the discovery of x-rayso

The greatest number of radiation injuries have been those to the. skin

both in x-ray and radium workeras Following the early wave of dam.age to the

s3kin which c=e in the firs .15 years of x-ray &nd radium experience, there

were more precautions taken to prevent skin damage. The characteristic effect

of large doses of gansa radiation upon the skin is the production of a skin

.erythema. In ti respect they are comparable to ultraviolet radiation except

that the latent p,riod between 'exposure and orythema is delayed for several

weeks, depending upon the dose. There is a variation oa the dose effect ratio

to produce ery thzu with rays of varying quality, in the dir•ction of a larger
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dose for shorter wave length. As the length of time over which the radiation

is administered is increased, the dose required to produce erythema becomes

larger. The erythema is the result of.a dilation of the fine capillaries and

arteriales supplying the skin. The mechanism is thought to be identical with

the erythema produced by the ultraviolet ray., such as found in sunshine (suntan

and sunburn).

The skin is composed of essentially two layers of tissue, the epi-

dermis which conaista of the epithelial cells forming the protective covering

of the body and the dermis lying beneath, which consists of the supporting

connective tissue for the epidermis, and carries the nutrient vessels, acces-

sory organs and nerve supply. Tha thickness of the.epidermis varies over the

body but, in general, ranges from .07 to .2 mm. On the palman-.surface of the

hands and fingers it averages .8 mm and on the soles of the feet 1.4 mm. On

the remainder of the body it is considerably thinner, but even a thickness of

.1 ma would give protection against alpha and very low energy beta radiationi.

As cells are losot from this outer layer by normal wear and tear,. the'underlying

growing layer of the epidermis continues to furnish a new supply. We must re-

member the body is not static, every day cells in the skin, blood, bone and etc.

are dying and being replaced by newly.manufactured cells. Very low 'amounts of

racdLation merely accelerate this replenishment to a small degree. Some radia-

tion physician cre even advocating a theory of increased longevity due to t hi

increaaed rate of e:plenishment. However, this remains to be proved..

Beta particles of the average energy associated with out type of work

will penetrate well below the skin, and hence there is real potentiality for

injury if due caution isnnot exercised. The dose required to produce erythema

iz relatively high. As. the time over which tho dose is adminiatered is. length-

eC4 to one or V"xr years a considerable hLGhez total expoaure can be tolerated.
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NHore aerl., 'i. overexposure signs are a loss of hair; cracking, brit-

tIeness, and a lous of normal sonsitivity of the skin., This.is followed by

:ullcerations, slow healing of minor cuts and abrasions, and cancerous growths.

The r••roduct.ive organs may sustain damage either. to the germ plaum

:.or to the callo which carry the germ plasm, ova- or sperm. The most sensitive

-ehloments in the reproductive organs are the parent cells which eventually: give

rito W the mature ova or sperm° Other cellular elements in the reproductive

organs which are concerned with internal secretion and control Lhe desire for

and ability to corOuIrlate the sexual act are relatively resistant to radiation.

To obtain a permanent oterilization of the fe.male ovary requires 400 - 600

rontgono, dolivered wi thin the ovary. St•rilization in the man is produced by

800 - OOO0r in the te¢aes. Vihere is a threshold of dose which must be exceeded

before any .effect upon fertility becomes manifest. This possibility of damage

to the rproductivo organs is the most discussed and probably the most feared.

hazard in the mindo of most nonmedical personnel who work with radiation. The

actuaI incidencn of reduced fertility following occupational exposure is .not

accurately knot'n, but it in not great in comparison with damage to the skin for

intance, If ;'he 450 r is accepted for the 50% lethal dose for man and 800

1000 r for strilizztion, probably even Freud wouldn'it.worry about it.

Radicaion iniduced mutations have been found to have' characteristics

w4Ch b....r on t", u conoidera ton of radiogenctic c~hanes possibly

aýciatad with occupAtional expoaure. Th6 cost important of Cheae is that

L'eAe is a linc.4r relationohip between dose and increase in mutation rate.

Tlhvro iSo n% LzhrhLeWld ef.feeto the cumulation of exposure is additive. Fu'rtIher-

, the t;ai:tude of tho iiffecL ia independeot of the wave lengh and dosage

ou,. ?o, • 2oXher ono eoun or" •'•eeducd by radiQtion, are about
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907 lethal or sublethal. This means that the offspring does not aurvive' the

gestation period, or dies shortly thereafter. The lethal mutations.are either

dominant or recessive. (This has become of paramount concern to the A.E.C.

because the increased number of people both male and female working with radia-

tion increaaes this probability.) By dominant is meant that, for the exposed

parent organism, the lethal effect appears in some of the direct offspring.

: By recessive ia ineant that the. effect might appear only in some succeeding

generation of the radiated subject. In man. it would appear in the near de-

scendanto.only ahould cousins or near relatives int4rmarry. It has been cal-

culated frov the law of genetics that: some 5000 years wouldbe required for a

amutated gene to muct another mutated gene descended from the original mutation.

The danger today lies in the greatly increased number of people working With

radLation. The probability of mutated genes meeting is thus somewhat increased.

Succeeding generations may bring someabnormalities, to light. As yet there is

no convincing evidence to indicate that the present generations of radiation

workers have produced offspring which differ from those of the general popu-

lation. This f-a becomes more important if we remember that the Manhattan
D'roject started 21 years ago2and every year increases our knowledge.

Eniough ý:zadiation will kill any organism. A overwhelming dose kills

, instantly, a •a•le-, but still lethal, dose causes death within hours, days
o .r 'eaeka. Org -isms vary widely in their aensitivity to radiation, much more

Wid,.A.y than thaiz respective individual cells. In general the more complex

.he organism, hL more vulnerable it is. It takes about 20,000.rem to kill a

aSnail, a few thousand to kill a lizard and a few hundred to kill most manimals,
SVi -uernore, individuals of the same species react differently.

cause of thiio variation we frequently use as a measure the dose that is

lethal to 501' of the individuals exposed, abbreviating .it as L.D.-50 (chart).
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L.D.-50 figures refer to a single exposure of radiation delivered

,to the whole body. Much higher doses are tolerated when only a part of the

body is. exposed. Here the effect will depend on the amount and kind of tissue

.that is subjected to the radiation, its vulnerability to radiation and its

function in the body. A man could absorb a large dose in his hands with

.virtually no effect on his body asý a whole; however, an equal dose to the:.

.abdomen could have serious consequences. Moreover, the rate at which radia-

tion is received has a great deal to do withý its effect* A much larger

quantity can b,a tolerated if it is divided.into .mall fractions and delivered

aat intervals. By dividing and spreading the dose, radio-therapists can treat

cancQrous tiasue with thousands of rods without excessive damage. to the patient*.

What ha&pens. to the body of an animal when it receives a dose of

ra.diation in or near the lethal range? The most critically sensitive tissues

-are the lining oi the intestine and. the bone marrow'and lymphoid tissues. that

ma nuacture blood cells. If the dose is big enough the* injury is irreversible

-and death follo;•.a in a few days. At smaller but still lethal doses, the situa-.

ticn corrccts itelif somewhat and, the.most merious problem becomes the loss of

bload tnuc rng issue, Death is now delayed for several weeks." It may

oe uoe directly to eiue.ia, or to infection following the destruction of white .

-hese apecl.Afc effecta whether or noZ they are severe
en~ough to be f i, a generalized reactioncalled the radiation syndrome.

Its first Mni feitation is radiation sickneso, characterized by nausea and

voaZiting, usually together with a profound lassitude. Subsequently, the.

pý.-;.. kent way bic4d from the guns or..nose, and after 10 days or so may lose..

oc. " ha.ir. ' initial sickness does not necessarily depend on damage to

e-ific os~n'a• t' follows Wheneve, too muca tissue receivew too big a dose.
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The whole clinical picture suggests a general intoxication.

Is lthere any treatment for these acute reactions to exposure? So

far as the radiation syndrome is concerned we cannothope to find a specific

treatment until we have a clearer picture of its cause. At the present time,

we have many loose ends. Most of the knowledge we do have is based on studies

of lower animals such as mice and fruit flies, together with fragmentary re-

sults of the early radiation workers and the survivors of Hiroshima and

Nagasaka. But Man is not a mouse or a fruit fly multiplied in size, life

span and other biological characteristics. Experiments with them can eluci-

date principles that may apply to man, but they cannot by themselves supply

Snumbers to put into a human equation. The limits of risk are not completely

• outlined and research continues on biological effects of ionizing radiation.

Because time is a factor for which there is no substitute many of our questions

are likely to remain open for generations. Each advance in man's power over

the elements has brought with it an e.lement of danger and radiatiou is.no

e:ception..

In the m'antime we continueto explore and increase our knowledge.,

lie should proceed cautiously, within the limits deemed advisable by this con-

stanitlj expanding knowledge;

'If one nicrocurie of radium causea only minor effects in the body

and a third cauaea none that we can observe or detect is it not reasonable

to aet one tenth microcurie as a limit for occupational exposure. If external

radiation 1900 timeu background produces no apparent damage., is not 50 times

background an acceptable risk for radiographers. Perhaps these figures will

be revised again as they have in the past, but they seem adequate g'.ideposta

f"o the present.
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To maintain Samma ray exposures below the tolerance level prescribed

by the A. E. C. three methods are available: (1) Haintain a maximum distance

between the source and the radiographer; (2) Maintain any solid or liquid mat-

ter between the source and the radiographer. The lead safe itself, to a certain

extent projects a cone of lower radiation behind it; (3) Perforia the operation

of positioning the source as rapidly as possible. Under some circumstances

any one of. thee .measures may be adequate, or a situation may develop where

only one is posoible; however, at all times, if practical, all three should be

utilLzed for maximum protection.

It may seem superfluous.to state that the less time an individual

remains in a radiation area the better but this in so important, it's the

easiest rule to forget, that it.cannot be overemphasized. To what extent can

we use time as a means of reducing exposure? We might immediately suggest to

expose the source as fast as possible and retire to A safe area, but further

consideration will produce another method of utilizing time as a means of re-

ducing exposure.

The A. E. C. approved tolerance dose is 1250 mrem per quarter, this

figures out to approximately 19 mrems per working day, and 2.4 mrems per hour.

if we know the radiation level in an area, as determined in mr per hour by our

aurvey meter, we may calculate the maximum period of time permitted to remain

in the area.

Hlourly tolerance dose in inrcem M 1axitm time permitted
Gamma radiation level in mr per hour in area in hours

Example:

If the radiation level as-measured by the survey meter is

12 mr/hour and our hourly tolerance dose is 2.4 mrems, then

2.4 .2 hra .2 hr - 12 minutes.
12
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Therefore, a radiographer could remain.in this radiation area for

12.minutes of each hourof an 8 hour work day. If it is necessary to enter a

radiation area, the time spent within that area must be reduced accordingly as

the radiation level increases. The survey meter only indicates the 'radiation

.,level, the individual must record the time at a radiation level to determine

his exposure. The pocket dosimeter intergrades time and radiation level to

give exposure dose.

It is difficult for the individual beginning his career in radio-

graphy to comprehend the dangers existing from a source that cannot be detected

by any of the senses, and the harmful effects of which are only detected hours

or days after an overeXposure. Radiation dosages from industrial radiographic

isotopes can be controlled because the radiation behavior can be calculated

and predicted. In industrial radiography at Granite City the source element,

size, energy, and characteristics are well known and these rules, tables and

formula may not apply to the unknown complex radiation field resulting, from an

atomic bomb, or reactor catastrophe.

Radiation intensity, as light, is inversely proportioned to the square

of the distance from the source. This relationship can be stated algebraically

22 •11 d2

dl.

The radeographer aust be intimately familiar with the formu3la repre-

senting the inverse square law. With this formula and a known output for any

given quantity of isotope, the radiation intensity at any distance may be cal-

60culated. On the chart "Radiography Isotope Data" the output of Co is given

as 14,400 mr/hr/curie at one foot. ..hWhat is the radiation intensity of 2 curies~2

of Co60 at 20 feet from the source 11 d2 2

• -dl
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11 a 2 x 14,400 - 28,800

12 ) : (unknown)

dl r one foot, d1 2 * 1 foot

d2 a 20 feet, d2 2 
0 400 feet

2•V•300 , 400

400 x , 28,300

x 28,800 + 400

X a 72 mir per hour at 20 feec

-1 1z 1a intensity at distance dl; I2 is the intensity at distance.

d2, these values Luait be correctly matched. Use the chart values for Ii and

dl and compute chc, o cer, make certain all figures are expressed in their cor-

rect units. By rule of thumb, double the distance and get one fourth the ex-...

posure, half the ditaznce and get four times the dose rAte. The importance of

distance as a means of controlling exposure is thus readily recognized. The

chart. I'Diatance Vg Ctii-s:- illustrates the distance required to produce various

60radiation levels fZor differen. anounts of Co

The third ,n-1thod of reducing radi.ation is called shielding. A shield.I

or protective ba -. • y consist of dirt# lead, concrete, or w.r.at Its eLfc-

tivcaSo depend> oa the type of. vadiation and its energy. Cc, r 1 9 2 ad

.e,:.. S a rad1, -A.. C.. -. c..... t"c c:..a.rt phy lsotopc Data- t•he energy

i . •, t4e7 of c her,.ore, less %fein2ui Iýould be :r'uized

;fM, O:'Qlli

Th ch 1a.ii~ f of thcse !ýL ZaialS i6 illdiCatedC 1y Al tr

L.1, 1C indicates the thic'U;.': oi Zhe Ghieldiz .- :.xcraI r-

'ouizz o a to Zx 'ad io lcvzl by & actoi of 2. Theha: o

......,..1:. - ' .va. t. rc. .rhcion " ., o o . o , cs43-

.•;. :..,-:• " its use follo ,'s;
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poaul:e, half the diatance J:l'.nd get four times the dose rate. The importance of 

distance a~ u menno of controlling exposure is thuareadily recognized. The 

chart VlDistancG '\IS Cu~.:i(:l!.iQi illuiJtratea the diatancerequired to. produce various 

r4lldi.a.tion .levelt> :,o:c diffcrr£ml:: a:.nounts of Co 60. 

The third ji~(!thod of reducing r~di.li;tion is called shielding. ·4 shield 
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i~ c'.t~- all wil give. ýa cduct~r r "' C2Z~- 0

-aLao at 240 ±ý-6 1'. The re fo r e if a radiation level on t h k L .d a ofl U

cozerate -ual1zL 15,000 mr/hr., on the outaide it wjould be, 15'QOO 0 32 or

mr /h'r for ra,-iaticn froms Co 6 0 . and about ..5,000 4~ 240 '5 ~Aou~ for i

How~ da(-,; fc :ýL willth the half value lay r imc-th d? Z L;~ he: table, we,

f ind t ha C~ of coraCrete IS tha amiount required. to. ;euc i a~diatior. ýy.

,oehalf. AI Wlcant,=A 15 4 3 5 1-1V.L. consequently x. x 1 . x

- 32.. ~4 7 0 It~ QUIU. O(C jOLt~ GL L~LuZ:~~JOU

ý-.z Q1 WaimY coi'-Cide 00 L:ý-ýctly. C4-. cre.~te -1 * Up o f

Various =a,;; ~ ed i L doesn' t a 1y z L., ai. t'he j ý- &,ýze± ty. For aveic-e~

c;oet c ity. 14 7 lb/i--3  11 LV L. .ib abOUQ

27in~.(»i: 2"!,C L 01 isuch as thý! aC ual radai.oa leVel, its energy,

teticnc a C! shicld, end the type of interaction all combine to give.

to L. c:.,i-xt zud graphs. Consequently,, do not cxpect to always find

Ce ac t auplcl~c-U4n C;f- G -,e- t c an:C'd formiula datat, they ahoul~d be eproximately the

Oaý n th ;`Or acu of 3 in-CIIQZ 4or HI.V.L. is a Z;ýýe ones.

4. f&z eectriuction fzector f.or aGiven ahiCl4, a speciifc.

-Jotope, czncd. e,,Co-iztry tha fozaula applies. 11. 1z L t " radiation

ienLaity c1,-d c "'D t We w1al nd Is is the. inteciwity on the other

141 AI C; Z, -CdUCzLon f1cors aru- the Meost accu-rat e, b-eCausae it. Com-

phe %cu~ m cntiona.d variables. FGor fie~ld wor:k it is

ito L'cIa hr ~dnfctoru kn31.V.L., if reducciori factora for

"zc ; ý vailfable 1;14,2 3 inch H.V.L. figure is endd

Aa &.:..A' of how all three maz~c ay be ucsiýd LO rc,4.ce exposulra

i c fe 17L

00~) surce Of k1,06 0 ia fro--- Lý 06UXCO -tlde of a 4

~A~.Lcoer X~atist~eni e ~J~zyoat th ~~Skide oi
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'£herefore. if a radiotion level ontht:: }.~u::'cie of Ll. 'lSIf 

<concrete'W'.::.ll ;l.~ 15,OOOmr/hr. on the outaidc it \i:ould be. 151 000 '.i 32. '07.' ':;,:;0 

find that .3~Q (I,;: >concrete is the .u..lount required to reduca.tho .:'.adiador. by 

ODe balf. A 15~ v~ll cQntain~ 15 ; 3 • 5 H.V.L. conoequ~ntly % ~ ~ x ~x ~ x 

v&~:1..ation' to t:;:c.; d.u;~:t (Und grapho. Cona.equcntly, do not expect to always find 

. . 
T;,:~:"t.I.i'.t0C. f;;:·:·;" ,:,r:;':.c IC'';: thl4l P·IL';:~·Jj(,c;UJ 1y UC101tion~d vlAl"iJllbletz. "fa;;: i'i""ld work it i:5 
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t.l.c wall? i zo;-' -L:.v za individualrein 'n the othie side cf tiie= wall

,mid receive a, t;:• 2 mr/hour?

. h iLivcse sque lAw A-- . d22 fr-o "Radiog:aphy zjotope
12 - o'

....... 1 Co 6 0  14,400 mr/h at oa Zc.•;~a•.a••I curie, of .Co

w1 x 14,400 144,000 mr1/1hr

(unknown intensity)

*2, (10 .1 2)d22 = 12 x 12 144
(I0 feet to wall & 2 feet of wall)

-From Data Chart) dl 2  i x 1 I

d2 14.,400 A4

144 x c 144,000

x 1000 rr/hr ae a dictnace of
12 'ect with no shialit z

2. 24. .oa6 concrete chielding with 3Y as the app-o.imtce half
Vali;e layer

"24 3 8 B IH.V.L.

/n, -i 256 3.9 wrl/hr at 12 feet with 2411 of

3. .J of radiation i~ n an artictd ea ia, 2 inn/hr. X

-kc inion is 3.9 or oay 4 uxlhr behind tha wall, then. no

<:=i:•;.i:.tdfrom Lhe timae f••••

r..: tol •,e•,2c dose in ;,ml tLne Pccitted

l *' =Ia raldiation in ' in vou~s

5 of h - O 30 Ki'UcXz. _

S.... .. • .. ,,an could :,z.,.in 12 1X..:. tc ' 1.0 curie 0 cf Z)60 wii i-J

- 3 2..j 

Nlud l:.'ccciv,::lcDv Lh::n 2 mr/hour" 

1 •• 

2. 

'- 'I ,l. ... 

12 

"? u'" 

ctl 

kIWC.:i:JC aqua. ... .;; ll!w II .. d~/ from. IiRadiog"",phy I"vi:ope 
12 -'I' 

dI"° 
60 14 400 mr,/hr: ~'~ CiiioC ioot;. Gha;:.'tU 1 curie· of Co .:; J 

:.I:; 10 x 14,400 '" 144,000 mr/hr 

.t: .~ ( unlc,1ovJO intcnaity) 

.; ~J a (10 f 2)' <122 12 ~ 12 III 144 - ., .... :.: 

(1.0 feet to "Jll.l1 0& 2 iCl.!:t of 'WAll) • • 

It (~'rom n.ct;J. Chart) , dl 
2 :: 1 1 .. 1 - x 

'r, 
d2'" 

- -,. 
:i.~;. dl-

ll~,AOO _ 
it:. 

144 x .. 144,000 

x :: 1000 '[",.'/"nr "t ~ dicl'4;.ancc of 
12 .feet witll no ahialclir.s 

2t.,'·~iJf concrete onielding with ,300 <il.G the apprcmimate half 
V.::.1.i;l;': l",ycr 

24 i 3 ~ 8 H.V.L. 
1. 

256 

:;'OU(I ~,l,dh::;: 7 256 '" 3.9 m..:/hr at 12 feet with 24iV of 
(;,C':,;::;;;"'"c;i,: c;hleldhlt:; 

ma:;d.,niUm time p~l:.-m1tted 
in hou:.ca 

i, 



2 zrh m-,imrva z'o ýa uratricted area.

'Lhzc formulas mnust be reiaembered:

i~.~Thziytolcrazmcc dose in inrem
:in 'hours

2

lc~'vc1 of rz,.k a,, 1 c n1. i .iaci t ch 1 c ý,:Zation icavQ1

* ducion Lý" by 1~btaiuid f rom Gr4ýqh or calculatd iro= aumboz of
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1. ll.!?1 1E].:L,.!:olerl.J:9.C <i! d~e in l!lt':em_ 

Co; CO ellm ..... 1!ll rocli4".tion in mr lur . 
:::: ID.mdmum till,,;;) ~~r.nittcd 

in hOUA:o 

"~h.:I-I:".!ti(';.£~ l{!V'cl of _ra~.: .. ::!~:t£,~~~.At._f1j~ield 13 

·j~·1.~'Ld:l:;cdvill f~1.ct,n," for abi(DldiriZ ... cdiu~ 
;";'oldiation l.r:vel 
6~ Qutuida sur
ieee of WJAH 

* Reduct10n facto ... ; 'C,.';i1 be. obt-'liUlCd frow Gr~l}b or ciAiculnt(l:d frolll numherof 
B.V~L. 
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~i ~*~n of ~ ~ o~ ~ik~in the ~c i c

jiai~.ýCtioll of en ýV'Ullds is woll etabizhd. It;ý vauz~tj ZundrIC.;

a:.d 'Ueld shopý ýi qualiity sandarda ýad improving, Metl~od ia an eOtzb-

li.-hcd fact. lil.y rý would 'Iýv contin~ued to use radiumn af t;ý the war, bu6.

b'cuL of iti h-aLbl 1.iniial cost, long expoaurea required w-.th coaaequenit. hiah

overheaad r~nd of government contracts, they were lorccd to clease

Using it for A Garn;a ray source less costly than radium and

avnieal in u T i t;o _3ac pecific. activity Would till "a zeal need.

CýUL uak~ cono~c.:ally. Hiouiaver. the nume that can be uacd

in ~ ijyis seveirely limited by the criteria w7ihmuset be

mot. Uhes zoc

i. Energy of Lhe gaa~a rays,
2 half LiAfe of tile isotope
.. l. peciiic activity

E- faje Off Production
5. Dur~tity Lhat can be produced

An izcitapo. Cobalt, CO and one of Iridium, Ir1-, will meet the

abv..Cr ito::ia. wo dI I to a ccertain extent exceed the capabilities Of

zz it io a e"-i;~pnaiva i n initi 1 coat, an d its pecific &ctiVity IS

.15 tre thaz of Y iD` Its hallf life ia miuch rihortCr Lhan ti-at of radmiw,

but at 5.3 yeaa- taa ldiccy process ia a low. ý"ouZgh ao as zao t t o inut;fere wtvih

i ~ntsnity 01. rad ±oatio be cac~ vi.ry three

~ ( ~.:.K;f or co 0 i3 p n th;e ý gruphs.) Co~

.io x4,ý to uoc, d e dc.,y product of ~af iGi Li' in 0O form and io

inat-l ýýIen In I-a, ý ;' 3 will also give Lci:.ý oe nsitivity. ~c~ii iayi

t~a y a~i ick by ;Uha good rs-diog;raph ie, ,~roTe i.LJy cuei of.

of Thn~:~~;~ all L~~t f* .or~o~o h thick-

ývqo the C Z ape on t1'L a C~ -c ~cion
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li::lh~!d !:.uct. 2~;:;:i':; £i .. ,a;; would h.\J.ve contin.uc;d to UDe rlAGiuZl llItl!l" the war, but: 
, , 

overhcO!ld m.'l.d Hi. ,:~';o:;;:".:~~ml of government contrac ta, they were fOl:ccd to ce~u.e 

1. Energy of the grunm,1ll r'"":tD 
:I.. H~lf Hfe of the isotope 
~. Specific activity 
4~ E~~c of" production 
5. QUClntity th4l;.t can be produced 

An 10Gtup'~ v:t Cob.Gl.lt, Co 60&Iid one of Iridium, ItJ.92, will 1l1eetthe ' 

60 
\i,;:;) '~;Ii:U to a c..::rt&~in extent ,exceed thQ cLlpabUitieaof 

. C;,!?()DlJ.i.-,::: timer:;. ';;:,.~.;; intcnoity of rlldi,:ltion I') .. "'y be rcc&lcl..l:'.n.tcd CV~l:'l three. 

.J r::G •• thc" (A clcOo.;.,; c~.·,:·VI., fot:' eo oO i;1 ;:n.1'll~r:L:l~:'O;~~d 9 .. the -::XP.:iuUi:':-C gl.-,ul?hs.) Co,) 60 
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'.~.:,:~~t; {yl~ tt'l«l C~~ ~~i~.,,~~_, ;:·.(:~G t t;;.pr~c~~r on tb.c r~(!iUC:·~£1:::~,t~. "Iy,.a t,~;v' i¥.~!~ b.;;ctton Q. 



defect as small aa .040 of an inch will be detected. Sensitivity is measured

by a penetrameter. (Fig. I) Penetrameters are made for each 1/2 inch thick-

nees graduation. They are taped directly onto the castings on the side adjacent
ot sue onto each respective thickness. A clear outline of the pene-

tr~ieter and each ho±e represents the required 27 sensitivity. For a casting

thickaness of 2-/1211 or less the small penetrameter is used, over 2-1/2" the

larger Sire ia .... d. The thickness of the penetrameter is 27. of the

object `niz. A vrhich it is intended. (Fig. 1) A sensitivity of 2% is
r a ather e4usiv ; •;iaard, and careful attention to detail must be given at

alltimas. The imre iportant factors effecting sensitivity are:

1. Contrast
2 Film latitude
3. Density
4. Geometry
5. Intensity of radiation

Contrtent is the differcnce in donaity produced on a radiographic film

by a given change in apecimer, thickness. The greater the contrast between a.

de,.ec and the x"oding area, the easier it will be to detect the flaw. In

.radiographs produced by x-raya the contrast is much greater than that produced

by co in fact, ,.is so great that it overcomes the latitude of the film and

- L:iQ! caztint"'"... gradient ix much-over one incha separate exposure

-Mus be Made o ;-.Ch gradient. This means that. in x-raying multi-thickness

ca~lng• a p.as~ ure and separate fi7W must be used for each thickness,

while with Co 0 one radiograph will give a coaplate picture oi the casting on

one Lilm.

C CIo o c allied to contrast is latitude. Latitude i± defined as Lhe

dc-. uity ranze 0± a p,ýýrrzicular fiilL.-. Latitude and contrast along with emulsion

•n.c, rd qduazlities of film and varies with the several

tyi avaiiabi,. wi It•-thickIaC' M ections the energent.ganma ray intensities

- 35 .
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tr~'netcr .n,.d '.i;..?.C,'n hole reprcacntathe required 2't sensitivity. Por oa. castins 

tbi.c!~;..eB6 of 2-1nu or lc~Hl the small penetr~meteri8 used,over 2-1/2" the 

larger dzc 10 pc:;,,;:,;i.ttcd. The thi.ckneS8 of the penetr~ete~ 10 2% of the 

object tl1icba{!G.:J £'0.:'" '~lh;~da it is int:.endecl~ (1"1g. 1) A sensitivity of 2%. is 
, 

a li:at:.er cluuiv,) ll':m:d.clrd, and cureful attention to detail must be given at 

",1)" times. 'l'~c ~:jj::'r.! important factors effecting sensitivity are: 

1. Contr.mst 
20 Film lAtitude 
J. Denoity 
4. Geometry 
5. Intensity of radiation 

C~·,l'.ntt'.~ot :lr.; the diffcr.cnce indenaity produced on a. radiographic fUm 

.• by.::l givcncho.nsc in or-ceimer, . thickness. The. greater the contraatbetween a 

.• de£cct.s.nd the •. m":!'ol.;nding .nreQ) the casier it will be to detect the flaw. . In 

·r~dioer.<lpho produced by x-raya the contr~at is much greater thliOn that produced 

by c:0 60 ; in fG.ct. i;; ):.0 60 glCc~t that it overcomes the la.titude of the film and. 

mu.st be n<:2~e £0:': CL\ch S:c .... d.ient. . This me am) that in x-raying Ulul ti- thickness 

£0 while mth COl (me l.:cdiogroaph \'lill zive Q cO:i,/?late picture ot Che casting on 

otie film. 

Clo;;;cl::l QHi,~d to contrast is latitude. L.:1titude is deU.,ed 6lG the 
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.will range from a naxim.Ur in the region of thinnest section, to a minium et

the thickest sections. If the entire subject is to be included on one radio-

graph and this is desirable, the difference between the max-mum a;•d winimuzi

thickness sections oust not exceed the latitude of the film.

Density dAeplalu on the length of exposure and the intensity of the

emergent rays. A d&o.Ltty of 2 is usually obtained, this will allow 1/100 of

:the incident light i:o p•s tLhrough the film aid is the density commoinly een

on medical x-ra: iij~w. 'I.CO.t film types have an increase in sensitivity up to

a. density of five, $Tith 6hia increase in density and, a setup that is good

.geometrically, irit. of better than 270 in the 2-1/2" to 611 thickness

range'is obtaini..o Zl&wlow 1-1/4", sensitivity falls off to about 3%. Below 2",1

Ir 1 92 will give 2, or better sensitivity.

A radiogrph is to a certain extent a shadow picture, following the

common laws of lig and shadow formation. This analogy is, soaewhat untrue

due to the fact hat ..he intensity of the eavergent rays are affected by the.

thickners gradienti of the casting. The geometry of the Getup is of para-

mounat importancaC h. idea1l ource size is of courae a pin point, this is

unobtainable. 2 illuatrates the effect of source size on sensitivity.

The focal ditn. i, . to film distance, should be as great as time allowad

for exposure will an• d F7igure 3 illustrates the effect a lengthening of

"focal distance o:. .,,•. .. •. ••.... a.."

1-hc .oi• ., cai di:stance and tie omaller the aource. size, the

6maller the - n'•,.,..b.ral region. If the. penuiabral region is too large-,

the defact wi••l t&;i blend into the norazal film density and will be easily

overlooked.. T•. :, "•.:a effect L ..,urther .gnified when it i½ Zealized thic

a defect is c&L•la ... y outline circle but rather ia irr•ul in outlin,.

The f1JU , 1,' :.:;.e •.;'~o A be placed a" close cs C,,iblc •o the czstinr

- 36 -

will range from .!A m,ndmum :tn the '.region of thinneflt section, to l;ii. ~il'1ium e/:: 
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thickc..8os gr~dien[;il of th(;l CIlBtil1g. 'fhe geometry of the f.ietup i.:.. of para-

wount importune;:::. ',ftK; Ideal source size is of couroe spin point, this i3 

unobt.ainable. Fii.;u~·'i"; 2 illustrates the effect of source size on sc:r.1sitivity. 

fDC~l dista~cc on v~~31tivity. 
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on the opposite sidwhich the source will be placed. It rhould be per-

pendicular to the plane of. the central gamma ray and parallel to the plane of

the casting. The oource should be aligned with the center of the casting, both

right and left, and up and down, so as to hold distortion to a uai-orm minimumn.

The ratio of the L to de1ect distance and the defect to film. diatance

should be 10 to i witUh 5 to 1 a~s an absolute minimum. Figure 4 will illustrate

the advantage of ftse large d-t ratio. The limiting factor is the time allowed

toqcomplete the radiograph. The gamma ray intensity follows the inverse square

law; therefore, if the focal distance is doubled, exposure time is quadrupled.

These variables, focal distance, 'time and intensity of radiation are compli-

cated further by fi p tG. The choice of the type of film to use depends upon

the relative importan=e placed upon definition contrast and time. Eastman

type "A" film is a high contrast fine grained, but slow film, a -relative speed

of one. Type "YO' ia a very fast film, relative speed of six, but is low on

contrast and has a coarse grain. "No screen" is a medium speed film,. relative

speed of three., has high contrast and. only slightly larger grain than type "A".

These three typeý ar'e representative of other cozamercial films, Ansco, Dupont,

etc.

T h e fi mu-t be handled with extreme. care both before and during

procae ,sing. A hc'.: vy fln£,ar pressure, a kink, or bending will all produce de-

aerloitized a- " e " will *how up on the final radiograph. During processing,

Cara lau.t be 'a d so as to avoid dust, uneven development, and drying

OpoCs. it is r.. .':tile to figure an optimum focal distance, a good geo-

metrical set u. t1,.rctuvh carelear prccessing have so many blemishes

on "he film t1,: ". 'sp•rtatfon ic difficult if not imoossible.

The fihn ,,:ulsion will absorb only a iainute percentage of the emer-

gent gaijra rays, Uusl:I almost completely absorb the secondary radiation or
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to.!colLplete the i.::.diog.:aph. The gamma ray intensity followathe inverse square 

la"'jtherefore, if the focal difJt.ance is doubled, exposure time ia quadrupled. 

These. variables ~ foC'.ul distance. 'time and intensity of radiation are compli-

cated further by fJi.i.m type. The choice of the type of film touBe depends upon 

the iCelative impodnnce placed upon definition contrast and time. Eastman 

type nAil film is u high contrast fine grained, but slo.w film, a relative speed 

of onc. Type "Kil it) u very fast film, relative speed of six, but ia low on 

contrast ~lnd has c coarse gra.in. "No screen" is a medium speed film, relative 

spe;.:!dof three) h;:'f} high contrast and only slightly larger grain than type OINt. 

These three types ".:::re r'errc,asentative of other cQ,JlIllercial filllis, Anaco, Dupont, 

etc. 

The film mua t be h~.mdled wi th' e)ttreme' care both before and during 
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cur'.:: "'UlJt be e:;c<~.;clGed 80 o.s to avoid dust, uneven development, and drying 
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electrons emitted when gamma radiation strikes thin sheets of lead foil.

Because of this intensifying action the lead. foil is called inte-;.;ifying

screens and vary in thickness fxom .005 to .015 of achinch. A .010 screein

in front of the film and .015 in back will give the highest definition with

the least sacrifice of Lime. The lead screens will cut exposure Lima from

1/2 to 1/3 of th•;•. tirae required without them. Tehýe front screen is the true

intensifying ocreen. The secondary radiation produced in this ocreen hao a

very short. range; consequently, the film must be placed tightly against the

screen. Where actual contact. is lost, that section of the finished radiograph

will be blurred. Th••e rear screen filters out scattered and bounced back radia-

tion giving btte• definition to the radiograph. The screens must be maintained

free from scrat-ches, dust, or lint because they will absorb some of the radia-

tion, resulting i. iaizleading areas on the radiograph. The lead Lcreens and

film are all enclosed in the film holder or cassette.'

The st•;e; th of radium bources for radiography is stated in milli-

grams of radium or M;illicurias; forradium the two units are interchangeable.

With Co 6 0 thesýe un is are nor interchangeable. The milligrams of Cobalt prea-

ent do not measure i; *'trength of the source since the activity per milligram

is rot a natur•l coimtan• as it is for radium, but is dependent on the time and

int i, ýf irrdiatioA, The radiation intensity produced by one

.liOf ..o i P•ma.te ly the s .,e as produced by 1.55 mi1l-curie of

radium. The mili,,cie 4isurea the amount of radioactive isotopes present

in a radioactivc e.terial and not the intensity.

As thC oly eXposure Charts available at the time were calibrated in

milligraws of radiumn, it was a sIe~4e matter to convert one millicurie of CO60

into 155 i.i , radium cquivflent. With the preceeding info•crmation as a

b4,kg'round we c•n i.w take- up an actual oxposýure setupý
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electt"ons emitted when gmrnna radiation strUtea thin sheets of lead foil. 

Because of this intensifying action the lead foil io called intensifying 

screens and vary in thickness from .005 to .015 of an.inch. A .010 screen 

in front of the film and .015 in back will give the highest definition with 

the least sacrifice of time. The; lead Bcreens will cut exposure tim~ from 

1/2 to 1/30£ ,/:1:",,: time 'iCequired wi thoutthem. " The· front Ilcreen is the true 

intensifying I!Jcr'·,;;cn. The tlecondo.ry radiation produced in this OCl:';!en haa So 

very short rang,~~ consequently» the film mUfit be placed tightly lag"inst the' 

screen. Hher.e ;'lctu.~1. contuct. 1.a lost9 that sectiollof. the finish..:::d radiograph 

will be blurred. 'f'KM rC<1:1r screen filters out aClilttered.llInd bounced back rOldia-

tion giving b~tt",:.:· ,J.dinition to the radiogr.nph. The screens muatbe maint~ined 

free from scr~tcbl':I':;, dm'lt ~ or lint because they will absorb BOll,e of the r.i.ldill'" 

tion~ resulting il'i miDlefJ.ding .1.,eIlS on the 1o:'.\ldiograpb •. The lead ucreens lilnd 

film tarE! all enclosed in the film holder or caGsette.· 

Th.e st .. '0ngth of l"!ldium Bources for r.ad1ography is atated in milli-
, 

grnma of radium ".lA:' ;uillicuries; for .,lC41dium th>e two units /are interchAngeable. 

With Co 60 thcs(!; l.,mitD JillKC not interchangeable. The milligrams of Cobaltpreo" 

is not l'.? natto:;;>l CO'i11.lt[.mt Ll.3 it is for r"dium, but is' dependent on the time and 

/~ ;~\ 

lll:U .. li>C1J:d.~ or Cc/
K tg "'ppn;;r.Lm.at(·:::ly the 1);1.11.\';: ;;~tiI produced by 1.55 millicurie of 

i,i1 ill radioactive ~:I,.u.t·;;:;rial Jlnd not the int.ensity. 
I 

As the ..: ... ly exposure. charts available nt the time were calibrated in I 

milligrarua of r,:;.diuril, it. was a liii'..u1\~lle lcultter to convert one millicurie of Co 60 
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To co••lctc a successful "adiogra~hic exposure, several of the pre-

viously mentioncd variaibles must be brought into focus:

I. Thickness of steel
2. ý'ocal distance
3. Type of film
4. Strength oi source
5. Exposure factor
6. Time
7. Density desired

The i £,oots to consider will be the castings and the thickness

of the area to be radiographed and the time allotted to complete the exposure.

If time ia of the etisence and the casting is of heavy, section a medium fast film

such as no scrieei, a Short focal distance and a high intensity source would be

mandatory. If o" the other hand time isn't as important as the very best in

sensitivity, a fine grain film,. long focal distance, and small source size

would tend to acco•pliish the desired result.

WiTh the canting thickness measured and the-correct type of film

loaded,. an expoauze chazt for the respective film used is cons ul4ted. This

chart is made up ax'w.logaritmie 2 cycle paper. The subject thickness ii

the abscissa and exposuxe factor it the ordinate. Exposure factor is defined

as Ax BrwD

Whom A h 11i•3rssms radium eouivalent
E1 o2;uP' time in minutes

C Focal distance in inches
D 1,posure Afactor

1On each •,:cph a line ia plotted showaig the relationship between

thickness and expoaure factor, corresponding to densities of 3.0, 2.5 and 2.0.

The subject Ch:icknezas is known, the density is known and by consult-

ing the graph the zxpo;;ure factor Is known.

One of two fomUlau are zhen utilized to figure the remaining unknown:
• 2 C2

:.I. D x C B 2. A x B C
A D
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When A 'iilligrams radium equivalent
B Exposure time in minutes
C Focal distance in inches
D Exposure factor

Two techniques may be employed with the above formulas. The first

is the internal source technique, wherein the isotope is placed inaide the

casting and the film, in a flexible cassette is wrapped around the outside..

This is especially uueful in the radiography of circumferential welding and

is illustrated by phowograph #i. It is obvious that the focal distance is

dictated by the O.D. of the casting; therefore, formula one is solved for

exposure time. On 6hiio type of exposure the d-t ratio must be remem'bered.

Two per cent senaitivity will not be achieved with a tubing 2" thick with an

O.D. 'of 8'! as the probable d-t ratio would be only 4 to 1.

Thicker and i•Ore solid shape castings may be exposed over night uti-

lizing technique #2. Geatna radiation flows out from the source in a 360o

spherical area and the castings are set up in a circle around the source. To

calculate the exposure, use formula #2, time is fixed by the 16 hours between

quitting time and arriva 'the next morning. Focal distance is then calculated.

Circles at one foot intervals painted on the floor will help expedite the set-

ting up of the cauti'ngs. It frequently happens that the. castings may not all

be of the same thick ieps, one may be 5 or 6 inches thick, another one inch and

several in between, aj illustrated in photograph 03. A separate focal distance,

formula #2, mu&t be fi,.•,,ed for each casting and the exposures made simultane-

ously. The thickneas gradient on a casting way be so great as to overcome the

latitude of any individual film type. Type "A" for instance will cover a 2"

thickness differential. If a casting thickness range is 3" or as much as 5"

one exposure on type "A" film will not be enough, two separate exposures will

d-d:oub le the "time o.0; 1.'a• l dI•i a ghthe'castin If the thicknesso -dif ference is around

.3 tvwo type "A'fil~seeepsda h ci-a timae, both in tho "amo cassette.4
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is :Lllustrated by photograph ~l. It i6 obvi.ous that the focal diatance is 

dictated by the O.D. of the casting; therefore, formula· one is solved for 

exposure time. On thilJl type of exposure the d-t ratio muat be remembered. 

Two per cent ocnlJitivlty will not be uchieved \lith a tubing 2" thick with an 

O.D.o£ S"aa the pi:ob~:.ble d-t ratio would be only 4 to 1. 

Thicltcr and more aolid shape castings may be exposed over nightut1-
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After exposure the dc'es area of the film representiag the thinner Sectio."S

are viewed separately. The area of lesser density, the thick cuating areas

are then viewed after the iccond film is superimposed over the first giving an

effect of doubling the individual densities. If the thickness gradient is as

much as 411 to 511 aotaher technicu.e is eLpcycd. One type "Al' or slow film,

and one type no scre.e-, or fasat fi1e. are piaced in the s~Eae caszletl•e and an

exposure time is 7o:ked out .fon. ,2Ih . iln., The respecti veexposure times may

differ by a few x'tiwutea bur an everage expoware may be used •ithout noticeably

effecting tCe fi lia densit'y

After tr-'•e i sapo.ure is over and the film is developed the radiograph

should be c efuii, ,died for dzfects, If a defect is revealed the casting

surface should bbo '"o . .. as nolt infrequently an. inconsequeintia surface

blemiish will show u? ,n the filuA and msight bie interpreted as an internal defect.

If the Gurface is.ceun,, the questionable areia can be chipped out, repaired,

and radiographee , in,. It taks..a an-. experie.ced eye -to detect the nature "nd

seriousnez oee, encountr'ed >i steel cast-.ings e'md the deci-

sion to scrap or r" ,iUir iN &a importanw one, economically.

- 4),,-
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FILMS AND SCREENS

Radiographic film differs from ordinary photographic film in

several respects. if a photographic film has been given on exposure with

ordinary light, it will be found that those grains which have been developed

out of the latent i.'ge occur mainly near the surfacd of the e;aulsion, showing

that the light waa strongly absorbed by the emulsion., This fact is established

by slicing through the film and examining it "edge on"' with a microscope,

In -the case of electroxiogretic radiation, the rays are absorbed to only a

small extent by the emulsion and an examin.ation of the exposed film shows the

emulsion. In o-cder to increase t.he amount of the radiation. absorbed by the

emulsion, and henc gh density of the image, the emulsion is coated on both

sides of the fi.:a ba,., Those films intended for use with radiation alon e

) (without intensifyin~g ocreena. have a thicker emulsion then those to be

used with acreean4 A calcium tungatate intenisifying acreen. consists of

crystals which -6ne with a blue light undier the action of gazlaa, or

x-ray and ther. o a:t DOf thia iaent iLmage is due to visible light and

part, to the at.., of x-ray;,• when such a screen is used.. Radlographic

fil .s have two o-ppo,,:ing act i~.tics2 conurast and latitude.

Co nrat :a,.rtrs to the. 4aaount of change in density of the image

due, to zm7 C3,.e in .... ur r. The greater the contrast of the film, the

,m,1er the di er a iný cxpoau'• for a given difference in density. Con-

trast increases with den ity, generally a darker film has greater contrast.

The greater th laui•tude the greater urill be the difference in

exposure required L.o obtain a givcn difference in density of the. ivaage.

Latitude is not of Ireat impoj)tance when ridiographing specimenD of uniform

r.1 0hicknSs, 41wld b platae)- It iz an impor ant consideration in
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multithickness specimens. In multithickness specimens the emergent gama ray

intensities will range from a maximum in the region of the thinnest section

to a minimum at the thickest section. If the whole subject is to be included

on one radiograph the difference in exposure between the maximum and mimimum

sections must not exceed the usefull exposure range of the film.

The speed of films refers to the exposure required to produce a

given density in the image, and usually the grain size in the image will be

larger for the faster films. Grain size refers to the size of the individ-

ual grains of metallic silver in the image. To obtain fine details, grain

size is kept 4at a minimum but at the expense of speed. Because we use

Kodak films a chart of each film's characteristics is included at the end

..of this chapter.

Radiographic films should always be handled carefully to avoid

physical strains sucnh as pressure, creasing, buckling, friction, etc. The

normal pressure :applied in a cassette to provide good• contact is oot enough

to damage the filu, but whenever films are loaded in semi or flexible holders

and external claxpii..U or holding devices are used, care should be taken to

see that this prcesure is uniforut. If the film holder bears against a few

high spots, such as occur on a welded seam the pressure may be gre~i.t enough

to produce desensitized areas.

If large filum are always grasped by the edges and allowed to hang

freely marks resulti'ng from contact with fitg'ers which are moist or contami-

natcd with procesgins chemicals as well as crimp marks will be avoided.

An impo--•i•t precaution to remember is tO avoid drawing film

rapidly from cartons, exposure holders or casaettes, or hardling it in any

manner that would cause friction. Typical film indications caused by improper

ha'dling are •illus trat,ý.d. Note that it is posaib.le to tell if ••tepressure

a- 'were .causad befor- or after exposure.
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larger for the bater films. Grain size refers to the Biz.e of the individ-

ual grains of metallic dlver in the image. To obtain fine details, grain 

size is kept lit: u. minimum hut at the expiI!':nse of speed. Because weUBe 

Kodak films ~ chart of each fUm's characteristics is included at the end 
} 

] ·of this ch~ptor. 
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Radiographic films should always be handled c'arefully to avoid 

pbyaical straing auc.h as pressuro, creasing, bucltling, friction, etc. The 

. normal pre68ure~ppl:i.ed in a CQ8£:1ette to provide good ·contliict ia .... otenougb 

to drunage the film, hut whent'!Ver films are lo~~ed in semi or flc~dble holders 

a.nd external clrullpin;~ en:' holding devices &r~ UHlCd, care should be t .. ken to 

see that this p"~liil)ure 13 uniform. 1£ tht1 film holder bears against a few 

high spots, such llli:ii occur on a welded se.wn the pressure mi.ly blCi grel',t enough 
\ . 

to produce desen&itiz~d areas. 

Jll.~tc;d with l)rOceullir.g chernic.ula as well as crimp marks will be avoided. 

An ilrLt)o.:t:~'i,.t prec.o:ution to rClUcmb\!;l.'i.tl to avoid drQwing film 

jt".;J:pidly from cartot1:tl ~ exposure holders or C'Hii~e:ttte8, or hardlio8 it in any 

mQnncr that would .C&U1>>:\ friction. Typical fill.) indic.ations 9i.tUflC.d by improper, . 

Nota that it is po~ldble to tellif:trnJ 'P;;~lllluta 
_.::. 

'-,"'.; !'V"' 4 ' 

m4Ul;."I":l:l.werac{,uiI1l.ldb ... 1x.:n:-<l2 or l1fcc:r lexposure. 
n.,., 

~ .: .' . 
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Because of the deleterious effect of heat and moisture, all film

should be stored in a cool dry place and ordered in such quantities that the

supply on hand is renewed frequently. The film Ghould always b4 rotated.

The box bears the expiration date of the film, use the old filra first. Do

not store in a room near chemicais where there is a poasibiliy Wf contact

with hydrogen vulfidea, amaonia, or hydrogen peroxide. Fire haz.,rd.a are

somewhat less theaý Would be presented by ail equal amount of newapaper.

Lead .creena conyiaiz of lead foi placed in direct contact

with the surface of the film. To keep the lead foil ,flat, to prevent

wrinkles and to aaz-ure good contact with the film, the foil is cemented to.

a cardboard back!.U-o The front screen is usually .O10 to .020 inches
•thick, Und the% I'Lb.....ý C ..... •''• •

k n.k tnahe bn the ,zaa .005 thicker. The purpose of :the

screens is to iriprove the image and intensify the action of the radiation.

The: fr'ont screen will absorb part of the radiation coming

from the object. Both Primary radiation (direct from source) and scattered

radiation reach 'Since tra~, 2 •he sci - ered radiation is of less energy

and largex wavýe leivgth then the primary beam, 'more of it will be absorbed.

The reduction of t-he ac&tered radiation by thilz% differential action

improve$ h io&t f th, itage by reducing the general background fog

which is produced b, yt"", acsctered radiatioa. The lead foil emits photo-

elections diue to z:he ho,• of intactloh brzt.';ýeeg the lead screen and gamma

radiation. We h'v, tr:e.,y studied hoi Lh04.s c•xies about. Thezce photo

eler.X1on,8 are aooeld by the emulsion ort the photographic film more readily

than the gma zard,.ion itaelf, T•ie front .cr'en therefore results in a

shorter poswce Li~a.

The back acreen is slightly thicker than. thu front screen so

as to better asorb..thip bac•Ak catter from objercts behind the film.
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Becauoe of the deleterious effect of heat and moistu'l:o.!, ull film 

should be stored in ~ cool dry place and orde~ed inauch quantiti~a that the 

S\lpply on hand :i.s lI:em::.wed fr,eque.ntly. Tb.e film ahould always be -rotated. 

The box bears the l(!~~piration date of the, film, \la~ the old film first. Do 

with hydrogen ~mlf:id.tiI." {lmlll.onia, or hydrogen. per.oxide. Fire hazRr.cis are 

1.1!.!l(J. t,c:;:e;fi;na cons:Lst of lelld i:(.)il placed in direct contact 

'Wrinkles a''1d t.o ".::;':;;'l.n:':! good conta.ct ~":tth th<e film~ the foil is cemented to 

from the obj'li!ct. I:ioth p'ldml1l.ry l'adiation (di'K'~~ct from source) and ac&ttered 



D,,ET.E.CTI.ON Q OF 1DATAO4N

Radiation from radioisotopes Would be of little vale if we he" no

means of detecting or measuring it, Fortunately, a variety of vices are

available for 'hia purpose, varying in complelxity •rom n imple inization

chambers to highly complex multi-channel .analyzer systewap. Such detection

systems meaeurn the maount, type, and energy of the radiation.

Aroag de . Twjre import ant radiation detectors are chuse which react

to the ionization produced in them by the incident radiation. This class

includes ionization chwbers, geiger counters, and cloud chambers, In chase

detectors inniatira is produced by direct interaction of charged particles

with the detector or by a reaction of a non-charged particle, such as a

neutron or a gzua-a ray photon, with a constituent of the dtector to produce

a charged partice which, in turn produces the inization.

A di:'Ue.te cQ=as of detectors c•akes use oA the molecular disasocia-

tion or etxcitativn produced by radiation in certain aubstances,. This class

includes the ,c•intil •1ltion counters, photogzaphic emulsions, and various chem-

ical tIoir eter A .ew of these will be descri•ed in more detail,

Ionization chPambers measure the quantity of ionizing radiation as a

function of the electric charge produced by the .ions in a defined volume.

Usually they conaist of two electrodes mounc.ed in a partially evacuated chamber

witi'a COiStant potential acroa the electodes. When such a chamber is exposed

to radiation a current will be set-up acrzss the electrodes because the elec-

raons which are knocked off the. atoms of gas will be attacted to the positive

electrode, Tht ategth of this current. is a meaaure of th, intensity of.

radiation.

..sare as fied chambers in which the pulne

producted is propo .rtional to the number. of ions formed tn the gas by the primary
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Geiger counters are perhaps the most familiar and widely used radia-

tion detectors. Mey are highly sensitive gas filled devices which operate at

higher voltages than ionization chambers to produce what is known as avalanche

ionization. The gas pressure, however, is lower than that in proportional1

counters. They are very sensitive and somewhat complicated and ahould only

be used by an experienced person. At certain energy levels and in high radia-

tion intenaity felida• a condition known as "1blocking" occurs and incorrect

readings may be made. Whan the voitage bhatwen electrodes is high enough,

primary iont prqduced by the radiation travel to the electrode ato a suffM-.'

ciently high velocit;y to produce other ions by collision, kAo= aas condavy

ionization. This process "n ulta In a, avalche of iOnsucL that the re-

sulting electric eu'r•ta is idepende nt of the number of primary ions produced

in the initial ionizing event.

Cloud chza hers are used largely in nuclear research in comnnction

wiSh acceleratara to atudy the. iateraction of high energy particles. The cloud

cham-ber developed by C T. Z ,o'n is based o:n the fact that the. passage of

an ion through a atmosphere ia rendered visMbGe by the conden-

sato on of tiny drople:s along the path of travel, The actual path of alpha ,

beta1 , aa.d gaawsa rays, became visible to the eye. The chamber i easy to yon-

struct and haasecm a favorite of~ high school science fairs,

The s,'JZthltion couter bel.ong, to the second clae. Radiation

causes atoms in temain chemiicals or phosphors to emit pulses of light when

excited by radi .tiOa,. VPen such scitillacian materials aire combined with

photomultiplier tubes they form a 'very valuable and widely used class of

radiation detectors.

ghotographic. fihm badges are also in the. second class. Since photo-,

graphic film undergoos darkiny ihen exposed to radiation, this effect is used

to datermina the cumueaivo radiation dosage by measuring the degree of darkening
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in a given time of expoaure. This type is widely used for peraonai proZ•cciano

Our aurvey instrumeant is of the ionization cnhamber type, and genearaly

follows the basic akccch below.

//

/ -a a n

Ion ztouCame

.lecting 1
coE1ctronicrAmpdifer

r~~N
(#;t *'/jj\

7)
I

Col
E is

Ide ter

or
Dial

Galvanometer

Battery ---

BASIC IGNIZATION CDMA;B hR

I'e b-ýazic ionization, chanxo ~er mwan used by Madame Cu~ri i hlate

isGiO~ and dates back 00 the eu~ieSt StudieS of rdo~iiy

it cona!zti of a CylindriCal chamber, the walla of which Serve as

one electrode and a tbin metal rod, mounted centrally within the tube as the

othe. The potential gcross the elaectodeo i: such that no current passes

betwean the eleatrodea.

Suppose now that a single alpha particlo or beta particle, or in

fUct any ionizing radiation enters the tube. This will cauae the positive
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ions to travel toward the negative electrode, while the negative ions will be

attracted toward the positive electrode. As a result charges will collect on

the electrodes •ad an indicating instrument will register a pulse of current.

The amount of charge collecting on the electrodes is, of course, ext,-emely

small and the pulse neust be ap Ufiatd by means of ar, electronic awpliifier be-

fore the indicating instrument can be made to respond.

I f 'te 'raaituda of this pulae for various values of the applied

voltage, startiug at •ero and increasing to several thousard volts, is plotted

against the Corresponding potential, a curve of the shape shotmn below ias ob-

tained.

Not T'ZScale

I i

Applied Poteantilal
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It is not drawn to scaled; its purpose is merely to show the general

qualitative nature of the variation of pulse size with the potential applied

to the chamber.

It will be noted that this curve is not smooth and that it can be

roughly divided into six• zones or regiona. Three of these regions, 2, 3, and

5 are utilized in various instruments for the measurements of radioactivity.

in region 1 the ait- of the pul.e p'oduced by the passage of a single alpha

particle increase as a funtion of the applied voltage, but reaches a constant

value in region 2, when it becomes independent of the voltage. The reason for

this is as follows:

When the applied voIltage is small, the ions produced in the tube

by the impinging aIpha particle wove slowly toward the respective electrodes,

consequently, tee is vaple 'time for many of the oppositely charged species

to recombine that is to meet aUd neutralize each other. Thle strength of the

pulse registered will ".onsequently be less than if all the ion pairs originally

formed succee ed ir. tse, c4.v t' Th c a.tri dleaAs the potential across the tube

is increased, Liions trvvel t a c&ý -number of recomdbinaciords is dimin-

isd, and the pule ize is •increasd 0  Ultimately, a point is reached, at the

begningnin of xegion 2, whe-n th!e io-ns move towards the electrode so rapidly that

virtually every ion pr•oduced reacb,- the electrodes. Thus in region 2 the

pulse height remains steady even though the voltage is increaased4  All of the

simpl'a ionization ch.int'rs operate In this repgion with voltages that vary

roughly between 100 anad 300 voits.

It will be noted, however, fihat. is regio. 3, the pulse height again

increases with voltage. This is whaat is known as the proportional region.

For- its effective, 4itiization a cylindritca cal aber is used which is made the.

negative electrode. AJ.ong the sxALa of this cyliinder is centered a positive

wire electrode. When th.a voltage ia high enough the potential gr4adlent near
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the central wire becomes so large that the electrons produced in the primary

ionization of the gas by an alpha or beta particle, are accelerated to high

speeds. In region 3 this speed becomes high enough for the electrons to ion-

ize other atoms or molecules in the gas and the electrons so produced may

cause further ionization. This .condition builds up to the point where the

multiplication effect results in an avalanche, thus greatly increasing the

pulse height. The total number of ion pairs produced in this way by a single

primary ion pair is called the gas amplification factor. It may become as.

high as 106 in region 3. If the voltage is maintained constant in this region

the gas amplification factor remains constant and the size of the pulse is

proportional to the number of primary ion pairs produced by the incident

ionizing particle,. For thia reason ionization chambers which operate in this

region are called proportional counters. The voltages used in operating in

this range varies fTom 500 - 1000 volts and gas is usually a mixture of argon

and methane * The argon increases the amplification factor while the methane

contributes to moe stable operations.

At still higher potential,• the character of operation agail changes.

Region 5 is very -eful and i. known as the Geiger - Muller region. Conditions

in this regiou make po•>sible the well known Geiger counter. Because of the

design of the Geiger counter, in this regionx the number of pulses become essen-

tially constant regaudiess of variations in voltage. An important advantage

of tWh Geiger ceunter is the fact that the gas awplification factor may attain

a value so high that the pulses require littie external amplification.

The geiger tube is filled with an inert gas such as neon or argon

and small amounts of organic or halogen vapor. The avalanche effect is pro-

duced giving a pulse of current which activates an electric circuit. The

organic or halogen iapor acts to terminate the pulse and restore the tube to
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its sensitive condition. They do not read true dose ratio unless specially

calibrated. TZhy read number of ibniing events without regard to their

energy. They can exhibit an effect called "blocking" where a high radiation

level may be read as a low oce.
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PERSONJeL DOSIMyITRY

Self reading or indirect reading pocket ion chambers and charging

devices are used for individual protection. They are essentially capacitors

constructed to Atsnhar.g in a predictable manner when exposed to ionizing

radiation. The charge, placed on the chamber upon proper insertion in the

dosemeter charger unit can a•ls• leak off indicating an erroneous exposure.

They may be accidently dicAharg•d if the tip of the cap, or the finger should

rub across the terminal. Duet inside the cap may also result in leakage.

Due to Li:amnt l±i4ations any off-scale reading must be reported

aa "greavr than full scaWe, under no conditions may the reading be interpo-

lated as the actual ...o.uve may be several times full scale reading or only

,a few per .ent hiV. This is covered in our em ergency operating procedure.

These dou•• etairs are relatively insensitive to beta and alpha par-

ticlea. Dctimeteru • re worn only •o give Che wearer an estimate of his

exposure while receitv:ing the daose, in order that he may limit himself to the

permissibetI levels.. Disagreement, often na large as tenfold, between dosimeter

and Aiil badge weoaurmeaa ij to ia expectvd. tiahe dosimeter usually reading

low. -

Official records of x exposure are the film badge measurment

Badgds are constn.ced. with 2 or 3 separate piece's of film with various typos

of shielding material in order t• ascertzin the various types of radiation.

Normal accuracy is claimed to be plus, or minua 207. for gamma radiation. The

badges ahould be w orn clearly visible on the Rxant of the body somewhere be-

tween the waizt and Zhe neck. This tende to prevent unitentional shielding

of part. of the film, by pocket car:ied pencils .etc.
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Experience has shown that two points are not fully understood by

persons to whom film badges are iesuedo One is that film badges are not to

be abused. This includes delibrate exposure of the badge to radiation while

it is not being worn by the person to whom It was issued, the uve of the film

badge as an experimental, detector• and the rearranging of the film in the

badge. The ather pa,.,yhi is tbhat a fi•m badge £outinely issued to a person at

a particular are.. shouId be worn by that person in all areas, so that he

maintains a single ewrulative record for each period.. Do not work in a radia-

tion area wtho "our badge, a w.'•ays *.ear 2 your e and in this way

maintain your clp, indlAividual and op l reeotd of your radiation exposure.
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ID i•lODUCTION11

The Iaitruments Division's Hodel IIOA Unitron is designed to

safely store ow rc•s:waly expose 4n encapsulated source of g&=1W radiationl

for Industrial aadiography. A complete unit coasists of:

I) AMoldeti 110A Unitron Head Aaewnb4jy

(2) A lexible Source Tube Assembly;

.(3) A Flexible Source Position Indicator Assembly.

The Unttran Head Assenbiy storea the encapsulated source in a safely*

locked'positiba and a.fter qgnlockingW' permits free passage of the source into:

,the Source Tb. The Source Tube guides the source to a remote location, The

Source Position indicator Assembly is the mechanical drive system that exposes

the source 'fro a retracts it into the head.

A comitcta uinit permits remote radiography of sp-cimens that are 50

f eet away f ram the 1operator, who may remain behindd a~shield during th~e exposure.:

pitar ;+ar.,ai; ah of, ot everal pecimena 'o• an Li 1ternal shot of

a single opecLae+t can be obtained by placing the end of the Sourwce Tube Asaem-

bly in tha prop"r 1aat1i I betfa a itoinf tile sour.e",
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OPERA•TI ON

Attachment of Source 'Tube An~MI 'I

Meove the ahi,.num plug iron the. 1 0 tAing in the fSont of Lhe

Unit•on and thread th:e source tube couling i nt:o pace.

Atachmient of Source Wositicn M winic ntor As• -- 'wbiYf

1. Remove the plu2g thrned I.. t• o::t the luckbox of the source Mixed; y.A

2he,.oa.p t'the aurce caible disconnect so that

it Is ~Iexpne app~roximantely :L/40 'beyond the lack box.,

H. S. the coerce cabecout with .h i ray reault in

the -1r•,e out of the hea COube l-

3. Connect the dMconnect on the drvi e cable ASt the didcornnect on the

"So.u, CAN by br• ngCxip themiS together a: right angles.,

4. Aai;hteb'n t.e M.ine en. andA re the control cabln achptereto the

fitting provided an the lock box.

The.Unit is not, ready for aeratin.

To set up for o.peration, the end of the source tuea laced in

pos ti~on Where it 15 cvesireO to have the asouce appear. The end of the tube F-

.sn'be held in position by. capa, test tube cawsp, wood blocks, or n any other

auitabie manner. Th sair OZce tube should be aa scraight as PCoAMol for easejc

ct 0vseration

The Souarce Positio In-dicat or Aaazcbly is then extended Lo its full-

ca length in ordier to keep M intMtn nu-sabiw of ONdOi the control cable

and WS'ainrsi a UaUU Mtnc b v a te operator Ant the 1200Th26Ž It in

preferable to haen tha operator Wack tho contol handle behAn a personnel
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After unlocking the unit with the hcy provided, the aource is

exposed by turning the control handle clockwise until the aource comen to

rest at. the end of the source tube. The source position indicator on the

handle shows the position of the aowrce in the cource tube at W times.

No forcing of the handle iz necessary.

After the e•xpo•u.e, the source is retuznued to the head by turning

the handle counteccloclcWie until Zhu source comes to rest in the Wae

.position and the source position indicator reads zero feet. A ,urvejLMeter.

should alwa-q~p- beadU to makeZ cerztain the source in Properly shielded. The

machine should be locked after each exposure to prevent inadvertent operation

and possible overexposure.,

IWhe-never t hie source a'tube or aource •'•sition indicator aseombly is

disconnectsed from the headl, the plougs provided with the unit should be

screwed into the outl•t and inlet enda of the head. This will.prevent the

accumulation of dirt in the head and will al• I- revent the source from falling

out, of the hed in te of mi&opcratzon of the lock.

The pointer on. the source position indicator has a tendency to

drift slightly overt a, LargeAu-bee of opew-.i~ns. The pointer is reset to

W'to with the sburce in the head and the machine locked. The suall screw

on the pointer Shaft: i looWsened ali'ghly andthe 'pointer reaet at o feet

Thse crs i then VOe&zt±QAr.nede
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.2.0 Operation

Operation of :he Cs-40A is extrP•a.ely siLapl. ie instrumnt bea e cazi-

brated and fully tested before ahipment and tlae operator need only adjuus

the meter ZR ADJUST on the top of the -inst rtaent case and aelelt the

desired meter r tnge to obtain ac*curate radia:tion ueas t° In addition

to the OFF and ZZRO positions five ranges on which the meter reading is

multiplied by 10,603 1,000, i0(, 10 and I are provided giviag the instrument

the ability to mea ere fields ranging fron I uir/hr to 50 r/hr.

To set the C-40A into opeaion aimp ly turn the selector switch into the

ZERO position, 'Aiis applies filament: voltage to the electrometer tube and

power to the time delay circui• , Approximately 1.5 seconds after thia vol-

tage has been applied the power oscillator is energized and all required

voltages are applied to the instrument In this position the ZERO 'ADJUST

..control should be adjuated for a zero meter reading. It is to be noted

that in this position the instrument may be zeroed in a radioactive field

of any inteasity ýuj.Lhtat effectl.a the calibratian of any of the five ranges.

When the meter xaroing has beeu accomplished turn the selector awitch to the

X l0OO00 position. In taking weasurements, it is always desirable to have

the selector srirtch set on the position which gives a near midscale deflection.

This switch has been de5igne so that the f.rat position encountered provilde

the ,highest scaling factor.
This prevents the pos 0ibility of l.ter d gaya which could result from an

exceseive ,•ount. of radiation sending the meter pointer rapidly off scale.

After it has been determined that the amnount of radioactivity is not sufficient

to deflect the needle near midacale, turn the selector switch to lower rangea

until the deflectioin is auch that the most accurate reading is obtained. The

reading times the scaling factor is the anount of radio-activity ?resent in

Qiiliroentgens per ho:,ir. A reter aennitivity Control is ;rovWIdd at the

5.7
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voltageo Jll.re $pplioecl toO Uua :l.lll.atrument. In t.his position the ZERO 'ApJUST 

. control should btl adJul9tl1:d foE' III ZJ:~lrO metol!X re~ding. It is to be noted 
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bottom of the instrument for calibration of the CS-40A. Nowever, this

control has been preset and normally will noc require readjustment unless com-

ponents, other than the battery are replaced. Re-caibration should not be

attempted unless a known source is available and the proper method known.

The screw-driver adjustment on the top of the meat•r ia also preset and ahould

not be moved unleon the meter needle indicates aomething other than zero

with the selector awitch In the O0'T position.~

3.0 Calibration

Place the CS-40A :i an accurately known g;ama. radiation field. Turn the

selector switch to a r ange which tAll provide the meter deflection nearest

midscale. Should the i irumeaat require 'eca•ibration adjust potentiometer

Rl2 located on the underside of tlhe instruxaena until the correct reading is

obtained. Provide that all range resistors, R1, R2, R3; R4 and RA and

switch SIA are clean and free of moisture, the calibration performed on any

range will be .lrid for the rs .. nin. ranges4
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FILM BADGE PROCEDITrE

1. Film badges shall be worn by all radiography personnel durin, working
hours.

2. Each film badge zhall be placed in the film badge stowage area at the
end of each Whift.

3. Due to fluctuation of personnel incoming'badges are nuraberci only. At
the beginning of ithe week take your new bhdge4 use the same nuibew: if
possible, write your name acro'sa the fact of the badge. Never uae a
badge that anyone els ha' worn.

4. Film badges are to be chaeged ueekly> but if newbadges are late, they
may be worn a second week also. In this event each man will make a nota-
tion of the dates he wore the badge viz June 3 to June 14, 1963. The
man mailing the badges to the processing company Vill make a notation of
this on the packing vlQp.

the.

5. Control badges remain in the storage area. and are not to be worn.

6. All film-badges must be kept away from exzess heat.

7. When returning badges to the processing company, send all, badges, even
those not used, Hake sure a.mans name is on all used badges and write
his name, beside the film bhdge number on the pocking slip.

• in the event anthin goes torn with the ill bdg, 4a anything
happens that these instrucnio•t do not cotver• tall Mr. Robert W. Ripley
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1. Filmb.sdgea shlllH b~ 'Worn by .all :radiography personnel.durinr; ',.orking 
hours. 

2. Each film b[Allgl.'.! ~,h,(Jj.ll be pluced in the HIm b<1.dge Eittil!!l:lge -ilr£<l at the 
end of each nh:Ht. 

3. Due to fluctuation of per:aom1el bacom'ingb!M.lges lilt'<\:: ii1umbl[~-r:ed only. At 
, the beginning (if t.he ~)iH~dt t,;;il~e yOtH." new ht,dge ~ UIH~, the same I[';umbc,: if 
POsilible ~ WI:!. te )f'i.)I,!;'i!." n."r.M~ aCrC,I'Hi the fill.C1~ of the bfldge. Nev(;!l' Uile {.l 

badge that iliKrytnilC ItlhH'.! haa 'WOlrn.. 

4 • Film b.mdgtl..~t-·t~ tt:) be cIulTl'gf!rj t .... eekly) but i.£ n~' badgeJ!> are lute ~ th'ilY 
ili.lly be worn J'.Il i!l,-!cm-~<O\ 'week alDo. 111 tihis event each m,an 'v9il1 make a nota
tion of th'B Jtites he "yore the badge. viz June :3 to JUile 14~ 1963. The 
man ma.iling the D.t}.i1g'Cs t(JJ th~ proce,f;lls.ing C(impany 'Will ulake a notation of 
th1a on the pocking .1ipl 

7. ,!/hen returnir4g bladgo:!fll to the rn:-;:vce:lll3ing compll\1y~ Blend &11 bmdge<.l~ even 
those nct ut:.H;l'.:L H.nk@ sm:e .... , ii'oW,m) li'UflAiAe 1.0 on all ulJcd budge.:. and writs 
laiB n.rune ~ bestae the film boB.,lJ<e; '!lllumber on the pocld,ng Ii lip. 

8. IXl the ,~v"Jnt ;;:,I'H.ydti .... as ~':'J~:'''' lnroTh)6; 1;~H:h th~ i:iLllrlll' barig!)'! p (rI,a iLx: anJ'thlrig 
l'lappena. thi!>lt th'c~l'L~ :i!.o'),Eit'lrU.Cu:.i,:tnt~ ,do llli:lJt C.IJ>t#<£l:t ~ c&1\11 Mr;,'. Robet't W. Ripley 
or U:u':L!.o!l;i:ll S. KJ.ji'\i'l.$) !mru~ditilt'l:lly. 
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TUiSATISFACTORY RADIOGRAPiIICS

H High Density

A. Overexposure

1. decrease exposure time by one third
2. check calculations of exposure
3. check steel thickness

B. OverdýVe.op rent

1, temperature of developer solutida may be
too high (over 700 F)

2. wrong time cycle on automatic deve]oper

11 Low Density

A. Underexposure

1. increase exposure time by one third to
one half

2. check calculations and section thickness

B. Underdevelopment

io temperature of developer too low ,(below 65°F)
2. weak and worn out solutio'ns

III Low Contraot

A. Wrong film

I. consult film chart use filia of higher contrast

B. Fog

1. film slightly exposed to a light source
2. developer and or fixer, weak or depleted
3. light leaks in dark room
4. prolonged exposure to darkreaw "safe light"
5. too high wattage bulb in 11,safe light"
6. back scatter from radiation, check lead screens,

put more empty space behind film while exposure
is being made

7. too long developing, hot developer solution
8, old film, always. rotate film, the date is always

on the bilm box
9. inspection of filTs before cco•pletely fixed

10Q do not look at film through a viewer until it
- is completely fixed
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UNSA'l'ISFAC';'ORY RADIOGRAPHIeS 

High Density 

A. (llvc1Cey..posu:ce 

1. deere.ase <:':J'poaure time by onc third 
2. check calculations of exposure 
3. check steel thickness 

1 .. temperature of developer solution may be 
too high (over 70op) 

2. ~'ong time cycle on automatic deve+oper 

.. II. Low Den.sity 

Ao Underexposure 

l.incre.&se eltpOaure time by erie third to 
Ol'1!.~! half 

2. dllt!~ck calculations and aection thickness 

B. Un.dord~v~lopment 

10 temperature of developei: too low ,(below 65°F) 
:2. 'l1eollk and wot'n out liIolutioru. 

IIILov Contraut 

A. tJrong fi 1m 

1. c·onf£ult H.lm chart use f1111.1 of higher. contrast 

1. fUm slightly eJi.posed to .& light source 
2.. d.eveloper and or fb:er ~ 'l>1e,ak OIl' depl~ted 

3. (I li.gl~t l\l;::a!r"s In darl" r·com 
4. prolonged exposure to darkrDom ilsafe light" 
5. too h1gh " •. attage bulb ilil iisafe li.ghtU 

6. hack :ac.':>lttcr from radistion. check lead screens ~ 
'fIlJt mOl;·.e empty space behind film while exposure 
is 'iH!ing made 

7. t·O\) long developing~ hQt developer solution 
8. old Hlm~ al~J<ily[:l rotltlt~ fil.m. the date is always 

/J'n the b1.1nl hox ., 
9. inspection of film beiaI'!;! cOj"pl~tely fixed 

10. do not look at film th.rough u viewer unti:l it 
ia completely fixed 
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IV Streaks

A. Film hardling and processing

1. failure to agitate film during processing,
move films every few seconds in all solutions

2. inepection of film during development
uose photo flo in final rinse

V. Poor Definition

A. Eaceasive object La film di.tance

. pla':e film fir-mVy but gently against the
object being radiographed

24 increase source to film distance
3,t use cmaller cource oize (phyaical),

1., dirty ,And oxitdLied lead screens
2.t paper between lead and f-'tIl
3. poor contact between lead and film

cardboard film holders sometimie sag during
exposure thus it separates the lead and the

C' Coarse Grain

I ..... film chart, uise finer grain films

2. de-,e. *per too wa-rd

VI

~ ~xOScum

1. Ftx iýtr not:cm'~e i~& oaf filmi

1 excresa' temperatur Cehanges, during processing

1. ractzion between alkal.ine dcvaloper and acid
fixing bath- will, forts carbon dioxide gas

(16.j
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IV Streaks 

v 

1" f.r:d.lur.e to agitate film during procesaing a 
IIlo',ye films every few/' l3econda in all Glolutiona 

:2 .. i"lwpection of f::Um during development 
~3 ~ US;{~ ph.ota flo 1.'114 final ri'naca 

1. pla,;:e fBm firm.ly but gently agsd.nst t.he 
obj,..!ct being rsdiog;;aphed 

1.) in\.~l'ea.s,,~ 13 01.1 rc.ol;: to ff 1m di£II:t.ilr.ce 
,3" UiH! l.malle1C GO\1lrct8 size (phyaical) . 

],." (Urty ,!~ltld o:;;;:l.di:;;;<f.!d lead SCn~>l':';lAB 

1. ~ P<l.Pil!!C b~tw.eela Ie.ad .<\ltd fi 1m 
3. );1'001:' Cf.a.tact Ih~~tw,,"'i!!n le;,~d and film 

c~il1l:'dboarcl ,Him holdl[;ra som~i~i:Ulle Bag during 
expo8u:/:.'iI!l thuG it 5lepi(llI'ateiiil the lfl!!ad and the 
fib'll 

1. ,\~h~~dl; f;U.i:ll !Ch'll'!!!: ~ %J\ffI,\~ f:Ln~~r B1t·;d.n fi ms 
,2" !.:l;evelf.&1?,i'!:.l' to(j) ,",i,Jl:rd 

l~ x'ea·ct.ion b;~t:$.1e:;!;Q ~1.tlkalb~'e d~~'IY"..'llopcI' and acid 
fixil'l.g b!'4thU wiH :b:n~.l'l (C.!lIiCLHm di()xid~ gas 
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G`LOS3SARY OF .fV

Absorption

Alpha 2rticle'

Oftern u5ae2 when attenuation izi meant. refers specifically to,

Proczeaees by whi~ch radinticu Unappears or isica;comd

At )L3 ItiI4 nuf clu~s c.oI"i± t i Qf .6 prZoCCto ns W neutrons,~

ofth 00gaciinak1 isiccsye emi.l~ing the alpha pu~cti iL s r4LkneaCCd

b y 2 .1and S ito malaaf tlanmhber by 4,

Thet ZmiJ& . t pahrtiJcle of an element whi5chf is capable of enter-

ingp inyto a chemical reaction.

.T0e presm-.• whch primary quanta or phoons ar reduced in

........n pas.sing thicoughtie size medium.

4

Bacgon ' :teinalla4 r•lfers ta radiation due to cosmic rays, radioactive

mataeria. in ear:th as buldix.g, materiale, and the slight radio-

Weive contamination Oft. theo irneftruum ft materias"

LTheprdutioxn of' e~lectromagnti r'" diation by the deceleration

ofa dhre particle , v vwally an electron, while pass~ ing

thrug matr Exampl ~e 5. SeZ ca~nt incuctav spec tn-uai trom ana

Maractrlatic The. /ae al konanixodvic~L radiation emitted by an atom'lh"'

ouanc> ft il eeci tron in s emo4vea uv fxoIllowin g exciztv~ion of Mh

tiiN, Eah eicsztay emta-tiu:ie-r of characteris'tic nadica3

Mao, ech o a cons tant wave lengjth and 415. ercec& from ZMhe

* 7 iradia~tfOion of al oC4ther 'L Uw.c'i a;,

Absorption .,. 

Tj·;.i~' Ki"t:C\\l,·~u.":!l:B r,,:j' ,,-,hidl pd.£ua.l'Y !'f.il"1ntGi or photons tal:e reduced in 
!. 
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Collimation -

Collisiou -

Conversion -

electrona

Curie -

D..,ecay-
(radioactive)

~' Density -

IN(photographic)

Dens~ity -

(physical)

Disintegration-

Confining a beam of particles or rays to a defined Cross aection.

A close approach of particles or photons during which there is

an interchange of energy, momentum, or charge.

Are orbital electrons ejected by photoelectric conversion of

nuclear gammaa rays in the orbital levels of the aaze atom.

They do not arise from the nucleus and therefore do not recult

in a transmutation. Thus, they are distinguished from nuclear

beta particles, although they have the same physical properties.

Amount of radioactive material defined as the quantity of any

radioactive material in which the number of disintegrations

.per second is 3.7 x ,10.

Disintegration of the nucleus of an atom by the spontaneous

emission of a particle or a photon.

A meaoure of the degree of darkening of photographic film.

The weight of a substance per unit volume such as pounds per

cubic feet.

Process of spontaneous bre kdo-wn of a nucleuwi of an atom

reaultin in the emoission of a particle or a photon.

A quantity. of radiation,

A ~cde of radioactive d ec&y i which an orbital Alctron m

With the nucleus, Piroca L i ollowed by emission of an ez.C'-

t""01 OT pholto",

EJIL' 'ý it, t 'r on -
capl--ura
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Collimation .. 

,Collision ~ 

COl1ve!i:'sion ... 
electrons 

, Curie .. 

, Decay ... 
, (radioactive) 

Dcndty M 

(p11o togr.aphic.) 

D.c:'rwity -' 
(l."bYClicd) 

E ].,,:"1(: t'l'(»rll" 
~ui,t'Ult''iik 

Confining s blE:."i.1.m of particles or rays to adefim.::d. c,?:"osa I;;cctiOil. 

A close approach of particles or photons duril13 which there iii 

an interchange of energy D momentum, or cluu:ge. 

'Are orbital electrons ejected by pnotoelli:ctric conversion 0;;: 

llluclear gGJrtAllS I'LiijY2! in the olcbital levela of the .. wne atol:.l • 

'11ley do not Slrililte fI'om tnt'! nucleus and thcltefo:n! do not roi;'!cult 

in a tranamut&ltiono TIluS, they are d1stingu1ahed fl."om nuclear 

bet.m particles, although they have the same physical properties. 

radioactive Illuilterial in wbich the number of disintegrations 

per uecond is 3.7 x .1010 • 

Dielntegr~tion of the nucleus of an atom by tbespontaneous 

emitSloioll of a p'liI.rticle or Ii photon. 

A rue,fJ!Il1.llrO!: of tin@ degr~e of darkening of photographic film. 

A qusotltyof radiation. 



Electron -

Volt

Energy -

)< Erythema -

A unit of energy. The charge in kiLntic energy oi ia alecnrOn

whe ait is accelerated through a potential diferacre of I

volt.

The ability to do work. Pot=ntial energy is enciry due to

relative position (elevated weight) oe:ra configuration

(coiled spring). LUnetic energy is energy due to motion

(a speeding auto or electron).

An abnormal redness of the skin caused by a variety of agents

including ionizing radiation.

Il

Exposure dose .A measure of the 3L or gam-a radiation at a certain place based

upon its ability to produce ionization. The unit is the

roentgen.

N Frequency - 'iurber of cclies, revolutions, or vibrations completed per unit

time.

G a Ray 'High hr juen .y, Aort wave lenIt :h, electromagnetic radiation

tited by , the nucIeuscii an atox. Identical ia volume with

Ge'hray. of the samte wave length. .

Cenetic - InhercItable, chsnageu kaiutatlona, Produced by the Lbaorption of

ionizing radciations particularly by the gonads. Lffacts arc

apparently additive with no recavery.4 .

Geometry R Relative arrangement of source, casting and film,

Half-life - The time required for a radio Z ive substance to loan one-

halt of its activity by decay.
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Electron .. 
Volt 

f( Erythem.a .. 

Gcnet:l.1C '''' 
EUQ,::'t. 

Geometry .. 

(coiled "~riag). lUnetie energy io energy du~ to ~otion 

inc li.nding iOll1li zill1lg l' adiat ion. 
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V Hal~f-value
\Lyer

internal
conversion

Ioniz~ation

Ionizing-
Radiaticoa

Isodose Curve-

Isotope

l~ic-co

"unt of shielding material necessary to .zeduce :.diatAon

level by a factor of 2.

A mode of radioactive deccy in swhich the zaaya from ex-

cited nuclei cause the ejection of orbital et~ctzonz from

the atom.

Atomic particle, atom or chemiical radical bearing one or more

charges of either sign.

The praceau wherein ions are produced.

Radiation capable of producing ions by direct or secondary

processea; alpha, beta, gamma, neutrons.

A curve depicting points of identical radiation dosage in an

One of iaevearal aoms having the same number of protons in

their nuclei and hence belonging to the same element but

differing in the niiber of neutrons and therefore in mass

T.L pocotga ihe-zoi- an electrona in the X or in-Re shell o f ail

ato,,m is captured by the nucleus during a nuckar action.

In the process a characteriz.tic x-ray iz iý,tzd.

Prefix iridicating 1000 as in kilovolt.

A p'efiu indicating one millionth.

iN! ~illi -A rcilx indicating, Cnio '~ h
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Ralf-valua 
L..:ilyer 

Illternal _. 
Convoilraion 

10.1 ... 

)\ Ioni:z:ation ... 

lord.zing .. 
Radiation 

~u:nt of ahieldinB material lfll3ceaaa.y to) ~educi:. : ... diatioa 

level by a factor of 2. 

Atomic particle, ~tom Oil' Ch<elClical radical bearing orie or r.::.ore 

i· Isodose Curlle'" .A. Ctilt'V6 depicting pointe of identical radiation doaagein an 
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•:o~atoring -

Monochromatic
radiation

Nucleus -

'" Photon

Positron,-

Primary -
Radiation

Periodic or continuous dete ainution of the n , ion-

izing radiation or radioactive contamination pr in, in

area.

Blectrragnatic radiation of a aingle wave ligth Ln which

photons are all of the same energy.

The heavy central part of aa atom in which moao t he wmss

and the total positive electric charge is concentrated.

A discrete unit of energy as waves,

Particle equal in mass, opposite in charge to the electron.

Radiation arising directly from the target of an x-ray tube

or from a radioactive source.

The unit of absorbed dose. it is 100 ergs/g of any material.

Rdioacitiivity- SpOnt;neous disintegration of an unstable nucleus with emis3ion

of a particle or a photon to form a different nuckeuz.

(Roentgen - equivalent - man) A unit oi oloica dose, it

i the t amount of energy absorbed in tissue that produces the

,ame biological effect as I R of gawa radiation oz z-rays.

lor our purpose I R I 1 Reim, this relationship is not true for

alpha or beta rays.

The ui"it of radiation guant:y, which is based on the amount_

of ionization in air, about 2 billion each of positive and nega-

Sive ious per cubic centimater at standard conditions 0-degreaz

cati-rad and 760 aa iercury. It is the amount that producer
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photons are all" of the smue e:nergy. 
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Jil'.tu:tic le equal in mass ~ oppcwi te in charge to the e lec tran. 
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Roentgen-
(cont'd.)

Sc~ttered

specific

A;ctivity

1. 61 x 1012 ion pairs in Icc or one arim of aliý: U-1i-,

atcandard condition. Thia curxesponda co a3.3 e:.iZa of

per &,ram of air.

Radiation whose direction ha been altere4 by W'e

with matter.

,The total radioc~cJvity of a given isotope per 9144a 8

in curies/gram~.

The. 4istanc e between any two similar points oi two consecu-

tive Vaves, Expressed in angstroam units or cm.
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General Steel Industries, Inc.
Operation Procedure for Use of Cobalt 60 Radiographic Sources

All "Radiographers" (as defined in Title 10, Part 31), 24-MEV Betatron,
shall:

1. Read and understand Parts 20 and 31 of Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations.

2. Read and become well acquainted with the Instruction Manual.
for the Budd roll-out camera device and the Radionic Panoramic
camera.

3. Read and retain a copy of these Operating Procedures and the
attached Emergency Operating Procedures.

4. Receive instructions in the operation of the exposure device
and receive actual experience in its operation.

5. Receive instructions and procedures from Mr. H. B. Norris.

.6. Receive instructions in health physics', monitoring and personnel
monitoring and dosimetry from a physicist from Nuclear Con-
sultants Corporation, or other source including GSI personnel.

Above instructions will include lectures, actual use of exposure devices and
survey instruments, and practical problems, utilizing Appendix A, Part 31,
Title 10, CFR, as anoutline. A copy of this training program is attached
as 6(f).

There will be no transportation of sources or exposure devices to any field
location, nor in fact, shall they be moved from the special radiographic
room within the plant. All records will be maintained by Mr. H. B. Norris
or by the di vision accountant (inventory) in the division accounting department
at the same address.

Only "Radiographers! licensed by the A.EC and assigned to this department
shall have keys to the radiographic room and to the exposure device. Under
NO conditions are you to loan or give your key to anyone, : regardless of his
position within the company without the direct approval of Mr. Norris. If
your keys are lost or misplaced, notify Mr. Norris of this at once.

All "Radiographers" must wear film badges whenever working around radiation
whether it be x-ray, betatron or the Co 60 sources.
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General Steel Industries, Inc. 
Operation Procedure for Use of Cobalt 60 Radiographic Sources 

All i'Radiographers II (as defined in Title 10, Part 31). l.4-MEV Betatron, 
shall: 

L Read and understand Parts 20 and 31 of Title 10 of the 
. Code of Federal Regulations • 

.2. Read and become well acquainted with the Instruction Manual 
for the Budd roll-out caine ra device and the Radionic Panoramic 
camera. 

3. Read and retain a copy of these Operating Procedures and the 
attached Emergency Operating Procedures. 

4. Receive instructions in the operation of the exposure device 
and receive actual experience in its operation. 

5. Receive instructions and procedures from Mr. H. B. Norris. 

; 

6. Receive instructions in health physicS', monitoring and personnel 
monitoring and dosimetry from a physicist from Nuclear Con
sultants Corporation, or other source including GSI personnel. 

Above instructions will include lectures, actual use of exposure devices and 
survey instrmnents, and practical problems, utilizing Appendix A, Part 31, 
Title 10, CFR, aean outliile. A copy of this training program is attached 
as 6(£). 

There will be no transportation of sources or exposure devices to any field 
location, nor in fact, shall they be moved from the special radiographic 
room within the plant. All records will be maintained by Mr. H. B. Norris 
or by the di vision accountant (inventory) in the division accounting department 
at the sarne address_ 

Only "Radiographers" licensed by the AEC and assigned to this department 
shall have keys to the radiographic room and to the exposure device. Under 
NO conditions are you to loan or give your key to anyone, regardless of hie 
position within the company without the direct approval of Mr. Norris. If 
your keys are lost or misplaced, notify Mr. Norris of this at once. 

All "Radiographers" must wear film badges whenever working around rad'iation 
whether it be x-ray, betatron or the Co 60 sources. 
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Operating Procedure for Use of Cobalt-60 Radiographic Sources (Continued)

They must also wear the pocket chambers provided when working with the
Co 60.

A step-by-step procedure which is to be followed by each shift and each man
is tabulated below:

1. Unlock the door to the radiographic room from the outside,
enter and immediately lock~the door from the inside. This
is. necessary due to the higher than normal noise level in the
plant. A loud siren is located over the door with a push button
activator on the outside for use in the event another radiographer
must enter the room while it is locked from the inside.

2. Place film holder and any other equipment taken into the room
in the small viewing room outside the radiation area (but within
the radiographic room), Using the NRD Model CS-40A survey
meter, make an entrance survey of each exposure. device
(Budd Company's Model lOA Unitron Radiographic Camera),
making certain no sources are exposed..

3. Make the necessary entries in the Utilization and Survey Log.
(See attached sample of log.)

4. Set up exposure film and fix position of source tube. Always
place source as near center of room and as far from the walls
as is practical.. Never place source closer than four feet from
the wall unless it is inside the casting. Make certain source
tube is firmly fixed in position required, and that any angle in
tube is not too sharp to prevent easy operation of source within
the tube.

5. Turn on red warning lights. These lights are strategically
located on the top of the exposure room walls, and over the
outside entrance, so that they may easily be observed by any
personnel passing by the area adjacent to the exposure room.

6. Unlock Budd Camera devices.

7. Have castings and camera located so that the control cable may
be operated from behind one of the 4 inch thick armor plate steel
shields separating the radiographic area from the control area.
The control cable shall be maintained behind this shielding at
all timrs. The source may now be exposed utilizing the control
cable from behind the armor plate shields. Observe the source.
position indicator.
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Operating Procedure for Use of Cobalt-60 Radiographic Sources (Ccntinue~lI) 

They must also wear the pocket chambers provided when working with the 
Co 60. ' 

A step-by-step procedure which is to be followed by each shift and each man. 
is tabulated below: 

1. Unlock the door to the radiographic room from the outside, 
enter and immediately lock the door from the inside. This 
is. necessary due to the higher than normal noise level in the 
plant. A loud siren is located over the door with a push button 
activatol" on the outside for use in the event another radiographer 
must enter the room while it is 10,cked from the inside. 

2. Place film holder and any other equipment taken into the room 
in the small viewing room outside the radiation area (but within 
the radiographic room). Using the NRD Model CS-40A survey 

, meter, make an entrance survey of each exposure .. device 
(Budd Cornpanyls Model 110A Unitron Radiographic Camera). 
making certain no sources are exposed •. 

3. Make the necessary entries in the Utilization and Survey Log. 
(See attached sample of log. ) 

4. Set up exposure film and fix position of source tube. Always 
place source as near center of room and as far from the walls 
as is practical. . Never place source closer than four feet from' 
the wall unless it is inside the casting~ Make certain source 
tube is firn'lly fixed in position required, and that any angle in 
t~be is not too sharp to prevent easy operation of source within 
the tube. 

5. Turn on red warning lights. The se lights are strategically 
located on the top of the exposure room walls, and over the 
outside entrance, so that they may easily be observed by any 
personnel passing by the area adjacent to the exposure room. 

6, Unlock Budd Camera devices. 

7. Have castings a.nd camera located so that the control cable may 
be operated from behind one of the 4 inch thick armor plate steel 
shields separating the radiographic area from the control area. 
The control cable shall be maintained behind this shielding at 
all timfs. The source may now be exposed utilizing the control 
cable from behind the armor plate shields. Obaer ve the source 
pas-iUon indicator. 
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Operating Procedure for Use of Cobalt 60 Radiographic Sources (Continued)

8. Make necessary entries in Utilization and Survey Log.

9. "Radiographer" retires to small room outside of radiation
area to time and wait for exposure to be completed. At no
time should he enter the exposure area (forward of the steel
shields) when sources are exposed.

10. After exposure is completed, retract source into source holder
with control cable fromn behind armor plate shielding.

11. Make an operational survey of the entire area, taking special
note of source tube and camera device.

12. Lock camera device. This should be done even though a second.
exposure is to be performed within the next few minutes.

13. Make necessary entries into Utilization and Survey Log. (See
attached)

14. Turn off warning light.

15. Steps No. 3 to No. 14, inclusive, may be repeated from two to
five times before going to lunch, or between trips to the darkroom
and film storage area, or the end of, the shift. Darkroom and
office are over 500 yards from exposure room.

16. Before leaving the room, whether to go t olunch or darkroom
or at the end of the shift, a final Survey of source holder and
source tube will be made and noted in the log. Be sure.to s'ign
the log.

17. Leave exposure room and lock door from the outside. Never
leave room, even for a few minutes, without locking from the

outside.

18. A final dosimeter reading will be made and recorded at the end
of each shift. Film badges as noted above will be worn throughout
the. eight hour shift, regardless of work being performed.

19. See Emergency Procedure for proper action in case of an emergency.
In case of emergency follow those procedures and call Mr. Norris
at once. His telephone number shall be known to all radiographers
and is always on file in the company guard house which is open
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
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Operating Procedure for'Use of Cobalt 60 Radiographic Sources (Continued) 

8. Make necessary ent~ies in Utilization and Survey Log. 

9. "Radiographer" retires to small room outside of radiation 
area to tim.e and wait for exposure to be completed. At no 
time should he enter the exposure area (forward of the steel 
shields) when sources are exposed. 

10. After exposure is completed, retract source into source holder 
with control cable from behind armor plate shielding. 

11. Make an operational survey of the entire area, taking special 
note of source tube and camera device. 

12. Lock camera device. This should be done even though a second. 
exposure is to be performed within the next few minutes. 

13. Make necessary entries into Utilization and Survey Log. (See 
attached) 

14. Turn off warning light. 

15. Steps No.3 to No. 14, inclusive, may be repeated from two to 
five times before going to lunch, or between trips to the darkroom 
and film storage area, or the end of the shift. Darkroom and 
office are over 500 yards from exposure room. 

16. Befort~ leavl[lg the room, whether to go tp lunch or darkroom 
or at the end of the shift, a final survey 6f source holder and 
source tube will bernade and noted i.n the log. Be sure. tos'ign 
the log. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

Leave exposure room and lock door from the outside. Never 
leave roorn, even for a few minutes, without locking from the 
outside. 

A final dosimeter reading will be made and recorded at the end 
of each shift. Film badges as noted above will be worn throughout 
the eight hour shift,re gardle s s of worl< being performed • 

See Emergency Pro~edure for proper action in case of an emergency. 
In case of ernergency follow those procedures and call Mr. Norris 

. at once. His telephone number shall be known to all radiographers 
and is always on file in the company guard house which is open 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 
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Operating Procedure for Use Of Cobalt 60 Radiographic Source In The
Betatron Room

All radiographers must wear film badges and pocket-.chambers provided
whenever working around penetrating radiation, whether it be from the
Betatrons or the Co 60 sources.

1. Unlock the door to the Control Room from the outside, enter
and immediately lock the door. In the e-vent another radiograpber
must enter the Control Room while it is locked, he will have to.
knock on the door.

2. Using the NRD Model CS 40A or the Victoreen Model 592B survey
meter, make an entrance survey of exposure device (Radionic
Panoramic Camera Model P60-100-A) making certain no source
is exposed.

3. Make the necessary entries in the utilization and survey log.

4. Always place the casting as far south as the handling crane will
permit, approximately 54' from the north wall. The casting will
be as close as is practicable to the. east wall. Set up the exposure
film and fix the position of the source tube. Make certain the
source tube is firmly fixed in the position required and that any'
angle in the tube is not too sharp to prevent movement of the,
source within the tube. The Co 60 camera will be set approxi-
mately 3' from the east wall and 32' from the north wall. The
control crank unit will be inside the control room.

5 5. I5rurn on red warning lights.. These lights are strategically located
. at the entrance door to work area and at the double leaf door. Lightsmay easily be observed by any personnel passing by the area adjacent

( •€ . to the exposure room.

6. Unlock the Radionic's camera device.

7. Have casting and camera located so that control cable may be
operated from inside the control room. Observe the source position
indicator.

8. Make the necessary entries in utilization and survey log.

9. Radiographer returns to the Control Room outside the radiation
area to time and wait for the exposure to be completed. At no time

should he enter the exposure area (forward of the 10'0" thick sand
filled wall) when the source is exposed.
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Opt:~rating Procedure for Use Of Cobalt 60 Radiographic Source In The 
Betatron Room 

All radiographers must wear film badges and p~*et'chambers provided 
whenever working around penetrating radiation,. whether .it be from the 
Betatrons or the Co 60 source s. 

1. Unlock the door to the Control Room from the outside. enter 
and immediately lock the door. In the e-vent another radiographer 
must enter the Control Room while it is locked, he will have to
knock on the door. 

2. Usi.ng the NRD Model CS 40A or the Victoreen Model 592B survey 
meter,m.ake an entrance survey of exposure device (Radionic 
Panoramic Camera Model P60-100-A) making certain no source 
is exposed. 

3. Make the necessary entries in the utilization and survey log. 

4. Always place the casting as far south as the handling crane will 
permit, approximately 54' from the north wall. The casting will 
be as close as is practicable to the.east wall. Set up the exposure 
film and fix the positionof the source tube. Make certain the 
source tube is firmly fixed in the position required and that any 
angle in the tube is not too sharp to prevent movement of the 
source within the tube. The Co 60 camera will be set approxi
rna tely 3' from the east wall and 32 I from the north wall. The 
control crank unit will be inside the control room. 

! ," ;...-5. ,)J:'urn on red warning lights. These lights are strategically located 
, 1,/ ,;t' ~" at the entrance door to work area and at the double leaf door. Lights 

/11 '-/ ,,\'~ may easily be observed by any perso. nnel passing by the area adjacent 
\ I' '/' ". I'" ! . to the exposure room. 

6. Unlock the Radionic's came ra de vice. 

7. Have casting and ca,mera located so that control cable may be 
operated frorn inside the control room. Observe the source position 
indicator. 

8. Make the necessary entries in utilization and survey log. 

9. Radiographer returns to the Control Room outside the radiation 
area to ti:rne and wait for the exposure to be completed. At no time 
should he enter the exposure area (forward of the .10'0" thick sand 
filled wall) when the source is exposed. 
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Operating Procedure for Use of Cobalt 60 Radiographic Source in
the Betatron Room (Continued)

10. After the exposure is completed, retract the source into the
camera by means of the control cable from inside the control
room.

11. Make an operational survey of the entire area, taking special
note of source tube and camera device.

12. Lock camera device. This should be done even though a second
exposure is to be performed within the next few minutes.

13. Make necessary entries in the utilization and survey log. (Sae
attached)

14. Turn off warning lights.

15. Steps No. 3 to No. 14 inclusive may be repeated several times
before going to lunch or the end of the shift. Darkroom and
offices are located in the processing area behind the 10' 0"
thick sand filled wall.

16. Before leaving the room, whether to go to lunch or darkroom or
at the end of the shift, a final survey of source holder and source
tube will be made and noted in the log. Be sure to sign the log.

17. Leave exposure room and lock door from the outside. Never
leave room-a, even for a few minutes, without locking.from the
outside.

18. A final dosimeter reading will be made and recorded at the end
of each shift. Film badges as noted above will be worn throughout
the eight hour shift, regardless of work being performed.

1 See Emergency Procedure for proper action in case of an
emergency. In case of emergency, follow those procedures
and call Mr. H. B. Norris at once. His telephone number
shall be known to all radiographers, and is always on file in
the company guard house, which is open 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week.
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Operating Procedure for Use of Cobalt 60 Radiographic Source in 
the Betatron Room (Continued) 

10. After the exposure is completed, retract the source into the 
camera by means of the control cable from inside the control 
room. 

1 J, Make an operational survey of the entire area, taking special 
note of source tube and carnera device, 

12. Lock camera device. This should be done even though a second 
exposure is to be performed within the next few minutes. 

13.' Make nece:ssal'Y entries in the utilization and survey log. (S~e 

attached) 

14. Turn off YI/arning lights. 

15. Steps No.3 to No. 14 inclusive may be repeated several times 
before goi ng to lunch or the end of the shift. Darkroom and 
offices are located in the processing,area bebi.nd the 10 1 0" 
thick sand filled wall. 

16. Before leaving the roorn, whether to go to lunch or darkroom or 
at the end of the shift, a finat survey of source holder and source 
tube will be made and noted in the log. Be sure to sign the log. 

17. Leave exposure room and lock door from the outside. Never 
leave roonl, eve n for a few nlinute s, without locking from the 
outside. 

18. A final dosimeter reading will be made and reeOl'cled at the end 
of each r3hift. Fi1n~ badges as noted above wiD be worn throughout 
the eight hour shift, regardless of work being performed. 

19. See Ernergency Procedure for proper action in case of an 
emergency. In case of ernergency, follow those procedures 
and call Mr. H. B. Norris at once. His telephone nm-nber 
shall be known to all radiographers, and is always on file in 
the corrlpany guard house, which is open 24 hours a day, 7 days 
a week . 
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EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

A telephone is located in the small, room protected from the radiation
area but within the locked exposure room. Any deviation from normal
operating procedure may be -reported to the supervisor in charge of
radiography without the necessity of the radiographer leaving the locked
exposure room. All men handling the source will be radiographers within
the definition of Part 31, Paragraph 31.3.

EMERGENCY NO, 1 SOURCE CANNOT BE RETRACTED INTO THE SOURCE
HOLDER OR T1E SURVEY INDICATES THAT IT IS NOT WITHIN THE HOLDER
WHEN IT SHOULD BE, THE RADIOGRAPHER ON DUTY SHALL:

1. The warning lights will be on in conformance with operating
procedure. If the emergency happens at any other time,
turn on warning lights.

2. Call H. B. Norris, by auto call or telephone.

3.. Unlock door, leave radiation room, and lock door from the
outside.,

4. Using NRD Model CS 40Asurvey meter, survey area immediately
surrounding radiographic area, and post any area of greater than

5 mr/hr.

5. Maintain vigilance at doorway until Mr. Norris arrives.

THE RADIATION SAFETY OFFICER SHALL

1. Obtain full story, evaluate, rectify if possible.

2. If necessary, call Nuclear Consultants Corporation or the Budd
Company. Exposure room will remain locked and all warning
lights will. remain on until area is safe. Radiographer will
maintain personnel vigilance at exposure room. door if gravity
of situation warrants.

3. Record will be made of the incident.

4. AEC will be notified, if necessary, in compliance with Title 0,
Part 20, Paragraph Z0.403.
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EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES 

A telephone is located in the small, room protected from the radiation 
area but within the locked exposure room. Any deviation from normal 
operating procedure rnay be reported to the supervisor in charge of 
radiography without the necessity of the radiographer leaving the locked 
exposure room. All men handling the source will be radiographers within 
the definition of Part 31, Paragraph 31.3. 

EMERGENCYNO?_.J_ SOURCE CANNOT BE RETRACTED INTO THE SOURCE 
HOLDER OR THE SURVEY INDICATES THAT IT IS NOT WITHIN THE HOLDER 
WHEN IT SHOD .LD BE. THE RADIOGRAPHER ON DUTY SH.A.LL: 

1. The warning lights will be on in conforrnance with operating 
procedure. If the emergency bappens at any other time, 
turn on warning lights. 

2. Call H. B. Norris, by auto call or telephone. 

3 .. Unlock door, leave radiation rao'm, and lock door f.ranl the 
outside. 

4. Using NRD 'p"JIodel CS 40A .survey meter, survey area immediately 
surrounding radiographic area, and post any area of greater than 
5mr/hr. 

5. Maintain vigilance at doorway until Mr. Norris arrives. 

THE RADIATION SAFETY OFFICER SHALL 

1. Obtain full story, evaluate, rectify i.f possible. 

2. If necessary, call Nuclear Consultants Corporation or the Budd 
Company. Exposure ro.om will remain locked and all warning 
lights 'vvill renlain on until area is safe. Radiographer -i,vill 
maintain personnel vigilance at exposure room door if gravity 
of situation warrants. 

3. Record \vill be made of the incident. 

4. AEC will be notified, if necessary, in compliance with Title J 0, 
Part 20, Paragraph 2 0.403. 
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EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURE (Continued)

EMERGENCY NO. 2 POCKET DOSIMETER READS OFF SCALE

1. Do not extrapolate.

2. Recharge dosimeter, check it after 15 minutes, repeat this
step. If it reads off scale both times, it is probably faulty.

3. Develop casting exposure films, see if they have the correct
density with no distortion. Any misalignment of source or
source tube that could result in overexposure would not give
a satisfactory radiograph.

4. Check survey instrument. If survey instrument and radiographs
prove to be all right and dosimeter indicates a faulty discharge,

assume dosimeter to be faulty. Use spare dosimeter.

5. Call H. B. Norris and notify him of these results for his
evaluation before making any other exposures.

6. If above indicates that the apparent overexposure may have
actually occurred, send film badge in for processing with
request for an irn.iediate reply by telephone.

7. If film badge report substantiates dosimeter reading, the
radiographer will be sent to the corporation doctor with a

full report.

8. AEC will be notified in conformance with Title 10, Part 30,
Paragraph 20.403.
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EMERGENCY NO.2 POCKET DOSIMETER READS OFF SCALE 

1. Do not extra pola te. 

2. Recharge dosimeter, check it after 15 IT1inutes, repeat this 
step~ If it reads off scale both times, it is probably faulty. 

3. Develop casting exposure films, see if tbey have the correct 
density with no distortion. Any 'misalignment of source or 

, source tube tba t could re sult in ove rexposure would not give 
a satisfactory radiograph. 

4. Check survey instrument. If survey instrument and radiographs 
prove to be an right and dosi'meter indicates a faulty discharge, 
assume dosirneter to be faulty. Use spare dosimeter. 

5. Call H. B. Norris and notify him of these results for his 
evaluation before making any otber exposures. 

6. If above indicates that the apparent overexposure rnay have 
actually occurred, send fil"m badge in for processing with 
request for an immediate reply by telephone. 

7. If film badge report substantiates dosimeter reading, the 
radiographer will be sent to the corporation doctor with a 
full report. 

8. AEC will be notified in confonnance wi.th Title ,I 0, Part 30, 
Paragraph 20.103. 
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